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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRA TIVE LAW JUDGES
WASHINGTON , D.C. ,

In the Matter of

BASIC RESEARCH , LLC
G. WATERHOUSE, LLC

KLEIN-BECKER USA , LLC
NUTRASPORT, LLC
SOY AGE DERMALOGIC LABORATORIES, LLC
BAN LLC d/b/a BASIC RESEARCH LLC

OLD BASIC RESEARCH , LLC
BASIC RESEARCH G. WATERHOUSE
KLEIN-BECKER USA , NUTRA SPORT, and
SOY AGE DERMALOGIC LABORATORIES

DENNIS GAY
DANIEL B. MOWREY d/b/a AMERICAN

PHYTOTHERAPY RESEARCH
LABORA TORY, and

MITCHELL K. FRIEDLANDER
Respondents.

/.,

PUBLIC

Docket No. 9318

RESPONDENTS' MOTION TO EXCLUDE COMPLAINT COUNSEL WITNESS
HEYMSFIELD OR. IN THE ALTERNATIVE. TO LIMIT HIS TESTIMONY

All Respondents , by counsel and pursuant to Rule 3. , hereby move the

Presiding Officer to exclude complaint counsel witness Steven B. Heymsfield , M.

based on his failure to satisfY the requirements of FTC Rule 3. , Federal Rule of

Evidence 702 , and the Daubert standard Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

I This Motion is being fied in conformity with the Second Revised Scheduling Order issued on August 4

2005 , as modified by the November 21 , 2005 , extension, requiring that objections to witness lists be fied
on November 23 2005.
2 In their Final List of Proposed Witnesses

, Complaint Counsel state that Dr. Heymsfield shall testify
about obesity and the scientific evidence regarding weight loss or fat loss claims made with respect to

Leptoprin, Anorex , or PediaLean, the scientific bases for his conclusions, and any related topics." N. at 
This motion to exclude is submitted as Respondents ' objection to that identification in accordance with the
Second Revised Scheduling Order. In addition to the reasons stated herein, Respondents further object to
Dr. Heymsfield' s identification to the extent that his testimony goes beyond that of his expert report and
rebuttal report.



113 S.Ct. 2786 (1993)? The facts reveal that Dr. Heymsfield lacks scientific knowledge

in specific and critical areas that he would need to possess to deliver an evaluation ofthe

scientific literature upon which he attempts to opine. Further, he impermissibly bases his

opinions on subjective belief and unsupported speculation. Moreover, he is currently

employed by Merck to develop weight loss products, an inherent conflict of interest that

taints his testimony against Respondent companies which have sold and currently sell

products that are leading weight loss products. In the absence of scientific knowledge in

the specific and critical areas, Dr. Heymsfield' s opinions are devoid of empirical

grounds, and are heavily tainted by his bias, which renders them unreliable. Ifhis

testimony is not deemed inadmissible under Fed. R. Evid. 702 and the standard in

Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc. , 113 S.Ct. 2786 (1993) (which rules FTC

regards as persuasive see In re Herbert R. Gibson, Jr. , 1978 FTC LEXIS 375 , at *2 , n.1

(May 3 , 1978)(attached as Exhibit E), the legitimacy of the Commission s positions will

lack the requisite level of reliability. Respondents request a Daubert hearing on this

motion.

THE FACTS

A. Background

FTC filed this action against Respondents to allege that the advertisements

attached to the Complaint as exhibits A-L for the products Leptoprin, Anorex, Cutting

Gel , Tummy Flattening Gel , Dermalin- , and PediaLean were - in the view of

commission staff- unfair or deceptive acts or practices, and the making of false

advertisements, in or affecting commerce in violation of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the

Federal Trade Commission Act (FTCA). Leptoprin and Anorex were a combination of



ephedrine, caffeine, and aspirin sold in a pill form to facilitate general weight loss for

persons considered overweight. Id. Cutting Gel , Tummy Flattening Gel , and Dermalin

APg were topical gels containing aminophylline sold to facilitate weight loss in targeted

areas where the product was applied. Id. Pedialean was a fiber-containing product sold

in a pill form to facilitate general weight loss in overweight children. Id.

B. Testimony of Steven B. Heymsfield

At his deposition , Dr. Heymsfield admitted he is not a statistician. Exhibit A at

227. (Q: "And what are those other ways of managing the potential bias?" A: "There are

a number of ways. One is called analysis of variance. I am not a statistician, so I can

tell you. ) He admitted he is not an expert in statistical analysis. Exhibit B at 462. (Q:

How about , are you an expert in the statistical analysis of clinical trials?" A: "No. That

doesn t mean I don t know something about it, but I'm just distinguishing between

myself and what I consider a person who is an expert. ) He admitted he is not a

biostatistician. Id. at 462. (A: "No. I mean , there are people who are biostatisticians, and

I'm not one of them , so I consider them experts. ) Dr. Heymsfield testified that a power

calculation was necessary before beginning a weight loss study to determine sample size

the number of subjects needed. Exhibit C at 537. (A: "So before you begin the study you

do what's called a power calculation and you make a hypothesis about the amount of

weight loss you expect over a certain period oftime, and then you then determine what's

called the sample size, the number of subjects you need. ) He testified he is not an expert

in conducting power studies and determining the number of study participants needed.

Exhibit C at 537 , 538. (Q: "All right. Now, do you profess expertise in doing power

studies and determining how many patients you need based on the goal?" A: "That is the



job of a statistician , to do the power calculation. I mean - well , I wouldn t do it. I'll go

there. Sometimes statistician - non-statisticians can do power calculations." Q: "You are

not one ofthem?" A: "I'm not one of those people who would do that , no. ) (Q: "The

short answer to my question is you don t claim a particular expertise in doing power

calculations?" A: "No. I only claim an expertise to know that I wouldn t do a study

without a power calculation. ) He testified that performing a power calculation is the job

of a statistician. Id. at 537. (A: "That is the job of a statistician to do the power

calculation. ) He testified that to determine whether a power calculation was made

correctly he would have to consult to a statistician or a biostatistician to obtain an

analysis of it. Id. at 538-539. (Q: "All right, correct. So if you wanted to know ifthere

was a proper power calculation in a particular study you would go to a biostatistician and

have them make that analysis for you?" A: "I would - let's see. I think you are asking

me something a little different." (... ) Q: "I'm trying to finish in this area. I take it that if

you were looking at a particular study and you wanted to know if they did a correct

power calculation, as you referred to it, you would go to a statistician or a biostatistician

and have them analyze it to see if it was correct?" A: "Yes, because in properly designed

trials the report wil give you the power and the hypothesis in the trial design. (... )." He

testified that he did not request any biostatistician look at the Daly study to determine if it

had a proper power calculation. Id. at 540-541. (Q: "I appreciate that but you, from your

experience as you ve told us, you ve been candid with us that even if the paper doesn

have a power calculation reported that's something you can access by calling the author

or the publication to find out what it was, fair?" (Objection excerpted). A: "You could if

you wanted, yes, that's not impossible. " Q: "Right. If you are interested enough to see if



they had a proper power calculation that's something you could do?" A: " You could do

that." Q: "And my question to you is, do you know if you did that with regard to the Daly

study?" (Objection excerpted.

) "

A: "I know that I didn t do it, yes. ) He testified that he

did not recall a power calculation published in the Daly study. Id. at 540. (A: "Well , if!

recall correctly, and I don t have the Daly paper in front of me, there was no power

calculation in the Daly study. ) Concerning the studies he reviewed in this case, Dr.

Heymsfield testified that he did not contact the authors to obtain any detail with regard to

the power calculation. Id. at 551. (Q: "Fair enough. With regard to any of those studies

did you contact the authors and gain any detail with regard to the power calculation?"

(Objection excerpted. ) A: "No. No , I didn t contact the authors.

Dr. Heymsfield admitted his knowledge and area of expertise does not concern

the positioning of products in the marketplace. Exhibit A at 26. (Q: "But you are

involved in positioning products." A: "Well , it's not my job. I'm involved in product

development and research. ) He admitted he is not an expert on advertising. Id. at 166.

(Q: "Let me ask the question this way, Dr. Heymsfield. In preparing your expert opinion

in this case, did you review the ads that are being challenged by the Federal Trade

Commission and make your own determination as to what those ads mean? A: "I am not

an expert on advertising, and I don t think that I've used those ads in any way in arrving

at any opinion I have. ) He admitted he is not an expert on "meaning" (concernng the

challenged ads). Id. at 167. (Q: "

(...

) And if the ads have a different meaning than the

meaning which is alleged in the complaint, would that affect the opinions that you

rendered in this case? (Objection excerpted.) A: "I am not an expert on meaning, and it's

not my - I think it's an interesting question , but it's not something that I could profess



say, a level of expertise where I could answer you. ) He admitted he is not a marketing

expert. Id. (Q: "I take it it would be fair to say you re not a marketing expert." A: "That'

fair to say. ) Dr. Heymsfield testified that as an author he is not responsible "necessarily

for reading (an article) entirely. Id. at 643. (A: "You said "entirety" this time, but you

didn t say "entirety" last time and so "entirety" is very specific. So it's possible , yes, that

an article was written with my name on it, that I didn t read entirely because I'm fairly

focused and I would have contributed and read the sections that were assigned to me.

His admissions alone, should disqualifY him as a matter of common sense

irrespective of Daubert standards. Even so , Dr. Heymsfield could not identifY experts in

the field of dietary supplements and weight loss. Exhibit C at 653-4. (Q: "Now, can you

name for me specifically those individuals you consider expert in the study of weight loss

and dietary supplements?" (Objections excerpted.) A: "What I would do for that is there

an office at the NIH that deals with dietary supplements and that office, and 1' , not sure

the exact name of it, but that office funds grants in the area, peer review grants, in nthe

area of dietary supplements, and you can go on the NIH website. (... ) You could go there

and that would be a good place to start. ) Dr. Heymsfield stated he never has "privilege

to the raw data" concerning any of the papers he reviews. Exhibit Bat 419-420. (Q:

Would you actually review the data to see whether the conclusion that was drawn is

correct?" (Objection excerpted. ) A: "I am never privileged to the raw data, is that what

you are referrng to , in any paper that I review. ) He stated he cannot think of any

situation where he would serve as a reviewer and actually check the raw data that went

into the study. Exhibit B at 420. (Q: "When you review a paper you never check - is it

your testimony or maybe I don t understand , is it your testimony that you never check the



raw data to substantiate a conclusion or a statement made in any paper that you review?"

(Objection excerpted.) A: "I can t think of any situation where I would serve as a

reviewer in which I would actually check the raw data that went into the results or the

conclusion of this study, that would be very extraordinary. ) Dr. Heymsfield testified he

had not researched the published literature to determine if there were written criticisms of

the studies that he cited in his expert report. Exhibit C at 551-552. (Q: "Are you aware of

any wrtten criticism ofthe studies that you cite by name in your expert report, other than

your expert report?" (Objection excerpted.) A: "Well

, "

written" you mean published

written?" Q: "No. I use the term "written" advisedly, whether published or not."

(Objection excerpted. ) A: "I have not specifically reviewed the literature, if that' s the

right word to answer that question, no. I haven t done that, so I don t know the answer to

it.") He admitted he had not previously written a criticism of the studies he cited and

criticized in his expert report. Exhibit C at 552-553. (Q: "All right. So the answer is this

is the only time that you ve written a criticism ofthese reports that as you sit here you

know of, fair?" A: "Well , it's the only time I've published or published - that is - we

consider this a written criticism of these studies. Yes, that's the only time I'm aware of

, but then, again, I haven t really tried to answer that question. ) Dr. Heymsfield

testified that he did not distinguish between a drug and a dietary supplement in his

analysis for this case. Id. at 546. (Q: "

(...

) did you look at the standard for "competent

and reliable" as any different than if you were looking at a drug, for example?"

(Objection excerpted.) A: "I didn t distinguish between a drug and a dietar supplement.

I only answered the questions that were asked to me by the Federal Trade Commssion

about the efficacy as we discussed it before. And whether or not something s a drug or



dietary supplement really wasn t the nature of the question, and how things are regulated

and so on.

Dr. Heymsfield admitted he did not read the Allison study that was sent to him.

Exhibit A at 154. (In reference to a study conducted by Dr. Allison, titled: "

Randomized Double Line Placebo Controlled Clinical Trial of a Product Containing

Ephedrine, Caffeine and Other Ingredients From Herbal Sources for Treatment of

Overweight and Obesity in the Absence of Lifestyle Treatment." Q: "Have you

previously read this study?" A: " , I haven t. I just told you he sent it to me, but I

wouldn t normally read it.") Dr. Heymsfield admitted he did not call anyone to obtain

more information on the published Colker abstract. Id. at 56. (Q: "Again, now I am

talking specifically about the abstract ofthe ECA study." A: "That's Colker; isn t that

right? Is the first author on that one? I'm not sure. But no , I don t believe I called

anybody on that paper. If! did, I can t recall.") He admitted he did not talk to anyone

about the material or evidence used in the Livieri study (for cross-verification purposes).

Id. at 57-58. (Q: "Have you spoken to Dr. Livieri concernng that study?" A: "No." Q:

Have you spoken with any of the other investigators who are involved in that study?" A:

No. They re in Italy, of course. ) He admitted he does not know whether the RAND

studies contained salicin (as opposed to aspirin). Id. at 119. (Q: "But the RAND Report

involved an analysis of studies that involved salicin, correct?" (Objection excerpted. ) A:

I don t know. I don t know the answer to that. And I also - yeah, I will leave it at

that.") He claimed he has not been asked to review the biology of willow bark or salicin

the questions you re asking me are really outside the frame of what I was asked

specifically to comment on

). 

Id. at 138. (A: "

(...

) The second thing is that in terms of



willow bark and salicin and the issue of aspirin, the review that I've done has focused on

a product that contains aspirin. Aspirin. The chemical , the drug aspirin. And I have not

reviewed, I have not been asked specifically to review the biology of willow bark or

salicin. And so the questions you re asking me are really outside the frame of what I was

asked specifically to comment on. ) He admitted he has a "very limited understanding

of the biology of willow bark ("outside the area of (his) expertise ). Exhibit A at 144-45.

(Q: "And that was the testimony you offered during the Cytodyne litigation, correct?" A:

That was my understanding of it, but you should know that a world authority

pharmacologist testified at that trial specifically on the metabolism of willow bark and I

was not asked to be an expert on that question. And I have already told you my limited

understanding or at least knowledge of the biology of that dietary supplement, willow

bark. It' s really outside the area of my expertise. ) He admitted he does not know what

the RAND Report relied on in its conclusions because he was not there (does not know

what discussions or analysis took place). Exhibit Bat 381. (Q: "And as you sit here, you

can t tell me what they use - what they base their conclusions on? (Objection excerpted.

A: "I can tell you their conclusions, but I can t tell you how they, you know, I know what

the raw material is and I know what the conclusions are, but I can t tell you everyhing

they base their conclusions on. I wasn t there. So , you know, I can , you know, agree

with the way you ve asked me and say yes or whatever. ) Although he was a reviewer 

the RAND Report, he admits he did not review any individual case report files or articles

(despite the fact that they were available to him). Id. at 418. (Q: "And do you make those

comments without reviewing any of the underlying substantiation?" (Objection

excerpted. ) A: " , of course, could review any of the articles they cited because they give



the reference, if! wanted , but I don t review any of the individual case report files or

anything like that, no. I wasn t asked to do that.") He stated the Boozer study on the

Metabolife product, on which he is a co-author, is a competent study done with

acceptable scientific criteria. Exhibit A at 169-170. He stated he is not an author or

reviewer ofthe second Boozer study (that he was merely acknowledged in it) on another

ephedra product. Id. at 169. (Q: "What about the other study that you were - of an

ephedra product that you were involved with with Dr. Boozer? Was that also a

competent scientific study?" (Objection excerpted. ) A: "Keep in mind that I am not an

author on that paper. I was acknowledged on that paper. I am not an author and I didn

review that paper for publication. ) He stated he did not agree with the conclusions of

that paper. Id. at 171. (Q: "Do you consider that second study to be a reliable study? (in

reference to the second study with Dr. Boozer on an ephedra based product). (Objections

excerpted.) A: "I can only tell you that I had misgivings about the content of that paper

and that's why I am not an author on that paper. Because I didn t agree with the

conclusions of the paper. ) He stated he disagreed scientifically about the risks of

ephedra, with Dr. Boozer, creating tremendous stress between the two of them and that

was a reason he did not appear as an author. Id. at 174-5. (Q: "What were your other

rationales for not waiting to be an author on that study?" "

(. . .

) One is, the biggest one is

that Dr. Boozer and I disagreed scientifically about the risks of ephedra and that's on the

public record, but it emerged during this conduct of that trial and her statements in that

paper disagree sharply with my own opinion about ephedra. So I could no longer be - in

terms of my own ethics I couldn t be an investigator with her. ) He also stated he

received personal threats on him and his family leading him to be anxious about his



continued relationship with that company. Id. at 175. (A: "Second, it occurred at a time

oftremendous stress between Dr. Boozer and I and there were being personal threats

made on me and my family by Metabolife that led me to be very anxious about my

continued relationship with Dr. Boozer and that company. ) He stated there was a mix-

up between placebo tablets and the active agents that some professionals including

himself judged invalidated the paper and objected to its publication. Id. at 177. (Q: "Can

you explain to me what the other reasons were for you not wanting to be an author on that

study?" A: "

(...

) You probably know that there was a mixup between the placebo tablets

and the active agents, that Dr. Boozer inadvertently gave subjects placebo , which had an

active ingredient in it. And there was a very strong effort to retract that paper from the

scientific literature by a number of people." He stated, however, Dr. Boozer defended

herself very vigorously. Id. at 178. (A: "On the other hand, Dr. Boozer defended herself

very vigorously. So, you know, there s yes and no. So I am not going to weigh in 

where I think that would go. I can only tell you that those opinions have been rendered

by Dr. - not opinions, but those assertions have been rendered by Dr. Boozer and her

detractors. ) He stated he was the director ofthe weight control unit on the Boozer study,

where all ofthe patients were evaluated , but he did not actually evaluate any ofthem

himself. Id. at 175- 176. (Q: "When you say you oversaw the clinical par of the study,

what do you mean?" A: "I am the director ofthe weight control unit, or I was, and the

patients were evaluated at the weight control unit." Q: "Did you have any direct

involvement in their evaluation?" A: "Do you mean did I actually do the physical

examinations?" Q: "Correct." A: "No. ) He admitted he does not know whether the

GAO Report was partially based on adverse event report documentation; claims that that



is "going beyond the context of (his) expertise." Exhibit Bat 401. (Q: "Did the GAO

General Accounting Office, also base their opinions in part on adverse event reports?"

(Objection excerpted. ) A: "You know, now it's going beyond the context of my expertise.

I don t really know what the general accounting offce does or - but as I said , there s a

vast body of published literature on thi ) Dr. Heymsfield admitted he is not an expert

on the metabolism of the dietary supplement at issue in the Cytodyne case. Exhibit A at

147. (A: "

(...

) Number two, I was not asked specifically to comment on that in this trial

and that I'm not an expert on the metabolism of this particular dietary supplement nor

was I asked in this particular case to judge the metabolism of salicin in the human

body. ) He admitted he does not know whether the weight loss compound being studied

in the Daly study was available for OTC use. Id. at 283-284. (Q: "SO would it be fair to

say that as you sit here today you don t know whether in fact it was an over-the-coutner

preparation that was available at the time of that study?" A: "I told you everyhing I

know." Q: "SO the answer to my question is no , you don t know?" (Objections

excerpted.) A: " , I don t specifically know that because I know that that combination

was not used as a prescription agent in the United States. It may have been used outside

the United States." Q: "But you don t know that, do you?" A: "No.

Dr. Heymsfield stated he was not able to define "overweight" because it has no

scientific definition. Id. at 349-350. (A: "' Overweight' has a specific meaning to me as

a quantitative meaning. It means a body mass index over 25 and less than 30 , but

significantly overweight, you know, has non, you know, specific scientific definition. I

can tell you as a layman what I would infer, it means very heavy." Q: "' Very heavy

meaning how much?" A: "Well , see, I can t put an answer to that because, you know, as



a scientist I have to answer that and there s not an amount that that ' significantly

overweight' defines. ) He stated there is no quantitative definition of the term

significantly overweight " so he cannot answer any questions pertaining to that term. Id.

at 360. (Q: "How may pounds overweight would somebody have to be for them to be

significantly overweight?" A: "I told you there' not an quantitative definition of the term

significantly overweight,' so I can t answer that.") He admitted the word "substantial"

is not a scientific quantitative term. Id. at 365. (A: "I told you that or I may have told you

that ' substantial' is not a scientific quantitative term. It confers to a layman or scientific

large amount, that's what that would imply. You would have to be a little more

specific.

Dr. Heymsfield testified that he worked for the pharmaceutical company Merck.

Exhibit C at 589. (Q: "I appreciate that, I appreciate that. When you - I understand you

work for Merck; is that correct?" A: "Yes. ) Dr. Heymsfield testified that in his

employment for Merck it would be within the scope of his job to design a pill or

medicine that would help consumers lose weight irrespective of changes in diet and

exercise. Id. at 591. (Q: "Let me ask you this. In your development or attempted

development of a pharmaceutical that would assist in the weight loss area, I take it it'

your conception that potentially you and your colleagues could design a pill or medicine

that someone would take, that would help them lose weight irrespective of changes in

diet and exercise, fair?" A: "That's what I do , yes. ) He testified that was not an expert

on the commercial side of weight control and had no idea "who is competing with who.

Id. at 590. (A: "I - I'm not an expert on sort ofthe commercial side of weight control , so

I have no idea who is competing with who. That' s something maybe marketing would



, you know, weight into. But I don t think about things like that.") He could not

answer if a weight loss drug he developed for Merck would be competing with dietary

supplement products for weight loss. Id. at 590-591. (Q: "Okay. But you ve been so

active in reviewing dietary supplements in the weight loss area you would - you would

be able to reason, I take it, that if Merck came out with a drug that helps you lose weight

that it would participate in a similar market to diet supplements, fair?" (Objection

excerpted.) A: "I - you know, as a lay person , it' s possible, but I can t tell you anything

beyond what I just said. ) He further testified that he would testifY as an expert for the

FTC "for free if that was the request." Exhibit A at 61. (Q: "Did the Federal Trade

Commission suggest that rate to you or did you suggest that rate to the Federal Trade

Commission?" A: "I didn t suggest any rates to the Federal Trade Commission. I would

do it for free if that was the request.") He stated that he has a commitment to public

service and considers this a public service. Id. (Q: "Why is that?" A: "Why would I do it

for free? Because I have a commitment to public service and I do quite a bit of it , and

this is a public service.

Dr. Heymsfield testified that he did not read all of the scientific substantiation

offered by Respondents to support their advertising for Pedialean. Exhibit B at 468-469.

(Q: "The paper was provided to you as part of the substantiation for the PediaLean

product, wasn t it?" (...

) "

And you didn t review that in connection, that paper by Walsh

in connection with this case?" (Objection excerpted. ) A: "Walsh was not reviewed by me

in my expert report. (... ) I've looked at this paper , but I have not reviewed it in detail for

this case." He testified that he was not an expert on the placebo effect. Exhibit C at 497.

(Q: "

(...

) So what I would like you do to if you could, you are talking to a lay person



now , so explain to me when you say ' placebo effect' what you as a scientist are talking

about?" A: "Well , I'm not an expert on the placebo effect , so I can t describe to you the

nuances of it. ) Dr. Heymsfield could not identifY any study that has shown that there is

a placebo effect for weight control generally and to the three agents at issue. Exhibit C at

492-495 (Q: "Do you know of any study that is shown that in weight control studies

there s a placebo effect?" A: "I would have to go back to the literature to find that out...

Q: "Can you point to any research... that support the fact that there is a placebo effect

when using any of the agents in question in these proceedings?" A: "Not specifically for

these three agents because to answer - answer that is difficult for the reasons I mentioned

before. It' s not something a scientist would spend their time attempting to answer a

question ofthat nature. ) He could not identifY a text or authoritative body to find a

scientific definition of competent and reliable scientific evidence as he used it in his

report. Exhbit C at 526. (A: "I - I - I have an understanding of what' competent and

reliable scientific evidence ' is and that's evidenced by my report because what I've done

in my report is I've reviewed the papers that I found relevant to the agents here under

study. And I found serious weaknesses in those papers that led me to conclude that the

evidence, based on those papers, did not provide competent and reliable scientific

evidence that supports the claims for these products." Q: "And my question to you is, is

there some learned text or some authoritative body ofliterature that I could go to to

determine or to find out a scientific definition of competent and reliable scientific

evidence as you are using it in your report?" A: " , I've just defined it for you in the

context of my report. ) Dr. Heymsfield stated that he has treated his expert report as a

confidential document so he has not shared it with anyone. Id. at 651. (Q: "And in the



course of preparing your expert report in this case, did you submit it to anyone else for

peer review or for assessment, as to whether or not the judgments you rendered there are

agreeable to other experts in the field?" (Objection excerpted.) A: "Well , I treated this as

a confidential document, so I've not shared this with anybody.

c. Report of Steven B. Heymsfield

In his report Dr. Heymsfield acknowledged that as of the date he wrote that

report, the month following he would become Executive Director, Clinical Sciences

Merck & Co. Exhibit D at 3. He did not define competent and reliable evidence in his

report yet stated that he was charged with determining whether the claims identified in

the Complaint for Leptoprin, Anorex, and PediaLean met that standard. Id. at 8; see also

Exhibit C at 530.

He cited no authority for the proposition that "the accepted standard now (for

establishing safety and effectiveness of various diets) is the randomized double-blind trial

in which nether the investigator nor the patient is aware of the treatment and the

treatment is selected randomly." Exhbit D at 14. He cites no authority for the

proposition that "a very well developed consensus exists on how to analyze randomized

clinical trials" including by example "if subjects drop out from the study there are

standard procedures on how to manage their results rather than simply drop them from

the analysis. Id.

Dr. Heymsfield cites no authority for the proposition that "the amount and

chemical makeup of the agents used in (in the Daly study) are therefore known precisely,

unlike dietary supplements in which the amounts and chemical components can vary

from those stated on the label." Id. at 15- 16. He cites no authority for the proposition



that the number of subjects in the Daly study "was far too low in order to derive any

meaningful inferences on safety and efficacy. Id. at 17. He cites no authority for the

proposition that "perhaps over 100 subjects... would be a reasonable study sample. Id.

He cites no authority for the proposition that not considering dropouts in study analysis

is an unacceptable approach as presented in the paper. Id. He states without citation to

authority that "randomized controlled trials for weight loss are now usually analyzed by

what is referred to as the ' intention to treat' method to avoid ' bias ' in the study results.

Id. He cites no authority for the proposition that the Daly study cannot be used to

establish efficacy beyond the time period of the study portion using randomized

methodology. Id.

He cites no authority for the proposition that a study that is not blinded is not

acceptable for supporting a drug or herbal product's efficacy. Id. He cites no authority

for the proposition that "the failure to consider dropouts is a serious flaw in the analytical

approach ofthis study. Id. He cites no authority for the proposition that "bias in the

results can emerge when dropouts are not considered and there are standard accepted

procedures for managing data from subjects who fail to complete the full protocol." Id.

Finally, he cites no authority for the proposition that in the Vi do et al study the authors

fail to appropriately control results for between-group baseline differences in sex and

percentage overweight." Id. at 25.

D. Heymsfield Self-Admittedly Is Not Schooled In Statistics

Stephen C. Alder, Professor of Statistics at the University of Utah, finds

incompetent a central aspect of Dr. Heymsfield' s statistical critique in his attached

statement (a copy of Dr. Alder s statement is attached hereto as Exhibit F). Dr. Alder



finds that Dr. Heymsfield's general criticisms as to number of study subjects tested (a

power calculation) is flawed because the number of subjects required for safety and

efficacy data depends on a variety of factors, including inherent variability. See Exhibit

F. Those factors vary from study to study. Moreover, Dr. Alder finds that the number of

participants estimated by a power calculation is not actually necessary if the study itself

shows statistically significant results. Id. at 4. Dr. Alder further notes that if a study has

a large inherent variability, then a larger sample size is required to identifY whether the

effects are a result of the factor measured or a result of mere chance or an individual's

characteristics. Id. at 3. However, if the inherent variability is low, then a smaller

number of participants is required to determine statistical significance. Id.

A power calculation is merely an educated guess conducted prior to a study that is

useful in assisting the researcher in deciding how many participants to include. Id. at 4.

It is an estimate or prediction about what the results ofthe study wil be before it is

performed and is irrelevant in analyzing the results of a statistically signficant study. Id.

at 4. Finally, Dr. Alder finds that Dr. Heymsfield' s claim that a sample size is too low

when a significant finding is achieved to be flawed, counter to the entire foundation of

statistical inference and sample size on the lack of a published power calculation for the

studies examined to be misleading.

D. Dr. Heymsfield's Opinion Lacks A Foundation In Analysis Generally
Accepted In The Scientific Community

Are Astrup, M. , Ph. , considered one of the leading scientists in the study of

ephedrine alkaloids, ephedrine alkaloids plus caffeine, and ephedrine alkaloids, caffeine

and aspirin in combination, concludes that the body of research on ephedrine clearly

demonstrates that ephedrine promotes weight loss in persons who are overweight, and



that such weight loss occurs even in the absence of diet and exercise. Exhibit G at 5.

According to Dr. Astrup, research on ephedrine further demonstrates that ephedrine

ability to promote weight loss is enhanced when ephedrine is taken in combination with

caffeine, and also when taken in combination with caffeine and aspirin. Id.

Dr. Astrup concluded that Leptoprin, when ingested by persons who are

significantly overweight (i. , persons with a BMI of at least 27), will cause a mean

weight loss of approximately 11-13 lbs. over a six-month period even without diet and

exercise. . at 3. Futhermore, Dr. Astrup (contrary to the testimony of Dr. Heymsfield

Exhibit D at 4), finds no set protocol or specific requirements established by the NIH or

the FDA as to the methodology which must be used when conducting a weight loss study,

or a study of a non-prescription compound to be used for weight loss. Id. at 2.

Moreover, he states that neither the NIH nor the FDA mandate that weight loss studies, or

all studies of dietary supplements used for weight loss , be double blind, placebo

controlled studies. Id.

Also contrary to Dr. Heymfield' s assertion Dr. Astrup finds no scientific study

which establishes the proposition that there is a placebo effect in weight loss studies. Id.

at 3. Dr. Astrup opines that there is no scientifically demonstrated, clinically relevant

placebo effect when it comes to weight loss and that a placebo pil which contains purely

inactive ingredients will not cause a person to lose weight. Id.

Contrary to Dr. Heymsfield, Dr. Astrup states there is nothing per se improper

with not using diet and exercise in a weight control study, and the lack of using diet and

exercise in a study does not automatically invalidate the study. Id. Indeed , there can be



very valid reasons for not using diet and exercise in a study such as where the purpose is

to determine weight loss in the absence of diet and exercise. Id. at 4.

Furthermore, Dr. Astrup (contrary to Dr. Heymsfield) understands co-authors to

be responsible for the entire paper, requiring the co-author to read the entire paper and the

underlying data before allowing identification as co-author. Id. at 6.

Finally, contrary to Dr. Heymfield' s use of the phrase "competent and reliable

scientific evidence" in his report, Dr. Astrup states that "competent and reliable scientific

evidence" (as defined by the FTC) is not a standard recognized in the scientific

community for evaluating clinical studies. Id. at 7.

II. THE LAW

Under FTC Rule 3.31 , Federal Rule of Evidence 702 , and the Daubert standard

witnesses must be competent to testifY as experts. Competence is measured by

education, training, and experience in the subject addressed and by the acceptance and

reliability of the methodology used for assessment. Under that criteria, Dr. Heymsfield

lacks requisite expertise to testifY on (1) the statistical significance and comparative

weight of any study he has evaluated and (2) the generally accepted scientific view of the

credibility and reliability of any study he has evaluated. Federal Rule of Evidence 702

states:

If scientific, technical , or other specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact

to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue, a witness qualified as

an expert by knowledge, skil , experience, training, or education, may testifY

thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise, if:

(1) the testimony is based upon sufficient facts or data



(2) the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods, and

(3) the witness has applied the principles and methods reliably to the facts

of the case.

While the Federal Rules of Evidence are not strictly controlling in FTC courts, they are

used as a point of reference in determining evidentiary issues. See In re Herbert R.

Gibson, Jr. , 1978 FTC LEXIS 375 , at *2 , n.1 (Exhibit E) (Federal Rules of Evidence are

persuasive authority" in FTC adjudicative hearings). The party proffering the testimony

has the burden of establishing the admissibility of expert testimony and the qualifications

of the expert witness by a "preponderance of proof." Meister v. Medical Engineering

Corp. , 267 F.3d 1123 , (D. C.Cir. 2001)(citing Daubert, 509 U.S. at 592 n. l0(citing

Bouriailyv. U. , 483 U. S. 171 , 175-176 (1987)).

The application of Rule 702 is qualified by the Daubert standard. Under Daubert

two questions must be addressed before proffered expert testimony can be accepted by

the trier of fact: (1) whether the expert' s testimony is based on ' scientific knowledge,'

and (2) whether the testimony 'will assist the trier of fact to understand or determne a

fact in issue." 509 U.S. at 592. "' Scientific ' implies a grounding in the methods and

procedures of science" and "' knowledge ' connotes more than subjective belief or

unsupported speculation. Id. at 590.

The question before the trial court is whether "this particular expert (has)

sufficient specialized knowledge to assist the (trier of fact) ' in deciding the particular

issues in the case.

'" 

Kurno Tire Company, Ltd. v. Carmichael , 526 U.S. 137 , 156

(1999) (citing 4 J. McLaughlin, Weinstien s Federal Evidence p702.05(1), p. 702-33 (2d

ed. 1998)(citations omitted)). " (N)othing in either Daubert or the Federal Rules of



Evidence requires a district court to admit opinion evidence that is connected to existing

data only by the ipse dixit of the expert. Id. at 157 (citing Joiner, 522 U.S. at 146). "

court may conclude that there is simply too great an analytical gap between the data and

the opinion proffered. Joinder, 522 U.S. at 146 (citations omitted). Where there is no

indication in the record that other experts in the industry use the methodology of the

proffering expert and no articles or papers validate that approach, then exclusion of the

expert' s testimony is appropriate. Id.

Scientific KnowledI!e. The first prong requires that the Court focus on "principles

and methodology, not on the conclusions that they generate Daubert at 595

, "

and thus

demands a grounding in the methods and procedures of science, rather than subjective

belief or unsupported speculation. Id. at 590; see also Meister v. Medical Engineering

Corp. , 267 F.3d 1123 , 1126 (D. C.Cir. 2001) citing Ambrosini v. Labarraque 101 F.

129, 133 (D. Cir. 1996). "In order to qualifY as ' scientific knowledge,' an inference or

assertion must be derived by the scientific method. Proposed testimony must be

supported by appropriate validation - i.

, '

good grounds,' based on what is known.

Daubert, 509 U. S. at 590. Under Daubert, courts must still regulate the subjects and

theories of expert testimony, and "the word ' knowledge ' connotes more than subjective

belief or unsupported speculation. Ambrosini , 101 F. 3d at 134 citing JOY v. Bell

Helicopter Textron, Inc. , 999 F.2d 549 569-570 (D. Cir. 1993)(citations omitted).

Four factors are considered in evaluating scientific validity: (1) whether the

theory or technque can be and has been tested; (2) whether the theory or technique has

been subjected to peer-review and publication; (3) the method' s known or potential rate



of error; and (4) whether the theory or technique finds general acceptance in the relevant

scientific community. Id. at 593-94; see also Ambrosini , 101 F.3d at 134.

Expert testimony that rests solely on ' subjective belief or unsupported

speculation ' is not reliable. Daubert, 509 U.S. at 590. The court' s inquiry must "focus

on the principles and methodology (used) rather than on the conclusions they generate.

509 U.S. at 595. "A court may refuse to admit expert testimony if it concludes that ' there

is simply too great an analytical gap between the data and the opinion proffered.

Groobert v. President and Directors of Georgetown College, 219 F. Supp. 2d 1 (D.

2002) citing General Electric v. Joiner, 522 U. S. 136, 146 (1997).

AMinI! the trier offact The second prong of Daubert primarily concerns

relevance. Id. at 591. The court must determine whether the proffered expert testimony

is "suffciently tied to the facts ofthe case that it wil aid the (trier of fact) in resolving a

factual dispute. Id. ( citation omitted). This factor is also described as "fit " meaning

whether the testimony fits the factual dispute. "' Fit' is not always obvious , and scientific

validity for one purpose is not necessarily scientific validity for other, unrelated

purposes. Ambrosini , 101 F.3d at 134 citing Daubert, at 591.

Conflct of Interest. The testimony of a witness that has a conflict of interest

resulting in a bias or prejudice, is not reliable. "Although not directly covered by a

specific rule of evidence, a witness may be impeached by showing that he or she is

biased , has an interest in the outcome of the litigation, is prejudiced in some relevant

way, or has a motive to testifY in a particular way. Behler v. Hanlon, 199 F. D. 553

556 (D.Md. 2001)(citing United States v. Abel , 469 U.S. 45-49-52 (1984)(permittingbias

impeachment despite no rule of evidence specifically allowing it); Still v. Kmart Corp.



865 F.2d 255 (4 Cir. 1988)(unpublished opinion)(allowing extrinsic evidence of bias to

impeach a witness that denied existence of facts showing bias during examination);

(citations omitted)). Recognized relationships that permit a finding of bias or prejudice

include a business relationship and payment by a party such as that made to an expert

witness. Behler, 199 F. D. at 557 (citing I Michael Graham, Handbook of Federal

Evidence at 607.7 (4 . Ed. 1996)).

In determining whether to disqualifY an expert based on a prior relationship with a

party, courts will consider the competing policy objectives inherent in disqualifYing

experts. Cordy v. The Sherwin-Williams Co. , 156 F.RD. 575 (D.N.J. 1994)(citing

English Feedlot Inc., Norden Laboratories, Inc. 833 F.Supp. 1498 , 1502 (D.Col. 1993),

Paul v. Rawlings Sporting Goods Co. , 123 F. D. 271 , 281-282 (S.D. Ohio 1988)). The

interest in the expert to pursue a trade is balanced against any prejudice that might occur

if an expert is not disqualified.

Access to confidential information and an objectively reasonable confidential

relationship are two factors that weigh in favor of disqualification of an expert in

furtherance of public policy. Procter & Gamble Co. v. Haugen, 184 F.RD. 410 (D. Ut.

1999)(citing Koch Refining Co. v. Jennifer L. Boudreaux 85 F.3d 1178 , 1181 (5th

Cir. 1996)). While typically that analysis is applied in a situation where an expert has a

prior relationship with an opposing party, those factors are equally applicable here in Dr.

Heymsfield' s access to Respondents ' confidential information and his relationship with a

direct competitor of corporate Respondents.

Credibiltv. The importance of credibility of a witness to the trial of cases canot be

overstated and this is especially true with respect to expert witnesses. The rules of



evidence provide frequent reminders of the importance of credibility issues in trials.

Behler v. Hanlon, 199 F.R.D. 553 , 556 (D.Md. 2001). Fed. R. Evid. 608 permits two

types of impeachment. Rule 608(b) permits impeachment of any witness by inquiry into

prior bad acts that are probative of truthfulness, that do not result in a criminal

conviction. Id. at 559. "If the witness admits during examination the prior bad act, the

impeachment is accomplished. Id.

III. ANALYSIS

Dr. Heymsfield' s admitted lack of expertise in areas in which he opines, failure to

follow accepted protocols and methodology for his analysis, and failure to cite to

recognized authorities does not meet the standards in Fed.R.Evid. 702 and Daubert

Comprending the statistical significance of a study and understanding power calculations

are indispensable to any evaluation of scientific literature, yet Dr. Heymsfield admits he

has no expertise in this area and his testimony reveals an utter lack of comprehension of

basic principles of statistics. He therefore cannot testifY as an expert as to the import and

significance of any study. He admits to having no particular expertise in clinical

evaluation of the substances here in issue and, according to the leading authority on

ephedrine, caffeine, and aspirin, Dr. Are Astrup, the methodology he uses in his analysis

is not generally accepted in the scientific community. Moreover, Dr. Heymsfield is

biased by a conflict of interest, employment by Merck, a competitor with corporate

Respondents ' Products , for whom he is charged with developing pharmaceutical drugs

for weight loss. Moreover, his failure to reveal his co-authorship in studies found to be

fraudlent undermines his credibility and impeaches his capacity as a witness.

3 Full arguments on this issue have been separately briefed in : (1) Respondents
' Motion to Exclude a

Witness And For Sanctions Or, In the Alternative, For Sanctions And For Leave To Reopen Discovery For



Dr. Heymsfield's Testimony On "Power Calculations" and Signifcance of Studies

Lacks an Expert Foundation and Conflicts With Basic Principles of Statistics

Dr. Heymsfield' s testimony must be excluded because it fails the Daubert test

both as to fitness and as to scientific knowledge. Dr. Heymsfield does not cite any

authorities for many of the propositions that form his opinion. By his own admission, Dr.

Heymsfield is not a statistician and can only understand statistics if apprised by

statisticians, yet he consulted none in preparing his report. See Exhibit C at 540. Each

scientific study depends upon statistical significance of results to permit predictability in

like circumstances. If a scientist is ignorant of statistics, he or she cannot evaluate studies

to determine the materiality of them in support of any scientific proposition. See

Statement of Stephen C. Alder, Ph.D. at 1. Dr. Heymsfield' s confessed ignorance of

statistics see Exhibit A at 227; Exhibit B at 462 , combined with the assessment of his

statements on sample size and "power calculation" by a qualified statistician Stephen C.

Alder, Ph. , reveal Dr. Heymsfield to lack training, education and experience sufficient

to evaluate competently and reliably the studies underlying his report. Accordingly, he

fails the competency test of FTC Rule 3. , Federal Rule of Evidence 702 , and Daubert.

His testimony should be excluded in its entirety. He offers testimony on methods of

analysis and procedures for evaluating studies that are contrary to statistical norms. His

conclusions are speculative and unsubstantiated. They are not expert. They are not

a Limited Purpose; (2) Respondents Daniel B. Mowrey s and Dennis Gay s Joinder in Respondents
Motion to Exclude a Witness and for Sanctions , and COITection of Complaint Counsel's False Statements;
and (3) Respondents ' Emergency Motion to Strke Dr. Robert Eckel And Dr. Steven Heymsfield as
Petitioner s Expert Witnesses And For Sanctions And Other Relief - Expedited Briefing And Decision
Requested, predicated on wrongful withholding of information ordered produced by his Honor s August

, 2004 Scheduling Order, and predicated on testimonial lack of candor. Those arguments are
incorporated here by reference.



competent. They are not reliable. Cf. Statement of Stephen C. Alder, Ph.D. with Exhibit

B at 462.

Dr. Heymsfield offers testimony in his expert report and at his deposition on the

importance ofthe placebo effect, criticizing and discounting certain substantiation at

issue because oflack of placebo controls yet admits that he is not an expert in placebo

effect. Exhibit C at 486-522. Moreover, he could not identifY any study that shows that

there is a placebo effect in weight control studies generally or in administration of the

agents at issue. Id. at 492-495. Dr. Astrup, one of the leading experts in the field of

weight loss in connection with ephedrine, finds the method used by Heymsfield not

generally accepted in the scientific community. Exhibit G at 3. Thus, Dr. Heymsfield'

conclusion that a placebo controlled trial is necessary for a valid weight control study is

purely speculative. Moreover, lacking general acceptance, his method is incompetent

and neither credible nor reliable.

Dr. Heymsfield offers testimony on purported standards of clinical trial design

necessary for publication, criticizing the substantiation at issue because it does not meet

that purported authority. He also admits that he did not distinguish between drug testing

and dietary supplement testing. Exhibit C at 546. Dr. Heymsfield states that there are

standard protocols for testing weight loss with dietary supplements. Id. at 559. Yet he

has cited to none. An expert on the substances here at issue, Dr. Astrup finds no standard

protocols for testing weight loss with dietary supplements. Exhibit G at 2.

Dr. Heysmfield admits that he did not follow his own usual protocol of contacting

authors of studies when he has a question regarding their published articles, particularly

where he is frends with one or more author. Exhibit C at 544. Dr. Heymsfield admits



that he did not examine the scientific literature to determine if other parties had criticized

the studies offered as substantiation that he is criticizing. Id. at 551. He also admits that

he did not read all of the studies provided to him as substantiation. Id. at 551-552.

Moreover, he admits that many of the studies that he criticized are cited frequently as

authority in this field. Id. at 553. Those statements reveal that Dr. Heymsfield' s analysis

of the existing science is incomplete, uninformed, and contrary to frequently cited

authorities.

Finally, Dr. Heymsfield admits that he applied a legal standard (competent and

reliable evidence) to reach his conclusions in his report. He admits that he cannot define

that term at the center of his determination. Id. at 526. He admits that he cannot define

terms like "significantly overweight" or "substantial." Exhibit B at 349-350. Thus, Dr.

Heymsfield' s report by his own admissions is incompetent.

In conclusion, Dr. Heymsfield' s report fails under FTC Rule 3. , Federal Rule of

Evidence 702 , and Daubert' factors. He faults studies for statistical inadequacies but

admits no expertise in statistics and his assessment is incompetent in light of basic

statistical norms (see Statement of Stephen C. Alder atl , 4-5). His methodology and

procedure for arrving at his opinion are contrary to the published literature and practice

of experts in the field. He admits that he is not expert in areas upon which he opines. His

testimony shows that he is missing analytical steps and applying terms that he does not

understand and cannot define. Thus, Dr. Heymsfield should be excluded because he

lacks requisite expertise. His testimony lacks expert qualification and is incompetent

opinion evidence that is wholly speculative. His proffered testimony lacks fitness. It is



not sufficiently tied to the facts of the case such that it wil aid the trier of fact in

resolving the issue of whether the advertisements at issue are substantiated.

Dr. Heymsfield Is Biased By His Conflict of Interest With His Employer, Merck, A

Competitor With Corporate Respondents ' Products

Dr. Heymsfield admits that he is employed by Merck, one of the largest drug

companies in the United States. He admits that his job there is to develop drugs for

weight loss that would be used in the absence of any diet and exercise. He states

contrary to his purported expertise and experience in the weight loss industry, that he

does not know if Merck' s products would compete with a dietary supplement product for

weight loss. He admits that through this litigation he has had access to confidential

information concerning Respondents, including his expert report on Respondents

products.

Those admissions show that Dr. Heymsfield' s employment is ireconcilable with

his position in this case.4 The trust necessary for this trier of fact to rely on his opinion as

unbiased and free from prejudice is lacking. Dr. Heymsfield is proffering testimony on

the inappropriateness of a dietary supplement to promote weight loss in the absence of

diet and exercise: when the goal of his job at Merck is to develop a drug product that

achieves weight loss without diet and exercise.5 He has been placed in a position oftrust

4 His admissions concerning the Boozer study also reveal his bias against ephedra generally. Exhibit A at

169- 178. He admits that he was threatened because of his co-authorship on the Boozer and Metabolife
study. N. He admits that while he criticized that study, and withdrew his co-authorship prior to
publication, that the lead scientist defended herself vigorously against those criticisms such that the study
was published in a peer-reviewed journal even in the face of criticism from Dr. Heymsfield and others that
considered it invalidated. Id. Those admissions show that Dr. Heymsfield has a general bias against
ephedra-containing products and that his opinions are not reflective, or a consensus, of the scientific
community in this field.
5 Dr. Heymsfield' s statements that he would provide expert services to FTC for free and considers them a
public service are undermined when examined in the context of his employment with Merck. His



concerning his role in this case, accessing and analyzing confidential documents

including his report, yet is now working for a direct competitor. Public policy demands

that an expert in a case not, during the course of the case, work for a competitor with the

job of developing competing products.

employment creates an inherent bias against all those companies he would testify against that are in
competition with his employer.



IV. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons , Respondents respectfully request that the Presiding

Officer exclude Dr. Heymsfield from testifYing.

RespectfuIly submitted
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EXHIBIT A



Heymsfield Deposition 1- 11-
products ri ght now that are commerci ally
available, nor will they for a number of

years.

woul d it be fai r to say that the
products that you re researching with Merck

assumi ng they ever make it to the market, that

those products would compete with weight loss

products marketed and sold by dietary

supplement companies?

MS. RICHARDSON: objection , form,

foundati on.

NO, I m just in science. I don t do

the busi ness end. So it I S not in my domai n to
tell you whether or not they would compete.

I don t think people at Merck see

them in the same 1 i ght as perhaps you mi ght be

i nferri ng. I mean , I thi nk Merck' s a

professional pharmaceutical company. s not

a di etary supplement company.
To the extent those products woul 

compete wi th each other is a busi ness questi on

that I m not really qualified to answer.

But you are i nvo 1 ved in posi ti oni ng

products.

We 11 , it s not my job. m i nvo 1 ved

1 n product development and research.

MS. RICHARDSON: objecti on , form
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foundation, calls for speculation.

MR. FELDMAN: Robi n, you ve got to
stop. m obj ecti ng on behalf of the

corporate Respondents. when the wi tness

is answering you can t talk.

MS. RICHARDSON: I need to have a

space of time to answer. But i f
Mr. pri ce asks questi ons i mmedi ate 1 y when

he is done, I need to have a moment to

i nterj ect. I hear what you re say' ng.

MR. FELDMAN: Don t do it when the

wi tness is answeri ng a questi on , please.

OK? pl ease don t do that. pl ease don I t

interrupt the wi tness.
MS. RICHARDSON: Mr. price , do you

have a questi on for thi s wi tness? If you

don t have a question for this witness we

are goi ng to take a break.

DO you have a questi on for thi 
wi tness?

MR. FELDMAN: The wi tness is in the

mi ddl e of answeri ng a questi on and you

cut him off.

MS. RICHARDSON: DO you have a

questi on for thi s wi tness?
MR. FELDMAN: Stop, Robi n . Stop.

MS. RICHARDSON: DO you have a
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that study to ask them questi ons concerni ng

that study?

MS. RICHARDSON: obj ecti on as to

form.

Not that I can recall.
And you ' re fami 1 i ar wi th an abstract

of a study performed by Dr. Carlon colker and

Douglas Kalman on ephedra, caffeine and

aspi ri n?

Yes.

Have you called either Dr. Colker or

spoken with Dr. Colker or Mr. Kalman

concerni ng thei r study to ask them questi ons

about the study?

MS. RICHARDSON: obj ecti on to form.

I don t bel i eve I di d , but it I 5

possi b 1 e I have spoken to one of them.

bel i eve that one of them mi ght have been at

these congressional hearings, and I think I

mi ght have had a bri ef i nteracti on wi th them.

And it s possible that I did call at

some point some people related to that work to

ask them some techni ca 1 questi ons , but I don I t

specifically remember it. But it I S 1 i ke 1 y

that I did because I was very interested in

1 ea rni ng more about - - not in thi s case , but
in other cases about that work.
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Do you recall when those

conversati ons woul d have occurred?

well, I would say certainly in the

last two or three years , because most of this

has transpi red in the ast two or three years

but I do thi nk I had some very si gni fi cant

interest in Dr. Kalman pape r or not

Dr. Kalman Mr. Kalman ' s paper in Current

Therapeuti cs, one of the papers that I
revi ewed here, and I mi ght have tri ed fi ndi 

out more i nformati on on those studi es.

Again , now I am talking specifically

about the abstract of the ECA study.
That s colker; isn t that right? 1 S

the fi rst author on that one? m not sure.

But no , I don t bel i eve I call ed anybody on
that paper. If I di d , I can ' t recall.

you re fami 1 i ar wi th a study of
Gl ucomannan by a Dr. L i vi eri that s at 1 ssue

in thi s case?
Yes, I am.

Have you spoken to Dr. L i vi eri

concerni ng that study?

NO.

Have you spoken wi th any of the

other investigators who are involved in that

study?
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No. They re in Italy, of course.

But the fact that they are located

ln Italy wouldn t preclude you from contacting

them , would it?

It certainly makes it more

di ffi cul t.

originally.
Kalman is from New York

s in Florida. And Col ker is

in Greenwich, connecticut , and he evidently

has an appoi ntment at the same hospi ta 1 I work

at. So the di stances and ease of

communication are a little different.

The logistics are certainly more

difficult with being in Italy.

Yes.

Now , when you have testi fi ed as 
expert in other cases or before the senate

would it be fai r to say that the opinions you

gave in those instances were based on

competent re 1 i ab 1 e sci enti fi c evi dence?

MS. RICHARDSON: objection , form

foundati on.

I think you would have to give me an

But I would certainly do the best ofexamp 1 e .

my abi 1 i ty to be honest. But beyond that, you

would have to ask me a specific question.

well , you wouldn t provide an expert

opi ni on that you felt was based on evi dence
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Are you aware that the Federal Trade

commission is compensating Dr. Eckel at the

rate of $500 an hour?

m not aware of anything relating

to Dr. Eckel' s compensation.

IS there any speci fi c reason why
you re chargi ng the Federal Trade commi ssion a

hundred dollars an hour?

Not speci fi ca 11 y, no.

who set the rate of a hundred

dollars an hour?

That was just the rate that was on

my contract and that' s the one I ag reed to.
oi d the Federal Trade commi s si on

suggest that rate to you or di d you suggest
that rate to the Federal Trade Commission?

I di dn ' t suggest any rates to the
Federa 1 Trade Commi ssi on. I would do it for

free if that was the request.
why is that?

why would I do it for free? Because
I have a commi tment to pub 1 i c servi ce and I do
quite a bit of it , and this is public serVlce.

why do you consi der thi 5 to 
public service?

Because I bel i eve that the Federal
Trade Commission is very important regulating
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Dr. Heymsfi eld. wi th respect to your

testi mony, the testi mony -- stri ke that.
me ask it this way.

Let

You previously testified I believe

that the opi ni on you provi de in you r wri tten
testimony to congress that the collective

study strongl y supported the premi se that
ephedrine , particularly in combination with

ca ffei ne and also aspi ri n , promotes

significant short-term, three to six months,

wei ght loss when ingested as part of an

i nterventi on program , i ncl udi ng di etary and

1 i festyl e management, remai ns your opi ni 

today; is that correct?

That s correct.

And as of today what studi es on

ephedrine , caffeine and aspirin do you rely on

for that opi nion?

MS. RICHARDSON: objection , asked

and answered. objection , form, compound,

ambi guous .

You can answer the questi on.

119

The Rand Report is the si ngl e most

comprehensive revi ew of the 1 iterature, and I
re 1 y on the opi ni on of the Rand Report, whi 

is basically where I extracted that sentence

from.
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But the Rand Repo rt i nvo 1 ved 

anal ysi s of studi es that i nvo 1 ved sa 1 i ci n,

correct?

objection.MS. RICHARDSON: Assumes

facts not in evi dence.

I don I t know. I don I t know the
answer to that. And I also -- yeah , I will

leave it at that.

Now , Dr. Heymsfield, you were

involved in a study on an ephedra product

marketed by Metabo 1 i fe; is that correct?

Yes.

MR. PRICE: Mark thi s as Exhi bi t 3.

(Heymsfi e 1 d Exhi bi t 3, copy of study

on Metabolife product, marked for

i denti fi cati on , thi s date.
Dr. Heymsfield , let me have you look

at what has been marked as Exhibit 3 to your

deposi ti on.

120

DO you recogni ze that as a copy of

the study that you were involved with on the

Metabolife product?

It was a Metabo 1 i fe . Let I S see.
thi nk that we d better see exactly what the

product is. Yes, thi s parti cul ar study was
Metabolife 356.

And thi s was a study -- that product
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137

equivalent and I have told you everything I

know about it.

Dr. Heymsfield, when you used the

term "significant, II what did 
you mean?

MS. RICHARDSON: objection , form

foundati on. A 1 so I woul d 1 i ke the record
to reflect that we have just very quietly

asked Mr. pri ce if he would fi ni sh hi s

1 i ne of questi oni ng so we can take a

break. We have been goi ng for an

extended period of time.
when I was referri ng to the

testimony you just gave when you tal ked about

si gni fi cant wei ght loss . what di d you --
MS. RICHARDSON: Mr. pri ce, are you

done with your question? If you could

have the court reporter read that

questi on back, I would 1 i ke to pose an
objection.

MR. PRICE: What I would like to do

is go back to hi s pri or testi mony where

he used that term.

(A porti on of the record was read.
BY MR. PRICE:

138
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when you used the term " si gni fi cant
weight,

" "

promotes significant weight loss

what did you mean by significant weight loss?

well , fi rst I thi nk that sentence is
a good , a 1 aunchi ng poi nt for answeri ng that

question and one more related to it.
si gni fi cant only means one thi ng to a

One is --

sci enti st, stati sti cally si gni fi cant. OK?

Statistically significant, that

means what we would call p value less than .

statistically. AS opposed to clinically

si gni fi cant or si gni fi cant in any other way,
that s exactly what it means.

The second thi ng is that in terms of

wi 11 obark and sa 1 i ci n and the issue of

as pi ri n , the revi ew that I ve done has focused

on a product that contai ns aspi ri n. Aspi rin.

The chemical , the drug aspirin. And I have

not revi ewed, I have not been asked

speci fi call y to revi ew the bi 01 ogy 

wi 11 obark or sal i ci n.

And so the questi ons you re aski ng

me are really outside the frame of what I was

as ked speci fi cally to comment on.

139

Dr. Heymsfield , you ve testified

previ ousl y about testi fyi ng as an expert
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And 1 et me read that. The questi on

was: Now xenadrine RFA- l if we re to believe

what s on the label says that it has salicin

correct?
And your answer was?

That s correct.

Questi on: And that' s a -- is that

an herb?

what was your answer?

well , it s I believe there s -- I

144

believe there s an herbal source that s called

white wi llobark and it s sal i ci That

ri ght .

Questi on: IS that an acti 
i ngredi ent?

And what was your answer?

Not by itself. It' s transformed in
the body to acetylsalicylic acid, which is

aspi ri n 

And that was the testimony you

offered duri ng the cytodyne 1 i ti gati on

correct?
That was my understandi ng of it , but

you should know that a world authority

pharmaco 1 ogi st testi fi ed at that tri a 
specifically on the metabolism of willobark

and I was not asked to be an expert on that
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questi on.

And I have already told you my

limited understanding or at least knowledge of

the biology of that dietary supplement, willobark.

s rea 11 y outsi de the area of my experti se.

And des pi te the fact that it was

outside your area of expertise

notwi thstandi ng that fact , it s true, i sn ' t

it, that you testified that in the cytodyne

litigation that salicin was transformed to

acetyl sa 1 i cyl i c aci din the human body?
MS. RICHARDSON: objection, form

ambi guous.

evi dence. You I re 1 ooki ng at page 1590 of

Assumes facts not in

what appears to be at least a five-volume

deposition transcript.

You can answer the questi on.

I woul d have sai d the same thi ng I '

sayi ng to you or certai nl y that thi s was not a
speci fi c issue in that case , and it a 1 so was

not somethi ng I was asked to testi fy on. So I
have gi ven my 1 i mi ted understandi ng there and

m giving it to you again now.

The understandi ng you had as of

Jul y 12 or as of March 12, 2003, was that
sa 1 i ci n transformed in the body to

acetylsalicylic acid.
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He has al ready stated to you that he told

147

you what he told you in the context of

this proceeding which is very different

from the context of the cytodyne

proceedi ng.

I woul d al so 1 i ke to renew my
request for a break , counsel. We have

been goi ng some ti me. s after 12: 30.

MR. PRICE: If I can get an answer

to my questi on we can take a break.

I al ready told you several times the

context in whi ch I answered that. Number one,

it was an expert pharmaco 1 ogi st who was rea 11 y

trained in the metabolism of aspirin to answer

that questi on.

Numbe r two, I was not as ked

speci fi ca 11 y to comment on that in thi s tri a 

and that I m not an expert on the metabolism

of this particular dietary supplement nor was

I asked in this particular case to judge the

metabo 1 i sm of sa 1 i ci n in the human body.

So, you know, any comment I woul 

gi ve on thi s, i ncl udi ng in thi s parti cul ar

trial, the cytodyne trial , would have been as

a nonexpert.
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Controlled Clinical Trial " etc., marked

for i denti fi cati on , thi s date.
Let me have you look at what has

been marked as Exhi bi t 5 to your deposi ti on.
Yes.

Is that the study that you just

i ndi cated that you thought perhaps Dr . All i son

had sent to you?

He sends me all of his publications,

so I thi nk at some poi nt I recall seei ng thi s,
yes.

And this is a study that s titled "

154

Randomi zed Double Line pl acebo Contro 11 ed

cl i ni ca 1 Tri a 1 of a Product Conta i ni ng

Ephedri ne, Caffei ne and Other Ingredi ents From

Herbal Sources For Treatment of overweight and

Obesi ty in the Absence of L i festy 1 e

Treatment " correct?

Yes.

Have you previ ousl y read thi s study?

, I haven I just tol d you he
sent it to me , but I woul dn ' t norma 11 y read

it.
Let me represent to you that thi 

study involved the question of efficacy of a

product in wei ght loss wi thout di et and

exerci se management.
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And what I would like to do is, and

if you have any questi ons about that, 1 et 

know and feel free to read the study to make

sure I m accurately characterizing that.

But I woul d 1 i ke to di rect your

attention to page 1417 of that study, whi ch I
thi nk is the thi rd page from the end of the
exhibit.

In the second column , the fi rst full

155

paragraph starti ng wi th the 1 anguage

moreover " do you see that 1 anguage?

Yes.

Let me read that 1 anguage

Dr. Heymsfield. It says: Moreover , thi s

study demonstrates that the studi ed product

was effecti ve in a group of subj ects who were
not encouraged to make 1 i festyl e modi fi cati ons

other than taki ng the studi ed product as
di rected . These resul ts suggest that subjects

do not have to be jointly involved in a

structured program to modi fy 1 i festyl e in
order to achi eve the wei ght loss benefi ts of

the studi ed product.

Then it s thi s next sentence I want
to ask you a questi on about. The study then

states: of course, combi ni ng the studi ed
product wi th a healthy di et and exe rci se
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meani ng?

MS. RICHARDSON: objection , form.

Calls for a legal conclusion.

vague, ambi guous . It doesn I t state the
nature of those i nterpretati ons.

assumes facts not in evi dence

foundati on , and it' s also beyond the

166

scope of hi s expert report.
speaks for itself.

Hi s report

If you wou 1 d 1 i ke, why don t you

give him a copy of the expert report that

you intend to admi t into the deposi ti on

so he can look at it.
MR. FELDMAN: I would ask you to

follow your own rules and make short form

obj ecti ons .

BY MR. PRICE:

Let me ask the questi on thi sway,
Dr. Heymsfield.

In prepari ng you r expe rt opi ni on in

thi s case di d you revi ew the ads that are

being challenged by the Federal Trade

Commission and make your own determination as

to what those ads mean?

I am not an expert on adverti si ng,

and I don t thi nk that I' ve used those ads in

any way in arri vi ng at any opi ni on I have.
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s beyond the scope of my experti se.
That s all I wanted to make sure

that I understood in terms of the scope of

what you ve been asked to do.

167

And if the ads have a di fferent
meani ng than the meani ng whi ch is all eged in
the complaint , would that affect the opinions

that you ve rendered in thi s case?

MS. RICHARDSON: obj ecti on , vague,

foundati on , assumes facts not in

evi dence.

I am not an expert on meani ng, and

s not my -- I think it' s an interesting

questi on , but it s not somethi ng that I coul 

profess, say, a evel of experti se where I

could answer you.

I take it it would be fai r to say

you re not a marketi ng expert.
That s fair to say.

I need to go back to somethi ng I
meant to cover earl i er. The study that you

were involved with on the Metabolife product,
my understandi ng is that one of the

investigators in that study was Dr. Carol

Boozer?

Yes.

Have you been involved in other
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studi es wi th Dr. Boozer?

168

None that were pub 1 i shed. well

me answer that more specifically. You sai d

i nvo 1 ved . Yes , I was i nvo 1 ved in other

studi es wi th her, but I was not an author of

the papers wi th her.

How many other studi es were you

involved with Dr. Boozer?

Several. If you look at my

ci tati ons you wi 11 see that there are three or

four papers I ve published with her.
Di d any of those other studi 

involve ephedra-based products?

Yes.

How many?

one , at 1 east one.

I thi nk you testi fi ed earl i er , and

you tell me if I m incorrect, but I think you

testi fi ed earl i er that the study that you and
Dr. Boozer and others performed on Metabo 1 i fe

product is a study that you would consider to

be a competent sci enti fi c study.
MS. RICHARDSON: obj ecti on

mi scharacteri zes the wi tness ' s testimony.

The paper -- well , let s be
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speci fi c. The paper that you I ve provi ded 

here , I thi nk whi chever one thi 5 is, thi 
mi ght be number 3, to my way of thi nki ng thi 5
is a competent paper. Reliable , I' m not sure
that ' 5 a reasonable judgment, but, I mean

ll just say that thi s study was done wi 

acceptab 1 e sci enti fi c cri teri a.
What about the other study that you

were -- of an ephedra product that you were

involved with with Dr. Boozer? Was that also

a competent sci enti fi c study?
MS. RICHARDSON: objection, vague,

goes to foundati on.

Keep in mi nd that I am not an author

on that paper. I was acknowl edged on that

paper. I am not an author and I di dn ' t revi ew
that paper for publication. So it' 5 a 1 i t t 1 e

outsi de the scope of my testimony today
whether or not that s a competent reliable

study and a paper.

wi th respect to the pub 1 i shed study

on the Metabolife product why is it -- or let

me ask it thi sway. You i ndi cated you don

know that it s necessari 1 ya re 1 i ab 1 e study.

170
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What do you mean by that?

well , I guess maybe under reliable I

am referring to a more general idea of

reproduci bi 1 i ty and when you do a study and

then somebody else comes along and does it,
s possible you can get different results.

So judging reliability might be

somethi ng more in the framework of a number of

studi es and to the extent it s re 1 i ab 1 e can

only be judged later, at least as I m using

the term right now , can be judged later when

you have the collective literature in front of

you.

Have you read the second study that

you were involved with with Dr. Boozer on

ephedra- based product?

Yes.

In your opinion was that study a

properly designed study?

MS. RICHARDSON: obj ecti on , fo rm.

Foundati on.

Do you have a copy of the study,

Mr. pri ce , that you can show to

Dr. Heymsfi e 1 d?

171

MR. PRICE: I don

To my knowl edge, the desi gn of that

study was done appropri ate 1 y. And gi ven that
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I don t have it in front of me to really

rerevi ew , I am not aware of any seri ous desi gn

fl aw in that study.
Do you consi der that second study to

be a rel i abl e study?

MS. RICHARDSON: Form.obj ecti on.

Foundati on. Asked and answered.

MS. KAPIN: m sorry, Ron , which

study are we tal ki ng about now?

MR. PRICE: The second study wi th

Dr. Boozer on the ephedra-based product.
MS. KAPIN: Thank you.

I can only tell you that I had

mi sgi vi ngs about the content of that paper

and that s why I am not an author on that

paper. Because I di dn ' t ag ree wi th the
concl usi ons of the paper.

So does that mean that you don

consi der it to be a re 1 i ab 1 e study?

I am reservi ng judgment about

reliability because I am not sure what the

172

context of your questi on is. I thi nk you

asking it -- I am telling you in a scientific

manner why -- my opinion about that paper and

why I m not an author on it , but reliability,

I have al ready answered to you my general idea
of what reliability is.
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and the coachi ng that s taki ng place.

I don t have a copy of the study.

It' s not been produced by Dr. Heymsfield.
It' s an unpub 1 i shed study.
testi fi ed he had other reasons for not
bei ng an author and I want to know what

those other rati ona 1 es are.
MS. RICHARDSON: s already

answered --

MR. PRICE: He doesn t have to have

the study to answer the questi on.

MR. FELDMAN: Again, on behalf of

the corporate respondents, agai n , I want

to once again object to complaint

counsel' s behavi or throughout the

174

depositi on. From the begi nni ng of thi s
deposi ti on she has refused to make short

form obj ecti ons despi te repeated warni ng.

I am goi ng to agai n ask you to pl ease
stop.

MS. RICHARDSON: counsel , please

Mr. pri ce, do you have a questi on for
thi s wi tness?

MR. PRICE: The questi on is pendi ng .

BY MR. PRICE:

What were your other rationales for

not wanti ng to be an author on that study?
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well , fi rst, I want to make a

correcti on that it was a pub 1 i shed pape r.

It' s not an unpubl i shed paper.

there are a number of reasons.

And , you know

One is, the bi ggest one is
Dr. Boozer and I disagreed scientifically

about the ri sks of ephedra and that s on the

public record, but it emerged during this

conduct of that trial and her statements in

that paper disagree sharply with my own

opinion about ephedra. So I could no longer

be -- in terms of my own ethi cs I coul dn ' t 
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an investigator with her.
second, it occurred at a time of

tremendous stress between Dr. Boozer and I and

there were being personal threats made on me

and my family by Metabolife that led me to be

very anxi ous about my conti nued re ati onshi p

with Dr. Boozer and that company.

would you describe for me the

i nvo 1 vement that you had wi th that study?

I was a co- i nvesti gator at the
outset of the study.

Describe for me precisely what you

did to the best of your recollection as a

co- i nvesti gator at the outsi de of that study.

I hel ped in the desi gn of the study.
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And I also did the medical evaluations. 

oversaw the cl i ni ca 1 part of that study.

when you say you oversaw the

c 1 i ni ca 1 part of the study, what do you mean?

I am the di rector of the wei ght
control unit, or I was, and the pati ents were

evaluated at the weight control unit.

Di d you have any di rect i nvo 1 vement

in thei r eva uati on?

176

DO you mean di d I actua 11 y do the

physical examinations?

correct?
No.

Aside from what you ve already

testi fi ed to as to rati ona 1 e as to why you
di dn ' t want to be an author on that study, are
there any other rationales as to why you

di dn ' t want to be an author on that study?
I mean , I thi nk if thi s is somethi 

you want to pursue thi s , there is a fai 
amount of documentati on surroundi ng my

reasonl ng for bei ng off of that study, you
know , it' s somethi ng that if the hospi ta 1 and
Dr. Boozer is wi 11 i ng, you re perfectl y

we 1 come to revi ew . But there are a large

I told you the rea 11 y bi 9number of reasons.

ones. And that is , I thought the study was
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extraordi nari 1 y unethi ca 1 in terms of the

comments, the conclusions arrived at in the

study.

I understand the pri mary reasons,
but what I would like to do is get an

understandi ng as to the other reasons.

177

Can you explain to me what the other

reasons were for you not wanti ng to be an

author on that study?

I thi nk you have, you know , you have

to get much more speci fi c wi th me because the
study itself was the subject of great

controversy and discussion both internally at

St. Luke s and columbia university and at the

FDA , and also in terms of the pub 1 i cati on.
You probably know that there was mi xup between

the placebo tablets and the acti ve agents,
that Dr. Boozer inadvertently gave subjects

placebo, which had active ingredient in it.
And there was a very strong effort to retract

that paper from the scientific literature by a

number of people.

So gi ven what you ve testi fi ed to
about that study, does that mean that it s not

a competent and re 1 i ab 1 e study?

I don t think I am in a position to

judge the competency and re 1 i abi 1 i ty based on
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what I ve just told you because of the placebo

acti ve i ng redi ents mi xup.

TO the extent that say a jury would

178

decide that , a jury being peer reviewers
there was a judgment passed by a number of

professi ona 1 s that that paper was i nva 1 i d

because of thi s mi xup.

On the other hand , Dr. Boozer

defended herself very vigorously. So , you

know , there s yes and no. So I am not goi 
to weigh in on where I think that would go.

can only tell you that those opinions have

been rendered by Dr. -- not opinions, but

those asserti ons have been rendered by

Dr. Boozer and her detractors.

Now , we looked earlier today at some

testimony you gave in the Parks versus

cytodyne case.

Yes.

Do you recall bei ng asked in the
parks versus cytodyne case whether you

bel i eved that both of the studi es that you
were i nvo 1 ved wi th wi th Dr. Boozer i nvo 1 vi ng

ephedra products were reliable?

I woul d have to see that questi 

and my answer to it.

tell you what I said.

Because then I could
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standard now is intent to treat analysi s , when

did intent to treat analysis become the

accepted standard?

I can t tell you that date for sure.

I have published papers in 1997 , 1998, where

it was -- I recall -- those are my fi rst
papers with randomized trials.

intent to treat analysis.

Those are

So it certainly was in 1997.

whether or not it goes back to 1980 , I can I t

tell you , but it' s always been assumed that

you do everythi ng you can to reduce the bi 

in the analysis.

227

I am still a little foggy I guess is

the way to descri be it on thi s concept of
intent to treat analysis.

when used in the context of an

efficacy trial -- well , let me ask. IS it

used outsi de the context of effi cacy tri a 1 s?

MS. RICHARDSON: obj ecti on.

I honestly don I t know because that
1S outside my own expertise, but I know that

any time you want to know if some active

i nterventi on works, there I s a standard that
has been set for the field I work in , which is

randomized double blind placebo control trial
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and the standard, although not universally

accepted by everyone , the standard now is to

do an intent to treat anal ysi s. And if you

don t do that, then you shoul d have some other

way of managi ng the potenti a 1 bi as in the
analysi s.

And what are those other ways of

managi ng the potenti a 1 bi as?

There are a number of ways. One is

call ed anal ysi s of vari ance. I am not a

statistician , so I can t tell you. But you
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probably could pick up Dr. Allison s paper and

get a ve ry good idea of how he handl ed bi as 

s very good at it. He usually uses several

di fferent ways. Intent to treat would be the

standard, but he probably used analysis of

variance as it s called or multiple regression

to control for baseline differences between

subj ects.

doing it.

There are a number of other ways of

I am not a stati sti ci an , but I am
fami 1 i ar wi th the general pri nci p 1 es.

Aside from analysis of variance and

the mutual mul ti pl e regressi on anal ysi s, are
there other types of methods that you re aware

of that can be used instead of intent to treat

ana 1 ysi 

MS. RICHARDSON: obj ecti on.
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on it and I said that it s an , you know , she

si tes here over-the-counter use of that
combi nati on , those three components, and if it

283

in fact is an over-the-counter preparati 
then there will be literature on it. We could

easily find it.
So woul d it be fai r to say that as

you si t here today you don t know whether in

fact it was an over-the-counter preparati 
that was available at the time of that study?

I told you everything I know.

So the answer to my questi on is no
you don t know?

MS. RICHARDSON: obj ecti on , you

answering your own questions.

MR. PRICE: Let s go back to the

pri or questi on.

(A porti on of the record was read.
ve told you that , urn , I' ve read to

you what Dr. Daly said. It' s very speci fi c.
The combi nati on of ephedri ne methyl xanthenes
and aspi ri n often in over-the-counter
preparati ons has been used.

And I understand Dr. Daly sai d that
in her study. what I want to know is do you

know whether ephedra , caffei ne and as pi ri n was

available in an over-the-counter product at
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the time of the Daly study.

, I don t speci fi ca 11 y know that
because I know that that combi nati on was not

used as a prescri pti on agent in the uni ted
States. It may have been used outsi de the

United States.

But you don t know that, do you?

No.

Let me di rect your attention to page

13 of your supplemental report, Dr. Heymsfield

last sentence of paragraph E on page 13.

Yes.

In paragraph E you re talking about

the issue of bl i ndi ng in the L i vi eri study.
And the ast sentence you make a statement

quotes -- I m sorry, you make a statement,

quotes , this is because normal children have

very frequent gastroi ntesti na 1 effects when
they are taki ng placebo tablets , close quotes.

DO you see that statement?

Yes.

MS. RICHARDSON: obj ecti on

mi scharacteri zes.

MR. PRICE: Di d I mi s read it?
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But I just want to make sure if

there' s anything that I' m saying that you

don t understand, please stop me.

Okay.

Go to page 8 of the report.

paragraph 28B.

Yes.

What does . significantly overweight"

mean to you?

Well, . significantly. in Science,
scientists only use the word " significant" to

fer statistical sian; fi e now So that'
a general. General rule is in the scientific
world the word " significance" is only used

with reference to statistical tests.
Overweight. has specific meaning to

me as a quantitative meaning. It means a body

mass index over 2S and less than 30, but

gnificantlv ov

~~~

igh you know, has no

know, specific scientific definition.

can tell you as a layman what I would infer,
it means very heavy.

Q. .Very heavy. meaning how much?
Well, see, I can t put an answer to
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that because, you know, as a scientist I have

to answer that and there ' s not an amount that

that " significantly overweight" defines.

MR. FRIEDLAER: You write worse

than I do. Can you print that out.

Do you think your definition of

significantly overweight" would be the sare

as Mr. Feldm' s?

MS. RICHASON: Obj ection, assumes

facts not in evidence, vague, amiguous.

I don' t remember what

Mr. Feldman' s -- I' m sorry, did I miss

something?

m just asking you a question

whether or not you think your definition of

significantly overweight. would be the sare

as Mr. Feldman

MS. RICHASON: Objection,

foundation, vague, amiguous,

arguenta ti ve 

I don' t know.

MS. RICHASON: Let me finish my

objection. I . m sorry, Mr. Friedlander,

but I need to make an objection, okay.
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Can you answer that question?

Can I answer?

MS. RICHASON: Objection,

foundation, vague, amiguous.

I have -- really I have no idea what

you are referring to. But, you know.

already explained to you what I think of this

statement.

I know you told me what you thought

it was, and I' m just asking you whether or not

you think your definition would be the same as

Mr. Feldman ' s, if you know? If you can

answer that' s fine.

MS. RICHASON: Objection,

arguentative as to the last portion.

to the first portion. foundation,

amiguous. assumes facts not in evidence.

I told you what overweight is. body

mass index more than 25 and less than 30,

that' s what -- that' s what that would confer

to me.

Is that how you used body mass index

of 25 and less than 30 to form your opinions

in this report?
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MS. RICHASON:

compound. form. vague.

No.

So you used a different definition

when you formed your opinions in the report as

Objection.

overweight n ?

it relates to the term "significantly

MS. RICHASON: Wai t . Objection.

MR. BURBIDGE:

I get a chance to do this.

Nobody is stopping

you counsel.

MS. RICHARDSON:

mischaracterizes. assumes facts not in

Objection,

evidence. vague.

MR. FRI EDLAER :

excuse me for being my naive, is there a

All right. Okay,

then --

way to shorten that, make a list and

MS. RICHASON:

short- form objections.

These are

m trying to be

MR. FRIEDLAER:

unobtrusive as possible. Mr. Friedlander.

m just asking

whether or not you can make a list of it

and say I object and we can do all of
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(Record read.

MS. RICHASON: Do you want to go

off the record for one minute?

MR. FRIEDLAER: No.

How many pounds ovezweight would

somebody have to be for them to be

gnificantly overweight?

I told you there s not a

quantitative definition of the term

significantly overweight, . so I can' t answ

that.

In paragraph 288, -- by the way.

before I go there, would the answer to all

these questions about significantly

overweight, as we' ve been discussing in 28B

and 28B. be the same for paragraph 31A. 31B,

33A, 33B on that same page?

Objection,MS. RICHASON:

compound. form, amiguous, vague,

foundation.

Every time you use . significantly

overweight' on page 8, would the answer be the

same?

MS. RICHADSON: Objection,
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question.

Fine. I was trying toMS. KAPIN:

help you out there.

I thought youMS. RICHADSON:

wanted him to answer that. I thought

that' s what you wanted. Mr. Burbidge.

In 28B. the term . substantial, . how

much fat loss are you referring to in

paragraph 28B that would cause it to be --

well, let me.

In paragraph 28B you use the term

substantial. "

Yes.

In the context of that paragraph,

how many pounds of fat loss would that be?

Objection.MS. RICHASON:

foundation. vague.

I told you that or I may have told

that you substantial" is not a scientific

quantitative term. It confers to a layman or

scientific large amount that s what that

would imply. You would have to be a little

more specific.

:- 

There a little bit of a
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The raw material -- I can t tell

hat you they based their conclusions on, bU

I can tell you that " Only studies of weight

loss that were controlled trials of humn

subjects, with treatment 0: at least eight

weeks duration, were accepted to assess

efficacy. 

And as you sit here you can ' t tell
me what they use -- what they base their

conclusions on?

MS. RICHASON: Objection,

argumentative, foundation, vague,

overbroad.

I can tell you their conclusions,

but I can I t tell you how they, you know. I

know what the raw material is and I know what

the conclusions are, but I can' t tell you

everything they base their conclusions on.

wasn ' t there. So, you know, I can ' t, you

know, agree with the way you ve asked me and

say yes or whatever.

It. s, you know, I told you that they
use controlled trials as the raw material for

their report and I know what the conclusions
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Similar.

And the Cochrane Clinical Trials

Yes.

MS. RICHASON: Let me pose my

vague.

objections. Objection. foundation,

Register?

What is a Cochrane Clinical Trials

MS. RICHASON: Objection,

foundation.

and I don t usually use it. but it' s a

It' s -- I dbn ' t work in that area,

registry of clinical trials.
They do reviews. as well? Well. to

your knowledge did they do review --

published review type papers?

MS. RICHASON: Objection.

foundation. He already testified it. s

not his area.

reports.

used any. personally used any of their

I believe they do. but I have not

But MEDLINE is an authoritative
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would refer you on to the congressional

hearings that took place after the Rand report

was written, and similar reviews were

conducted. There I S a vast body of literature

in which these things were reviewed,

rereviewed and reanalyzed again. You can

judge for yourself.

Those congressional hearings are

posted on the internet, you are welcome to

look at them, review them and see the

opinions. The general accounting office had

an extensive review of this entire area.

Did the GAO, General Accounting

Office. also base their opinions in part on

adverse event reports?

MS. RICHARDSON: Objection,

foundation, overbroad, amiguous.

You know, now it' s going beyond the

context of my expertise. I don I t really know

what the general accounting office does or --

but as I said, there' s a vast body of

published literature on this. That you can

find on the internet, on the Energy and

Commence Committee website, Billy Tauzin was
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reviewer of the Rand r port?

Yes.

Do you just get a draft of the

report, is that all?

I get a draft of the report and then

I comment on it.

And do you make those comments

without reviewing any of the underlying

substantia tion?

Objection,MS. RICHARDSON:

mischaracterizes, foundation.

I, of course, could review any of

the articles they cited because they give the

reference, if I wanted, but I don' t review any

of tbe individual case report files or

anything like that, no. I wasn ' t asked to do

that.

You were aSked to review the paper?

MS. RICHASON: Objection,

mischaracterizes.

Correct?

I was asked to review the initial

draft of the Rand Report.

Were you asked to review it to
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correct gramr or spelling?

MS. RICHASON: Are you done wi th

your question?

MR. FRIEDLAER: Let me withdraw

that.

What exactly were you asked to do as

a reviewer of the Rand Report?

I was asked o give my opinion about

the way they approached it, the conclusions

they arrived at. as I am for all papers I

review.

So if there I s a statement, and 1

just using as a hypothetical, in the Rand

Report that says the adverse event reports

show that 30 percent of the people who took

Ephedra died --

Yes.

- - 

how would you know whether or not

that statement was true or false as a

reviewer?

I couldn' t know any more accurately

than any paper I review whether or not the

data is honest.

Would you actually review the data
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to see whether the conclusion that was drawn

is correct?

Objection,MS. RICHASON:

foundation, speculation, amiguous,

overbroad, assumes facts not in evidence.

I never am privileged to the raw

data. is what you are referring to. in any

paper that I review.

When you review a paper you never

check -- is it your testimony or maybe I don '

understand, is it your testimony that you

never check the raw data to substantiate a

conclusion or a statement made in any paper

that you review?

MS. RICHASON: Obj ection,

foundation, assumes facts not in

evidence, arguentative, vague,

overbroad.

I can ' t think of any situation where
I would serve as a reviewer in which I would

actually check the raw data that went into the

results or the conclusion of this study, that
would be very extraordinary. Maybe there'

been one time in my life, but I can' t think of
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analysis?

MS. RICHASON: Objection,

compound. Let me state my objection.

No. r mean, there are people who

are biostatisticians, and I' m not one of them,

so I consider them experts.

How abut, are you on expert in the

statistical analysis of clinical trials?

No. That doesn ' t mean r don' t know
something about it, but I'm just

distinguishing between myself and what r

consider a person who is an expert.

If Dr. Mowrey would say that a study

to be successful must be designed based on the

numer of animals or humns needed to satisfy
statistical significance, and that would be

the criteria, would he be correct?

MS. RICHARDSON: Objection,

foundation, incomplete hypothetical.

m going to listen very carefully.

Can you read that sentence again.

(Record read.

See, it doesn ' t make any sense, that
sentence, to someone like me. It might to
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Do you remember this study, doctor?

I do. I remember this paper, yes.
It' s not one of the papers I reviewed in this

case specifically in my report, but it is --

I do remember the paper.

The paper was provided to you as

part of the substantiation for the PediaLean

product wasn t it?

It was provided with many other

sets of material, yes.

And you didn t review that in

connection, that paper by Walsh, in

connection with this case?

MS. KAPIN: Objection

mischaracterizing.

Walsh was not reviewed by me in my

expert report.

Was it reviewed by you at all in

connection wi th this case?

ve looked at this paper, but 

have not reviewed it in detail for this case.

When was the last time you reviewed

the paper?

I read this paper probably a year
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ago quickly and decided that this was not

pediatrics.

related to PediaLean because it' s not

It was the same type of Glucomannan

that was used in the PediaLean product; isn

that correct?

I would have to reread this to

establish that.

But you just -- you don t know that

for a fact now as we sit here, whether or not

it has any relation to the PediaLean product?

MS. KAPIN: Obj ection

argumentati ve.

Or do you?

I don t know that it has any

relation other than it' s Glucomannan.
The paper was published in the

International Journal of Obesity,

Yes.

correct?

correct?

Is that a respectable journal?

Yes.

And it' s peer reviewed; isn t that

Most of the articles in it are peer
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eleven minutes after ten and we are off

the record.

(Recess taken.

MS. VI DEOGRAPHER: The time is now

10: 25 and we are back on the record.

EXAMINATION BY

MR. BURBIDGE:

Back on the record, Dr. Heymsfield.

Richard Burbidge. I represent Dennis Gay.

have a few questions for you in this

proceeding. What I' d like to do, if I can,

is make sure we re on the same sheet of music

with regard to placebo effect.

So what I would like you to do if

you could, you are talking to a lay person

now, so explain to me when you say "placebo

effect" what you as a scientist are talking

about?

Well, I' m not an expert on the

placebo effect, so I can I t describe to you

the nuances of it. But the placebo effect is

the phenomenon where when you administer some

type of treatment you elicit a response in

the patient that can be due just to the act
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scientific evidence " standard, fair?
I understand that.

All right. Is that the sense that

you are using this term in your report or do

you have another meaning to it?

I -- I -- I have an understanding

of what " competent and reliable scientific

evidence " is and that' s evidenced by my

report because what I' ve done in my report is

ve reviewed the papers that I found

relevant to the agents here under study. And

I found serious weaknesses in those papers

that led me to conclude that the evidence,

based on those papers, did not provide

competent and reliable scientific evidence

that supports the claims for these products.

And my question to you is, is there

some learned text or some authoritative body

of literature that I could go to to determine

or to find out a scientific definition of

competent and reliable scientific evidence as

you are us i ng it in your report?
ve just defined it for you in

the context of my report.
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statistically significant if I get a weight

loss of five pounds in one month. So then

you go back and say how many subjects will I

need to test that hypothesis, and that'

called powering a study.

So before you begin the study you

do what' s called a power calculation and you

make a hypothesis about the amount of weight

loss you expect over a certain period of

time, and then you then determine what'

called the sample size, the number of

subjects you need?

All right. Now, do you profess

expertise in doing the power studies and

determining how many patients you need based

on the goal?

That is the job of a statistician,

to do the power calculation. I mean -- well,

I wouldn t do it. ll go there. Sometimes

statistician -- non-statisticians can do

power calculations.

You are not one of them?

not one of those people who

would do that, no.
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The short answer to my question is

you don t claim a particular expertise in

doing power calculations?

No. I only claim an expertise to

know that I wouldn r t do a study without a

power calculation.

All right, correct. So if you

wanted to know if there was a proper power

calculation in a particular study you would

go to a biostatistician and have them make

that analysis for you?

I would -- let' s see. I think you

are asking me something a little different.

Let me be clear , let me restate it.
Yes , okay.

trying to finish in this area.

I take it that if you were looking at a

particular study and you wanted to know if

they did a correct power calculation, as you

referred to it, you would go to a

statistician or a biostatistician and have

them analyze it to see if it was correct?

Yes, because in properly designed

trials the report will give you the power and
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the hypothesis in the trial design. Not all

weight control studies have reported the

powe r .

When you come on a study that you

are interested in in your area, is it unusual

for you to call the author and ask questions

about it or ask somebody that co-authored it?

MS. KAPIN: Obj ection, asked and

answered.

It' s not usual for me to call an
author of the study and ask them details

about the study.

And' in the weight loss area , have

you had success in having them be forthright

and outgoing with regard to details that you

are asking?

Yes.

MS. KAPIN: Obj ection, relevance.

Just give me a pause and then I won

interrupt you.

Okay, that' s helpful for me. One

of the studies that you looked at in

connection with these particular products was

the Daly study. Do you remember that?
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Do you remember the Daly study?

Yes, I do.

You had some criticisms over that

regarding the power calculation. Did you

have a biostatistician look at that for you

to determine if the Daly study had a proper

power calculation?

Well, if I recall correctly, and I

don t have the Daly Paper in front of me

there was no power calculation in the Daly

study.

That is there was none reported?

I don ' t recall. Again, my memory

isn . t perfect on this. I haven ' t read the
details of that paper , but I don I t recall a
power calculation in that study. It'
possible there was one, but I would have to

see the original paper.

I appreciate that but you, from

your experience as you ve told us, you

been candid with us that even if the paper

doesn t have a power calculation reported

that' s something you can access by calling

the author or the publication to find out
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what it was fair?

MS. KAPIN: Objection relevance,

calls for speculation.

You could if you wanted, yes,

that' s not impossible.

Right. If you are interested

enough to see if they had a proper power

calculation that' s something you could do?

You could do that.

And my question to you is, do you

know if you did that with regard to the Daly

study?

I --

MS. KAPIN: Obj ection, relevance.

Go ahead.

I know that I didn t do it, yes.

o ka y . All right. Was there a

particular reason that you didn t do it?

MS. KAPIN: Objection relevance.

, I don ' t -- I don t know

Dr. Daly personally. To my best of

recollection I haven ' t met her, nor did I
feel a need to call her and ask her if she

did a power calculation in that study but,
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dietary supplements are regulated under

OSHEA, whereas drugs are regulated through

the Food and Cosmetic Act, you know,

whatever. Again , you are get ting to the
edges of my knowledge, but they are regulated

different.

Let' s get back to where you are

really comfortable. In terms of your looking

at the particular products that were the

subject of your report --

Yes.

-- did you look at the standard for

competent and reliable " as any di fferent
than if you were looking at a drug, for
example?

MS. KAPIN: Obj ection, ambiguous.

I didn I t distinguish between a drug
and a dietary supplement. I only answered

the questions that were asked to me by the

Federal Trade Commission about efficacy as we

discussed it before. And whether or not

something s a drug or dietary supplement

really wasn I t the nature of the question, and

how things are regulated and so on. I only
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critical off. It' s fair to say that
uniformly you took the position that the

studies had too small a population, fair?

MS. KAPIN: Obj ection, overbroad.

One of the criticisms I had of the

studies that I reviewed, one of several was

that the numbers of subjects were quite

small.

Fair enough. With regard to any of

those studies, did you contact the authors

and gain any detail with regard to the power

calculation?

MS. KAPIN: Obj ection, relevance,

overbroad, compound.

No.

MS. KAPIN: Sorry.

No, I didn ' t contact the authors.

Are you aware of any written

criticism of the studies that you cite by

name in your expert report , other than your

expert report?

MS. KAPIN: Obj ection, overbroad.

Well, written " you mean published

written?
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No. I use the term "written

3 ' advisedly, whether published or not.

MS. KAPIN: Same obj ection.

I have not specifically reviewed

the literature, if that' s the right word to

answer that question , no. I haven t gone

that, so I don t know the answer to it.
Fair enough. But in any case with

regard to you personally, this report,

Exhibit 7 in this case, is the only written

criticism that you know of of the studies

that are the subj ect of your report; is that

fair?

MS. KAPIN: Obj ection, overbroad

lack of foundation , speculation.

I have not specifically answered

that question. In other words, if I went to

the literature I could answer it and be more

specific. m not aware of it, but nor have

I really checked carefully.

All right. So the answer is this
the only time that you ve written a

criticism of these reports that as you sit

here you know of , fair?
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Well, it' s the only time I'

published or published -- this is -- we

consider this a written criticism of these

studies. Yes, that' s the only time aware

of it but then, again, I haven t really tried

to answer that question.

All right. Have you made any

survey to determine whether other studies by

other scientists have cited these studies to

support their particular propositions in any

regard?

These studies are often cited by

other investigators and they are often cited

in the context of being early work or

published literature on these topics. But

beyond that I can t answer it but , yes, they

are cited in other studies. Of course they

are because there are very few studies like

these, and so people know of these two or

three studies that are out there that I'

cited here also.

I appreciate that. So but as we

sit here today, do you know of anyone that'

written anything critical of the studies that
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circumstance speci fic.

Which is to say in some instances

evidence that is not double-blind

placebo-controlled clinical study might rise

to the level of "competent and reliable

scientific evidence

MS. KAPIN: Objection , overbroad,

compound.

Generally speaking it' s possible.

Again, circumstance.

I appreciate that, I appreciate

When you -- I understand you work forthat.

Merck; is that correct?

Yes.

Big drug pharmaceutical company?

I do.

And they are in a lot of areas of

medicine, and I take it they are even in diet

supplements or in that area?

Not that - not diet

supplements, no.

What are you doing for them, just

in general? How would you summarize it to

somebody over the fence in your backyard?
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Obj ection. Let me makeMS. KAPIN:

my objection. Objection, asked and

answered. Go ahead.

I work on pharmacologic

development, drug development for weight

control and diabetes.

So I take it that to the extent you

are trying, with your colleagues, to develop

a product, a drug that would assist someone

in weight control, that that drug if you

ever -- if you are successful would then

compete with other weight loss products such

as herbal supplements, fair?

MS. KAPIN: Obj ection, ambiguous,

mischaracterizing.

I -- I' m not an expert on sort of
the commercial side of weight control, so I

have no idea who is competing with who.

That' s something maybe marketing would be,

you know, weigh into. But I don ' t think

about things like that.

Okay. But you ve been so active in

reviewing dietary supplements in the weight

loss area you would -- you would be able to
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reason, I take it, that if Merck came out

with a drug that helps you lose weight that

it would participate in a similar market to

diet supplements, fair?

Objection, lack ofMS. KAPIN:

personal knowledge, ambiguous

argumentative.

I -- you know, as a lay person it'

possible, but I can t tell you anything

beyond what I just said.

Let me ask you this. I n your

development or attempted development of a

pharmaceutical that would assist in the

weight loss area, I take it it' s your

conception that potentially you and your

colleagues could design a pill or medicine

that someone would take, that would help them

lose weight irrespective of changes in diet

and exercise fair?

That' s what I do, yes. I don

know if that' s the question.

it is.Well,

that' s what I' m working on.Yeah,

Should be, yes.
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name on it, that you didn t read in its

entirety?

Objection, overbroad.MS. KAPIN:

If that' s possible?

You said "entirety" this time, but

you didn t say "entirety" last time and so

entirety" is very specific. So it'

possible, yes, that an article was written

with my name on it, that I didn t read

entirely because fairly focused and I

would have contributed and read the sections

that were assigned to me.

Now, is a co-author responsible for

the entire article in your judgment?

Objection, relevance,MS. KAPIN:

overbroad.

Well , when you put your name on as

an author you are generally responsible for

the content of the article.

Right.

But not for necessarily reading it

entirely.

Now, before an article is published

in a peer reviewed journal, you must actually
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MS. KAPIN: Obj ection, vague and

overbroad.

Well, it just depends. Again, you

know, now we d have to take a specific

circumstance. There are publications that

are not peer reviewed, that are outstanding

publications. It' s very common.

Let' s take, for example, in the

evaluation of original research. Do you

consider in the evaluation of original

research peer review to be an important

aspect?

Yes , it' s important.
And in the course of preparing your

expert report in this case, did you submit it

to anyone else for peer review or for

assessment, as to whether or not the

judgements you rendered there are agreeable

to other experts in the field?

MS. KAPIN: Objection relevance,

vague.

Well , I treated this as a

confidential document, so l' ve not shared

this with anybody.
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Sure. In the case of determining

whether tests, analysis, research let' s say
on weight loss is generally accepted in the

scientific community, to yield accurate and

reliable results, what would you do?

What would you do to determine

that?

MS. KAPIN: Objection, vague

overbroad and ambiguous.

Well, to begin with m considered

an expert in the field so that commutes a

certain amount of experience and interaction

with other experts in the field. So the

judgment then is a matter of my integration

of what other people like myself believe.

And then, of course, there s a whole set of

other much more objective types of criteria,
but here you I d have to be specific for me to

answer that.

Now can you name for me

specifically those individuals you consider

expert in the study of weight loss and

dietary supplements?

MS. KAPIN: Obj ection, relevance,
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vague.

Other than yoursel 

MS. KAPIN: Vague and overbroad.

Sorry to interrupt.

Dietary supplements?

In the case of dietary supplements

and weight loss.

What I would do for that is there I s

an office at the NIH that deals with dietary

supplements and that office, and not sure

the exact name of it, but that office funds

grants in the area, peer review grants, in
the area of dietary supplements , and you can

go on the NIH website. It I S called the

Crisp Website " and type in the term "dietary
supplement" and you will get all the

investigator s who have been cleared by the

NIH as experts.

You could go there and that would

be a good place to start. But, of course, I
have colleagues who I work with, who I

consider experts in general in weight control

treatments. And dietary supplements are just

one little piece of knowing about how to
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My name is Steyert:B ReYrnfield. ' I ama United States :Citizen over :theageof

18. I resde in Moutl isc.(, New York. 1 have persona1kno:wled.ge -ofthe maners

cotained in ths -my :EXPERT REPORT. and I make this affdavit of matters of perso-nal

bowled,ge as to which i (:wd competently testi' yif calci-as a witness.

1. CRED-ENTIAL

Tr.iDiag nd :Current PositioD

-1:amaDoctb:ofMedicineemptoyedby 51. Ltike s"'Roosevett'Hospit and

fCOturrbia University 'Collee ofPhyskians In New York City, New York, -:and a:graduate

DfMount Sinai SChoo-ofMedicine in New York City. lam a memher pfthe Depq.rtnt

ofMedicine .at St. :Lue' Roosevelt Hospital an (:-o1unibi-a -University.

()'

t -ain-Depur Dir.ector-ofthe New York Obesity Research C n:ter-(NYORq and)

-also hold the following Hospital-and :University positions: Profesor of Medicine at

-ctuml)ia lj,niver:sity College of Physicians and Surgeons; Direcor of the Human Body

Composition I;aboraoryofthe Attending Physician -m :S1- Luke s--Roosev

tto ital VisitiRgScientis. Brookhaven National Laboratory and Research Scientist

Rocefeller Umversity.

the NYORC,'i ,one of the premier ceters, supponed ma:inlyby the National

instiJutes of Health. tostudy the problem of human obesity. Over 20 major scientists

work at the renter .ad they supervise many -younger investigators and ,Studeotsat all

Jevels. The NYORChascOre Jaboratories, and I direct two of these. the Human Body

Composition Core 'and the Outpatient Treatment Core- The. Outpatient Treatment Core

provjdes a setting in which to carr out studies of new obesity treatments, including diets

'-/
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4ietsupplement

. ,

and .drgs.

In the neXt.mont 1 wi asmethc'position of Ex ve -Du-ector. Cli-cal

SCienc Merck.& Co. in Raway. New Jec

AcadenicAcdvies

As aPmfesr ofM icinc atColuiniaUniversity. I supervse an teach

stdents at dttmdergralf,and grduate levels. 1 ,am a:l thdi8phy icianon' the

l!e.di 'sece:a Isupeis medica inter and ideots. Ilectur ftentlyin '
cademcpositon on ntitrtionre1a ,topics. I hae ,ooIlidernblepf4ctcaexpencfu

tbe' mainent ofobesepatteIitSand medca patients jn:gener Th Pr()f 8onlde is

:tbe top acemic title oitec by the Uniersit.

lam4i$O'aVi Scienti at RooerellerUmversi in -New YQrk Cit $d 

Re8h Scientst at 13rGPven Natona LaPoratry in lJ,ptoo New York. My

resarchfocs is in the area of -clical D\trion With an emphas on obesity manement

and evaluation. Mycuniculum vitae proVided .as AttChent L

As Depty Direcor of the NYORC, Iamre ponsiblefor theadminla onand

conduct of resCh studies caed Qut at ' ibis -federally fuded laboratl). I supese-

exprimentastdies,in the Human BodyCompositioD. Laboraory.that 'seres 'Sentst In

the New Y orkMetopolita.al' a. In this caacity 1 work cl(J ly withov.e 20sce!1tist

fimn th New York metropoli area including thoseatRockefeller. Columbia. and

CQrnli Universities. Icrtiqeand super their resarch at the NYORCand I

.cUabor:ate in preping grants andscientifiGp rs-

1 also supervse over ten otherpbysiciansand scientist an I lecneu-eqently to

,medcal and graduate students. I serve on the Board of Directors. Nort America



AS$on.for the Study of Obes. !be ExetiveCPttee' ofthe ca -Societ

OfClinca Nutrion (ASCNJ. ,and On th Advisory Boar to the InteOiatona

Asciaton fur the Study of Obeit, I am ihepat' ident oftb ASCI and the

Amedca Socet forParenteral an Enteral Nutrition. tw-ofthe natons most import
acenc.nution .$Oet

,Prior to my QUentposito I &pent 15 years o.nthe faclty at Emry UQiversi

ica School in Atlanta Gergia. Whle in this ppsationI caed out may federaly

14doo.stes in tbe . lica1 nuton and I superved students.at:ailevels of

'edu tion.

My CUentr-earch .cers an pharacologic treatent of obesity .and

vdQpment1 :evalua()n ()f neW body composiion a,d metp1islImeaement

metods.

Obesit Resea-ch

Approxia.tely 900/0 of my wolk i spent.on full-time resch concening tbe

:sdy 'ofdiJica .nutrtion and obesty. I have nOW bee teachng in the field of cli
pUti an .obC$ityas wellasgenen medicine. at Emor and Columbia. for-a tota of

:aroxiately 30 'year$. I ha'VepubliShed Iior thJOO r charicles. chapter and

books lhave;reViewedhundred ofreseachpctpers subQJ_tojourlsptl whCh I

;Se as:anedionalbQarmenibe. At present, 1 ser as a reviewer for the Ameriqr

:Jou-of Clinica Nutriion. Journal of PaT enteral and Enteral Nutrtion, Joural of the

ca Med &sdation, New England Jour of Medcine. Obesit Reseach,

:Ieratnal Journ of ObeSy. and Nutrtion. This review function of reseach paper

:an gran atng Witb liY own wntingskeepsme fully informed d up to date on the
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rec .medwlitetue-

haveappeaedas apublic 'C'mmentatoronnutron man times,ad I 'have

Assoc on (JAM)and th.New Enand .JouofMedicin.

appe an rao and televsian 11\ the pacity. 1 have tesed before congresona

commitee twte durg dietaf)rpr.duct invt:gations.

t WJvecon nuerousWei$h 19$Sties oveTihpas,20y

.connn wit .my dutes as.a clinca :scientist. These 'stes inCluded an 'examaton

offood and .dtefec an weigh less. My C0Ue es an I were the fiSt:t 'develop

now Widely : se advanremet.fu 'mea hody. fat ood 'mucle. Jwas thl
aur nthefi :p"ee"-I'evwedstdiesofthe 'neWly disv redfuh()rmonelqJtin 

the widely used weigt los diet Suplement. .CJcina ogia. I parcipated ,

stdiesofthJlew weigb lo.ss '(frogs Axokie. Xenica an Mrodia. Tbe fqKttofmy

(=1.

wlleaes and I on thes weigh lass " ents.ad other :asofhum;u obesily'bave

publiShed In top JJedcat joJU. including the Jom: of the Amrica Medical

One of my. recent reseacl ar is tbe, yof.ooes in .chldren. I haeseve
pediatrc grts fued the Nland the National Dair,Counci1. I have .wren a

nuer' of paersth.appear in p HlMeW Jourals on weigh-reated topicsincmldren

My faliartywitb (jbesi :m.anagement led me to re.gnethe-risks ,ofthe

diet SlPplementephedaata fuewhen few wang were present in th genera

public. My reseach an adv() y ;h pO to pr() consumerswithimroved waring

Iabels 'and uhimaty remova of the dietar supplements with.ephedra trom sae in the

US by the FDA. I wo.ted clos1ywinothersCientists atmajor \Jniversite$ on ephed

topics and my consultaons with eleced offcials and FDA offcers werep vota in tbe
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evaluation of diet'Spplements. As mentioned below themayor of New York awated

:1ie:teS ience and TecMlogymeda' fo-I' my public serce'effom:Oil bebaf of 

Awards

,coer
1 bae.a number of patents bas on my scientifc..pservan(ms ' c;everaImore

.ar IilTe

"I a, tbe recipient of maor profeso 1 awards :and.honor, 'inctuding theMosby

Awad in Clca Medicine at M tSina Scoool:ofMedcic FirPlaceAward JUd

CfQtc;hec Awardatthe .Anul Emory University HOJlestaRes ch nay, Clinical and

Resch 'Schola Award orthe AmeticaeoUege of Physician, HonoraMember

Ui Arerica &. Arentie Med AssoCiations, fIocoW Alum Awud. Mout

. '

-Sin SchopJ ofMedicie, BurroughWellCQme Scholar in;Basic Science Uonorar

Member -of the America Dietet Asciation 3Id :CWl li.ical Nuttion

Asci91 Thehighest-awad ftobl the Amer Societ ofparenteraJ andEnte

Nutrtion, the Rhoa Awad :recogn my wor inclic31 nutntion. I.also deliver

hpnoar 1eceson a'reglar :basisand las year 1 was awarded the highest tis prize in

obeityreS h, tJe TOPS Award. Tis pas wee I was warded New York Citfs

highest 'scenticaward 1:e Mayor s Award for Science Techhologyformyeffort"to

banthe daerou diet supiement, ephea.

PreVious Tesmonies

I have been accepted to testfY as an expert in -matters concemmg diet product

and nutrition in.sever stae an feder cour. lam conwensed for mytwent Fedd'
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Trade Commissipnactvifies, including aluating rtseach paer drclated .caims

and .preparing 'f ort. lam paid a 'fee :of $100 per bour.

tJ.-SCOPE OF TilE REPOIlT

1 nave been aSked to eva:lua if competent $d' rcliabfe ientific.evidence

iSppOrt serrons tbat -(abstracted nom 'aasi Res ch, LLC

. -

etal , Docket #93 1-

COlQlai9t):

Leptoprin 'capse welgb.t toss of more:tlan 20 woods, including as much as 50

, .or :i47 -:nds, -in s\gnificantly overweight user iiod

?;8-ft Leptoprin oeuses IO$sof substa6alexcess fat 4n sigIitica.ntly

-overweight _users-

-- -

3J A. Clinical teSing ' proves that Leptopnn causes weight Joss of more thao10

pounds inch ldingas :much as 50, 60, or .147 pounds, in si.gficantly

overwight users; ,and

31B. 'Clinical testlogprovesthat :leptoprjn c..uses 1.oss ofsubstantial, excess fati-n

significmtly oveMeight users"

33A. Anor-ex .pause:s weight JOS$ofmorethan 20 wunds -insignifcatly overn:eight

users; and

33B. Anorex cal:sesloss of substantial xcess fat in $igrificantlyoverweight users.

37- PediaLean causes .5",bstantiaI weight loss in-OveJW.eight or obee children.

'--
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40. Clinicalesog ,prov s tht PediaL ca$eS substti weighflos:i

oveeight or obee :cldren.

M;y report is ba onmaterpro:vjdec to .me by th Federal Trade COmmssOIl

(FC) and on my own ,extivefiesand literature sech. In gene I revewed tO

FTC comp sements pritUct inedient informon (e_ se Appedix B).

1he clai, sUbstatition submitt by therespQodents, includg published resech

paprs in support of the claim suPswiation-( e.g.. forexple paers 'in Ap di HI).

$fantprQpsaand .oth relat dOCents. The Federat Trae ,Commission :proVided

th materal'attached in Appedix lland Appendix il andthe-adionaI matenalca

:be found in my iles-

Speficaly, I used the -followjngrefeences for.Anorex and'Letopri

-- 

A -Dalyet aI lntemtionaUoual.of'Obeity S73 , 19.93-

B. .Kaman etal Cuent Thpeutic Resea-c61, '2000-

:C. Colkeretal louma.of the A,mcan COllege of Nuttion, abstL H 6, 1997

D. Shekelle, et -a., the Ra Report onE;pheda, lAM 2003;289: 153745.

:lusedth followig reference for PediaL n reVew: .

- -

E. Livieriet al. Ped Me! Cbir, 1992.

iF. Vido:etal.. Paedatca-Paedologica T991-

As noted abve. I also -used many o$et docments provided tome .bytheFTCin

additon otothe spcifc ones listed here an provided in Appendix .m. These Studes

noted.in A-F were mostpertnent to my evaluation and other materalswerelesspere

to the queson of whether competen .and :reliableevidence support the alege

represntaoDS_ Someof the paprs reviewed in A';'p , are radomized double-blid tral

, ,
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1i , considered thereferenee inetd fortesng'product effcacy. The non--evewe

eris 1nuded paper and other QOCnt did report theresu1(s ofrandonU

A.sI ntue to reclve'nformtin 'on ih,case I resee thexightto , atemy

erentdstdies.

vlewm ligh of,new-eviden . lbave * viewed B.1)inber f relate 'reprt in ih past

sever wecl appg :in tevew jf)umsaltho the stdies .donotaddto

ifse 

:()( 

-cgethe conc1usions;otth9"se lised in A '

II CONCLl1SJONS

Competent ,and 'reliable ,eVde does not SUPPOf:t tberepresent4onsin the

1;n'Wn

. .

A:or and Letopr include 'aS lhe ma active ingredents ephed cafeine

andasi,in the so-caled ECAstack When in combination. depending '00 dose, the

entsa:;yne(stcgr()uP ofsrimulantcopolleolstht mainly suppress appetite

and'iilcr eenerg nditre. The stack ba actioos on-the sympatheti nervous

$yStemand ibeIDA has now banned the ephedtacompo.rntbecause ofpoteritiaUyJetbal

or disabling :hea .rhyctistJbancesandstrokes. Ephedra a1oids ftomdiet

:.spplementsor the relate dng ephedrie produce moes (-:2 p month) weight

loss above that ,ora placbo tablet

PediaL' s active ingT! dient is a micronized fiber concentrate derived ftom a

plant (tuber)caedP. rivieri. Tmstuber h;i beenusedasa fooosourcean a method

wa recnty develcwed for micro-procesing the plant into a high-molecular -weigh
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powder. inesed (h fiberswll as itadrbs waler and this bulgpropmay

have effec .Qtbugel:, ;saet, and boy weight.

l::c

The- entl stdies included 'small numbeIs ,of subjects treaec for

Bas ,00 overtbirt Yeas of experience in th area of human obeSity, wejght

conto\ .metlism an .try c-on'Qsition, l:cnclude the following:

The av lilescentific liei;oe Jiot support the -cai -above ( , Tl, 33)

fon1w:produ(; $orex.an :LptQpri Speificaly,

. The revewed ts.did not eccalystdy the propret .diet
$\pplelieot Anorexa1dLeptQpr; 'rathr 'tey alued pr-oduCJ 

$imla :purie.ddmgs orroeIIcas in 'co:obin tiorldifferent nom thse of

tPe :ECA .$tack. 'On :sdy was.a :&ynthetic review pf ibeavailable literatue

:ad :did:oo - pecany xaeth :ECA stck.

short time period; Stdi were uniformly fl ed in their manemnt

aninteJ.eton of study reslts.

. Even With thes seriou limitaons, the ECA :mackasreportedin tbese

.;eeritnent studies had minimal 'Overal effec on body weight and body

'f1 largea:unts of weight loss (:20 poundS) and ,substantia loss of

:exc.es body ,fat were not observed inthestdy-goupstrea ed wiih

vaable proportons ofECA stack -cmponents. These sties reported

ver.sma weight loss-effects of the gei: under study, nothngli.e those

noted in the ab()ve complants-

:. The body fat claims canot be supported baed on tbisliterate astbe

measuement mets and study de$igns are inadequate to draw firm
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CQnclusions .on the ma,gnitude of prod\Jct fa.:ffec. Again, even if we

$cet these very limited -stuies, them nitdeoffatmass -changes 

the .exces fat mas lost \-va small :ad not -s.ubstaitiaJ 'a not in :the

'complaints.

PediaL.e (Le." UICO 1A5:tricronized ,fier ;cncentre dervoo from

The available .scientific tii r:aturedoes no :supporttbe dalJ1s above (37 40) Jot

the product PediaL.

.. 

Theuvieri p ef'did not specifcaUyevalnatetbe:product oomponerLof

!P_ rivieri :plant). but rather studied 'relatediilgredients.

Tbetworeviewedstudi s -faileP to :pr-ov.ide weigHt :da1a; lIdpFesented

resl;lts ;i "excess we.ight

, .

makinginterpretion of product w ight oss

..J:
erfe ts imppssibJe.

Serious -design and arudysis flaws are present in b9tn studies (i. . tbe fiTSt

wa not a .radomized -double blindstudyand the second was not 'properly

analyzed), thus negati g the possibilityof.nfemqg te5tprod!1ct 'effcacy.

No effCacy inferences -can be drawn from the first $tlidybecause it was

110t double blind .and the .second Stody, even thougbstati icaUy "fawed,

failed _to snow w gbt loss effcacy .ofthe tes .prpdoct.

Thesetwo stdies SUpport the view th tchildrenpaic.ip_ ng in weight

control studies may -show beneficial ffep.s for Some measures, but neither

one supports the .daimsas staled in paragraphs 37 and 40 uftbe

Commission s complaint.
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1V. VSIS and ,BASIS for CONCLUSIONS

Overeight and obeity are a onsence of moderntin wi .amle food

$pp'Ies and ,a lowered nee for wode-relate physica actties- A subjec'sadu1 weigh

Background

is a pt rthe environm-ent inUences and their under1yi:ggeneti 'r. Aboot

,to:trds of Amerca arenowconsidec tobe:at unlthy weights considered eith

:ove t or Obes.

A Sitnar idemic;ofobeit IS appearng in chiidren.;; .thcconsence are

tWdenttotaeQledC$,tinuIl wiUtsoargrates .oftyll diabet melltus

ition direcly ,related to ces adipoSity tht is \$alyobservin adults- Many

consid rOb it a. se. and not merelyacos cinconvenie

Bot The NlronalIntittesofHeatb and the World Health Orgaization defie

exce weight acrding to 'by masindex(BMI, which'is weight in kg div.idedby

heigh in meters sqared. Ths adjustment .cOInpensates weigbt for individual difference

W. ' ighlnadult aBMI of 25k.gm: isde eda. 9vere gh and 30 k.g/m

:obes. The rik fm.Y di esis :incread jnpvereigbt 'andoheSindivi als-

OvetWeight aredefin using ()I1 of s ver ptiblihedpecentle

diStributions in children up to the age of l8years.

Weight maintena is Tccrnendedif.adult MI is .q5kglm and weight loss

ifBMIis ::25 'kgfnr. Thcomer$tone of weight loss tr ent isbehaviormoification,

including:a redu onin .calorie ,intae and an increae inphY$icaactvity- The 2005

Dieta Gudelines reported last week by the National A.cademy of Sciences summarizes

currentthing on the optimum diet and -physicatactvityapproac"h:

'-./
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Conse:a 'v;etoffood withn and a,mong the 'basic food , groups wbie stin
with -eergy nee.

COntOl' taorie ine to :mangeboy wei&

milk d mitlcpruct.

He physicatly acive-every day.

.Icreae daly int e:offtits 'and veg les, whole .g.ais. and nomat or low..

Choosefat Wily fOf'good:hea

Choose ydrates 'wisely.forgood:b.th.

Choose and preare foods with little sal.

,I you driri alcOholic 'bverag , do so in 'Q)oderiiop-

Ke food ,sae to ea.

\" ';::-

:Pr tioil drgs .and .sery -ae al$O optins jfbehavioralmeasres are

cct in procing clically meangful weight loss.

Witb .cnventonal weight loss tr-eaent-sbJectsare ,guded to loSe 1- poun

pew A tough ' e$ that a deficit of 500 kca : r day wil lead to... d ficit 'Of

3500 kcawee thlttranlates.to a one-pound! week weight loss. A weigh loss of5-10%

is t9nsderedcliicy signcan. Not aU weight lossi fat an muscle and other lea

sues 'accoun for about t. of weight lost ona conventional .u-'Cnientprogr . Subjects

;uea1sogud to increa ,their tevel.ofphysica activiy.

America t too little fiber and many h thbenefits havebeenas(;be to

varous di fiers. However peific fiber a$ed product has ben shown to

ignCantly increas .long-te weight loss.
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Spefic Product Review

One huQded yeas :agQ the .set ,and eff-ectiveness( effcacy) of varous diets 

eSablihed :by anecotes an t nial$. Over the past seeraJ :decd scientstbave

1ncreagly-defined the qual of sties need to estlish a treaent saet 

effcat-y. The acctedst ndard now-is th radomized double,:blind trin''Which neitheJ

invesgar .nothe patlentis ;awae:ofthe .ttent fLe. '3ve agent 01

tebol(hy 'pilO:an th 1reaent is 'seleced rando,my (e.

, '

a. or to ).Inaddition

to this bac '.clica traJ.scturc !i ver wen develQpe consnsu ,exi :ODho 

anlyz mndotnized tral FiX 'example, if Stbject drop;out ftomthe study there are

stadad :procureson 'how to manage t ir.:fesltsTa.ther th simply .drop fuelJ Kom

:t ;aysis. Thse !ic3 isses and sciellusts haveabigh sQmd d for ,cnductng

weigh loss tral. The scenfic Cbinunity Wil DOt acknowledge aprodct'ssaety;and

(),'-,

effcacy 'based OD poor .qualstudy.

I now..evew the pnmar .evidence in suport of the above claims. Anorex 

Leptoprnbav.e the same inged IUs and he view them togeter.

,Anora :and Leptprin:

Daly anC9lleagues invesQgat the safet and effcacy of a mixtre of ephedrine

PA Didy et,aLInteatioi1 Joual of Obesity S73. 1993.

(75-150 mg). caffeme(J SOmg), an.aspirin (330 mg)(the tota dose of ephedne was

incr trom ,15mg to 150 mg afe,: the first montl). Thee are pharmac ticalgrade

ingredients ar not considered dietasupple'ents tht are usualy derived from

:plantsource. The 'amounl an 'cbemicalmakeup of the agents used in this study are

efore knownprecsely. unlike.diet supplements in wmchtheamots an

.- "
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chemical' coponent ,ca frm lhose.St.on the label. The combined ingredi nts

atc.tefered to:as th .ECA stk .Qf simp.y the ,sck.

Leptopr d Anrex. have vaiable re.mmended do ges "but the maxmum

.sggesoo is epheda alkaoids.6( mg. :caffeine.60 mg andacetylsalieylic .acid 972 mg

, .(2 nOO/314m,gsering WJ 3 seing YJ. UaJy :s . betine-do wasJar er (75 m

:ad ephedra.is :the .mostpot t Qhhe thr stk components with respect to weight 105S.

Leptopin and Anorex might therefore have. an .even sm.a-Iter -elfec on body weight than

:th' Ited by Daly.et at Ep"hede IS'3 powerfl stimQl that:uppresses appetite

,and ha other pltysioIogit: ' -effe(sthatcM lea4 toadv-erse :effect the Food and DrnE

Administraton has nowbanned ephedrnalkalotds

. .

the tert referred to founis class-of

dieta supplements that so ;include the dl1g ephedrine. Cafeine.and -aspirin amplify

"- ,

the 'aconsofephea alkaloids on body tisS!es: caeineand aspirin-a:one have Jittleor

no efec on body weight. The two pTOducts.uso include other ,active "ingredents

including c.a)ciumand green tea exract. Neit4er oftbee components produce clinically

significat weightJosofthemagrutude $tated in the.aboveclaims-and they will not.

-reviewed .furter her. - 

There were 24 obe;sp.bjectsand .theywere radomizedinD!ily's study to either

activedrugoi placeb. There was no diet Jreatmentand ' stuQydura:6on was 8 weeks,

Weigh loss v. g(4':8 pounds.or 0. 6 pound$!week) in the aciive treatment group

and 0.7 kg (L5 pounds or 0.2 pounds/week). Thus the ECA stack led to a weight loss of

les than O.5 poundsl wee (ie. , active age!)1 0:6 poundsfwk - placebo 02 poundweek

= 0.4 pounds/week). The rate of weightlo!;appeaw to increae when tbeephedra dose

Was increa after four weeks oftreatmenL The rate of weight loss overall WCi

"-/ . .
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unacCetale apprach:a pr eite in thepa. RaiDiW cotToUed trals for weight

sttistcay Qt :ihe stk 'co..ed to'place alghneither group -exei
large atOUnt of at rapid weight loss In fact 'the raeofw ig1r las in both the ace
treatent and placeb9 groups wa about Y2 pound 1Hle$Sper we:k

1'd'e are o1;er partotbis stdy. bUtths.fist'p isthe main radomize

'Porton 3Dd t ODC thal.ca 'b 'apPJ'opri tey Ul 'in'1be cuent conter

ThereareSQme 1imitations tiJtbi dy. First

, -

the number 'ofsujecsin

th:stu wa.far -(0 low.in order to:derveany _nleangfl W'etence :on.s;' and

ffCACY- We mus consder the saka ')l9i"' m 'Puc.overa '3lUdysis.ofthe st Far

more over lOOsu1)jed, woudbe t'eaonJ)le.sudy saple.

Secnd, 29 sujec ,ac enf(lt smy :bl,t.' drQPPetfbeuse ofpQor

-cmplian. Thes su jeC 'Wtre no inuded jn the staicaarysi :and toorets
reec "tomplet (Le., omy tJse'Sbjeds completinlpheswdy). Ths is-a

loss .arenow usyanyzedby-wba . referre .to,:as th "inention to treJ method 10

avoid '"ias" in th stuy teslt. The five dropout should have b en included in :the

anysisN9fa meauremen were mae ' in tbesty. Thd, .the'studywa. hortter

in the aforentoned d ages produce ...R5 poundlw k weight loss. Th we

'On1y' S wees ;for theradomied:pot1on. We' nOt.therefore blisb iffcacy Rom

this sty beyond tht tim
The mo we 'ca conclude frIJthisfljiwed ' pilot" ,study 'is :that the .stack taken

canot realy accept the 'statemenchallenged:in the,Complai t(ahve):
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Leptopr caes weigt loss :of more thC!20 pounds luding '3smuCh 8$50

. or 147 pm.uld&. in ,$igncay 'overwe gI user and Leptopri caes IQSS 

subSttial excess -fat in signifcatly overwei uses.

tetingptoves t L topiin (:se 'wejgh-Ioss of mote th 20 pods
including as muc1us 50. 60" or 147 pound. in signifcaly overeihtuse; 'ad

:clica testig proves tha Letoprin cR loss :of substantia\. 'CKce 'ta:in

griUiCint1y .ov.ecweight US.

Anorex ca es we gh'tossof'mor:e :tan 20 pouns "in -.signcatly ,()vereight

'ad Anorex cause loss , of sUbs

" '

ss fat in -signcaQtly ,overeight

:/"-

;Kalman etaLCnrren Therautic -Reseach 61. 2000.

Kalan and colleagues published their resltsofa double blind, placebo

;cpntr:oUedclinicatral-:exa1n theetfect oran :ephtra-coJitaining weight loss aid.

The acthretreaentinciude pherine (40 ,IQ.g). syn hrne (10 mg)(areIated drug),

Qffeie(400mg), and sacin (30 IQg)(anasiiin-like agent). Alow calorie diet was alS9

:recommened. ThIs stdy and asciat tmdiqgs wereinchldedin the ltandttort (se

page 22 below). Th inecientsare aU drugs and not di ppl en:t$,

Threaretbee seriousconcems that arse when crticayreviewng this paper:

dIcrepancies betv he publisb.edpaper:anda related abstract questions abut stdy

entry'criteri; andstatistca tr tmeIit of the ,data
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Kalan and -colleaes sumarize their findings in two tales 1 Appendix Ill.

Hates #ZXOO1111 , ZXOO) t 12). Thir subj.ecs 'were reporedly randomiz-e in tledOlbJe

blind trial. 2Jtnen and 7 -women, to either activ.dietar supplement (Xenadrine

1odyne Tethnologies, Laewood, NJ)orptacebo for-eight weeks. The-bas li:ne

characensticsofthse srbjeCt 16.in th actve group.and 14 in th :placebo gr.oup, are

-summarzed in Table I oftbe :paer. 'The findings of the . and Bsubjects cCo plet'iog

the .sudy .tn active ndpla ,groups. ,respecively= .are summari din Table n.

1 was -able to cornared\e 'publj-be 'report -to -aoter telatedpubfished-study

,as.tr-ct (NO Hot Topic; Appendix UO.Theabstct teprted 15 :stbjects randomized

tbea .group, not 1'6 and J 4.in the ctve and place gr , .rescti-vely, -A sted in

ihe pubtished paper. The paper statestba subje.c were asS gned,to 'groups who a .bad

" ""

body mass index of.;o '27 kgfm . eventbough ihe mean and -standard -deviation .of :the

pooled group waS.reprted tnthe abstrac: 8:2.46kglm . Thereported:BMI-st1gge

the tlata were eitherhi blyskewedor that 'sUjec with 8MI 9-7kglm wete e:tered into

the _protoco . Thus. the abstract and paper diWQ' in the .nmber .of ev.alaatedsubjects.

Also, the data .sug est that either the authors included sl.jecwith a BMl ofQ7 kglri

or they failed to use IlPproprie statical met,d$ in repOrt

g ='

skewed data(e.

'reprt gro!' BMI mone JO addition to BMI' mean 'and stdard deviatiof!etc.

Another concert with xespec to statistical treatment of rlta is treatment of the

\'ieight' loss reslts. In their paper the -invesigators ,report a go/oand 3.8% weight loss in

the actve aod placebo groups, respectively. Thse percentages were calculated fiom th

I)ea group inital and :finaI body weights reported in Table n. However, the authors have

inappropriately. used the baseline weights faT .al enrolled $ubjects (experimental, n'= 16

' \\.j
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82.07 'kg;placebo

, '

n=14. 7KB 'kg) 'in Tabe II .even'though th r tiv.e $ weefonow-

up weight (74.14 kg.and 15.21kg);in the-tabkare forth'refJ .sbj (n=l12 and

tF14) .at8' weeks af!cxclusiOi of dropouts. The p.erceigew igh re 
.the paper thus.rep-e ' relative loss of weight :between .staer (;I= 16114) 'an

fushers (n=12114). ameangles'SCOlIparsoll

In .oter wor , the auoFS .caculated the weight chge for each gc \q 'by

:S\btct .thfioal grp vreightttoIn the initial gro,"p weght However SO subjec

ppeftom. tJe stdy and -their weights e lnerefore:1lt incuded ' thefOUow

avere weight. lithe bjec."Wo droppe fto the .$dy were heavier th:avene

for mple, this would lea to ;llower average .follow-'up wetghdn:espeve ofweigh

loss. The reslt of tis caculatioilelTor 'Wou14 betofacly mcre.se'te IWpaent -aO\Jilt

().

ofwe t loss. This is one 'of severl/classical ' culation eror in this pape. one'

.underet the crbilty of reported weight loS effects of-the pf.duct under.stdy-

To detere ,the actal weigh chnge in the ,finihers lestiateth(; 

weight: oftb fisbinggroup by $'btrcting the mean wei tlos ITom tbernean

:fUtsbng weight (17 .8gkg3nd 77::26 kg) :and .t feC\lateathe percetae weight

10S5 for tlshers only (-4_03% and- 65%) as implied in Table II. Thebeeen oup

pecentage we ght ,loss :diferenc was now makeclly .dinshed, 'torn ' /o VS. 3.8% "or a

Aof 5:2% in the origiai paper to 4.01% VS. 2.65% ora A f 1 ;38% in my esated re-

cacuation. The only weig Joss data presented in the abstract was.thepercetage

cbge(-'9% and ':3. ;S%). Only the 30 'Sin subje aremention "ithe ab.st 

'tere is no mention of dropout. The manement of dropouts is a. major par Qr-product

: '
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hia ionand fatureto appmpriate!y consider them cal !I to biasl' or inacurate

stdy :reslts an .cnclusions.

Body fat was meaured with a skinfold .ctiper a,d ths method is not suffciently

accue or .pleae to a rately .meare the smaU cll Qges lo' adwosity observed in this

dy. This may xplainwhyl was umlbJe to match the chan in fat WId fat -aee mass

with the changes ' inboy weight. According iothe authr$, th chage in '%fat was

iioifitly ' Iarer .t" the active treatment grQup than in the pla-rbo 

The -:;erous flaws in .this st dy. - .questons about sample sie and dropouts. daa

treament. .and fa -meaurement mc:hod make interpretion of weight and fat loss

;reSlts .diffrolt. In j,hecontext ooftnes intern talion 1ssues, the 'auors report tbat the

produCt produce v. mMest -eight loss (""1 .kg .or 2.2 pounds .above pl cebQ)over the

-weeks or much less lhanone--pound per week. Even when the flawed :anatysis 'is use '

caculate the rate of weight loss, the range.is stitlless:than J-2poundslweek.

There. are serous questions abut the quaity of the. body composition data the

3UthorS claim the :proouct :produced a smallincrem-ent in the%fat 'Change v;-tth active

trment.

Thus we cannot reaonably accept the .statements --challenged :In the Compiaint.

Calker et a1. Journal of tile American C-oUegeofNutrtion. abstr. U6. 1997

This brief abstrct re1atesto1he effcacy of the stack (ephedrne. hO mg;caffeine

fJOOmg: aspirin. 915 mg) in overght subjects. There were 20 males. :I inactive and

in placebo groups. treated for 6 weeks; there Was 'n.o diet inteIe:ntion- No information

presentedon dropouts or the method ofsttistica analysis. Mean vaJues are presented

torkeYV1uiabies and tbereare no stdard deviations .that would -alow us to riricaly

.--
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exarnineiherange:of tesed data. Body fatwas meared by bioitnpedance analysis

, .

1imited :method when :appli d in the setting of the cCUffetn study- The ,-actively-treated

;slibjCy lost 9.2 podsoCmpaed'totbe 15 pounds in controh. Ass mji1gtheseare.vaid

daa. We "active

" .

ck ,coOlponeots produced less than one-pou'nd peJw k :of w.eight

toss. "letwee groupoompason$ln fa.tloss.arenot -provided.

Ths abstact thus does -not ;provide sufficientdatuo :critkaJly .evaluat the Stdy

.:esign, :metho . and 'results. The a.bs wasatso not iOJ;luded -in Jhe :compreh nslve

nd Rq)Olt d bed 'below (page'Z ) as the -abstra -was nOt le.hnicaly rigorou

nough t'O be 'inCluded in "the Ra,dmct -;anaIysis.

rhus w -conot feaoi:ably aceept the Statements .chaltatged in the Complaint.

Shekelle, et aL the R31d Report ()n Ephed. J \IA. 2003 289:'15J7..5.

Altbough ephedra 3Id ephedrine sometimes Me used for weight losS, the effcacy

and safety pf these compounds are uncertain. This study caed out by the Rand

Corporationand :published in the Joumatof the Medical Association WM "desgned to

:assess the effcacy and safety ofephedr3 an-Uephedrine used for weight :Ioss. The :autnors

ear.cled 9 databases using tbe tenn-ephedraepbedrie, adverse effect. side-efect.

effcacy, effective, and toxic. l'bey included unpublished trials and ' (\on-Ellglish..4angage

doc.umeRts. Eligible studies for weight Joss were humaoStdies Mth at 1ea8 weeks of

follow-up. Of the 53'0 arcl sscreened, 52 controiled trials and ,65 case oteports were

induded in tl1eadvcrse events analysis. Two re\o;iewers independentlyidenrified .trials of

effcacy and safety of ephedra 'and ephedrine on weight loss o. athletic performance:

disageements were resolved by onsASUS.

! -
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There ar no 10ng ten oolIize cotrlled trls tit qjhed _exeeing 'six

:-mont. Poole( reults. :for tri s compang plac9 witb -ephedrinealone. phedrine :and

Theaut.f nclude hat . phed(.ine ,and ephedra promote -m()desuh JHer

eine. .ehed tTo-Jt herba. :soW' . an epedraand herbs :cont.ainin cCffelue yielded

;estimates of weigbt I9slI- inre than placebo) 'of:O.6 :(95% c9ofideoce int . O. J .(0),

,(C)'7- L3), O,81R4-1 2). .andLO (OJ)..I.J) :kgho. tespecUvely. Th confidence

inters are ver importt ,as tbypr-vide us with , -mre:afthe eXtremes :o weight

lossptodu by_epbedrineand : ber:-a EVen at theext . wetght loss prod)ced '.by

-6pJtedriue;md- epJ ra mQunts toonty ;a few pounds pe mont

weIght loss -( appr.oJQmately 0:9 kglmo (-2 ponds)-mol'e than ' placebo) in clinical trials.

There,ar-e no dlla regaH,iing ".ong. term w i.gbt loS -or fal mas 'changes 'With actve

ttemnts.

; .-

Thus we cannotTeaonabIY'3C(;pt th stemeritscha11efged .in the Complaint.

Based on 30 years of xperience in the area oftlUman obes"ityand metaboJism

:combii'ed with a review Qftbe scjelitific-literatu indudinglJatedafs submitted by the

respondents, ther ;is ,nOCOlUpetentand reliabte ,evidenCe to supportt'heseclaims.

Pedciealt:

I will now teview the prima evidence for the Pedia Claims.

Livieri C, et aI.. Ped MedChir, J992.

Liv.ieret ,aI. evaluated the effectivenes of a hightypurified exract of

r.oteinophanus Rivieo .fibers ioovelWelght:children (12boys;and 1:1 girts, ages $. 15:8

yeas). Subjects were treated with Pediatropih (2 3g1(1aYT depnding on age) for 4

_--
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yea), SUbjec were trea wiPedopin (2 3 ifday, d erl(1ing on ) for 4

Jnnt. Aseame cont1.grou W$ ai foUow inc1nding .30clUdren 5-l8ye.

1'eDil 'toradorne subjec'.o . act\1e. placeo is a seWS 8awln 

dei oftbis study- The wd, was al not ' 'blinded'' sothporeal for expen
bias ,is :sbst1. A sndy with !hi, is 'oPta.tale fui' pportUm a dig . :bbal

prodct s :efcaqy.

Th,stdy 'agent w: highy pured (;P. rlvier, ofbigh ecar

'Wgb:1d low vico - Two capste$'twicc , 3. 'da (2 g) 'were,presGiibed to at 

e 10,an3capsutes twice day:( g)wer prescredto old S!jeCf, TbepiU were

inges fuelUeas with w . A ance di wa ;provid to both 'groups.

()31 :sJecenol1ed.in thesty. ,14 faled to: mpletethptojec:lea

fOr anysis. The &i' presenon is tber fore basedosiy'oncompleters. tlhhose

'children dmppiJ out with side.efec are not conSidered in1hres1ts. 'Sloiilaiy

'5bj wer seecedaswntolsand 30col1leted the:stdy. the failwe to ,coder

dropout is a seous tlawin the aoaytcahpproaCh of t1 stdy . -Bias in the teslts.

,einer;g when dropou-ae not considered an(fthre;te rd ilcet pto:refur

mana g dat fcomsubjects who fail.to completeJhefuU protoco. We caottherefor

mlnaly act the valid of the l'esttsas, reped:by thea thot_

ReJ:arbly for a wei ontoJ stdy. tbe autlfs fail to pres wcgh

caot 1h efore inet the magnde' of weightphange, rvedjnthestdy- the

aurscbse to prest.tbei.&taas "6Xce welgbf', an.intagiblemeae 'of iposity-

The sty wa ,said to be 4 monUts butthe4uthrsU$ tersucbas "44 mo th"

itfimil outcome meases. Al, it iSllcl the los in " S$ weight"

t .
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stdy was not designe propery to teS product efca:a the Stti6cal.metodsare

lnap,prQprite for man.g between-group OOin
riso

the $tdy thus :sutters tTom flaws that .r der 1t -unreliable: 1ack or ra-nomi?;n;

falure tQ oprate1y 'maage data fim -sbjec wh 'faed to coJRplete .the .study: anti

Jac of reporte4 weight 

The auths pTe t .oth .reslts, such as biob$ica.meaur.e. Th swdy did

notjRctu e a.meae o.f:bndyfa.

11swe l1tr sonaly t the.staemeittscbll in Jh C.omptaint:

Rca\.eS :sbstatial ' gbt to s"in ()v lVeightot .obes children; 

:tha clinica1esting pr-aves tbat'
Le ;cuses ub$mttaJ wei;ght )pssi.

werWeig'ht.ocobes children.

Vido Ld: -al. 'Paediatrioo-Paedo\octa '199-1
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In the Matter of HERBERT R. GIBSON , SR. , et al.

DOCKET No. 9016

Federal Trade Commission

1978 FTC LEXIS 375

ORDER TAKING OFFICIAL NOTICE OF CERTAIN 
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY LISTINGS

May 3 , 1978

AU: (*1)

Theodor P. von Brand , Administrative Law Judge

ORDER:
Complaint counsel move pursuant to Rule 3.43(d) of the Rules of Practice that offcial notice be taken of

certain listings in the Dallas, Texas telephone directories in the period 1969-77. Respondents have filed an

answer in opposition.

At the outset it may be noted the authenticity of the directories is not in 
dispute. Nor can there be any

question that the listings which complaint counsel request be noticed in fact appeared in the directories in

question.

Respondents urge that the Commission s Rules of Practice do not provide for the taking of official notice of

adjudicative facts. The short answer is that 3.43(d) of the Commission
s Rules does provide that initial or

Commission decisions may rest upon facts offcially noticed provided there 
is opportunity to disprove the

noticed facts. Respondents further argue that official notice should 
not be taken because they would be

deprived of cross-examination of the telephone company employees preparing the directories
, and further

that this procedure would unfairly shift the burden of proof. In addition
, they urge that the motion should

be denied because if such official notice (*2) were 
granted their defense would require time consuming

discovery leading to delay.

Rule 803 of the Federal Rules of Evidence entitled " Hearsay Exceptions; Availabilty of Declarant

Immaterial" n1/ provides that certain materials are not 
excluded by the hearsay rule even though the

declarant is available as a witness. Among the exceptions are:

n1/ The Federal Rules of Evidence while not controlling in 
FTC proceedings frequently provide 

a useful guide

to the resolution of evidentiary problems.
( 17) Market reports , commercial publications. Market quotations, tabulations, lists, directories, or other

published compilations , generally used and relied upon by the public or by persons in particular
occu pations.

The basis of trustworthiness underlying the rule is general reliance by the public or by a particular segment
of it on such publications and the motivation of the compiler to foster reliance by being accurate.
Weinstein s Evidence 803-49. The public generally uses and relies upon such directories in making use of
the telephone. n2/ The material is accordingly within the exception of 

Rule 803(17) and the taking of

official notice of such facts does not (*3) deprive respondents of their right to cross-examine.

n2/ Courts admitting such evidence have noted that "
Telephone directories... are semipublic documents

and that such directories are constantly consulted (with) "
Reliance... generally placed thereon" State v.
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McInerney, 182 P. 2d 28, 34 (W 47); see also In re Gilbert's Estat )5 A.2d 111 , 115 (N.J. 1940);
Peoples Nat. Bank v. Manos Brothers , 84 S.E.2d 857 (S.c. 1954); Willams v. Campbell Soup Co. , 80 F.
Supp. 865 , 868 (W. D. Mo. 1948); Harris v. Beech Aircraft Corporation , 248 F. Supp. 599 , 601 (E. D. Tenn.
1965).

Nor does this procedure unfairly shift the burden of proof. Respondents are in the best position to rebut the
facts noticed or the inferences which may be drawn therefrom. If, in fact, some of the listings were in error
respondents should be able to demonstrate that fact. Moreover, respondents, not telephone company
officials, have command of the facts which may be introduced to rebut the inferences to be drawn from
such listings. Finally, if, in fact, the listings in question did contain errors then respondents should be able
to document their efforts to obtain corrections (*4) if such effort were made. Under the circumstances
there is no need for time consuming discovery from telephone company offcials or employees as
respondents contend. Accordingly.

IT IS ORDERED that complaint counsel's motion to take offcial notice fied April 17 , 1978 , be , and it hereby
, granted.
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STATEMENT OF STEPHEN C. ALDER, PH.

Sample Size

From Expert Report of Steven B. Heymsfield, M.

Page 17: First, the number of subjects in the study was far too low in order to derive any
meaningful inferences on safety and effcacy- We must consider the sample a "pilot " in
our overall analysis of the stack. Far more, perhaps over 100 subjects, would be a
reasonable study sample.

If a scientist does not understand statistics, he or she canot adequately evaluate research

studies to determine the extent to which they support any scientific proposition.

Determining the appropriate sample size for a study is based on factors affecting the

likelihood that a minimally meaningful effect will be detected ifit present l,2 . Known as

statistical power, sample size calculations are often used prior to a study to estimate how

many subjects are needed for this likelihood to be at least 80% . However, once a

significant finding is observed , the issue of statistical power and of needed sample size is

no longer relevant. To state that a sample size is too low when a significant finding is

achieved is a flawed claim which runs counter to the entire foundation of statistical

inference and sample size calculation. Rather, Hulley et at. state that; "A factor large

enough to produce statistically significant differences in a small sample is more worthy

of attention than a factor which produces small differences that can be shown to be

statistically significant with a very large sample" (page 171 



Methods for identifying the number of study subjects needed to make meaningfl

inferences in a clinical tral are well established . Arbitrarily identifying a study as

having a sample that is "far too low" or claiming the need for a certain number of

subjects , such as "perhaps over 100 " is invalid without consideration of the several

c. 456lactors t at are use to enve appropnate samp e sIzes' , .

One way to consider the process of determining an appropriate sample size is to compare

the results of a clinical trial to a radio transmission. The observed overall effect in a

clinical trial (suyh as the mean weight loss in a group) is like a radio signal. The measure

ofthe differences in individual effects (such as each individual' s weight loss) is known as

inherent variability and is like static noise in a radio transmission. A radio signal can be

heard depending on its strength relative to the amount of noise in the transmission. 

strong signal can be discerned even if there is a high level of noise in the transmission. 

weak signal can be heard only if the noise level is low.

In clinical trials, the observed effect is compared to the inherent variability using

biostatistics , . Though this comparison, a test statistic is calculated that then generates a

p-value . A p-value is the probability that an effect as large as that observed will occur

by random chance. If the inherent variability is high, then random chance may drive

relatively large observed differences. It through the use of bios 
tat is tical methods that the

observed differences are evaluated as to the extent to which they are due to chance or a

meaningful effece.



Inherent varability differs from study to study . For illustration ofthis point, consider

two samples of 10 subjects each that result in the same group mean weight loss of 5

pounds per study subject. In study one, if all subjects lose exactly 5 pounds, then there is

no inherent variability - or no difference in individual weight loss amongst study

subjects. In study two, if each subject' s change in weight is different - with some losing

as much as 25 pounds and others gaining as much as 5 pounds - then the inherent

variability is considered high relative to study one. So, while the overall effect of a mean

weight loss of 5 pounds per group is observed, it is entirely possible that study one will

generate a statisticaIly significant result (determining that the result of a 5 pound weight

loss is not a chance finding due to inherent variability) while study two may not achieve

statistical significance (the average of a 5 pound weight loss for the group may simply be

a chance finding due to the high degree of inherent variability).

The level of inherent variability within a sample is the principal factor used to determine

the number of subjects needed to draw appropriate conclusions about a given effect 1,2,3 .

If the inherent varability is high relative to the study effect (the level of noise is high

relative to the radio signal) then a large sample wil be needed. However, if the inherent

variability is low compared to the study effect, then a small sample is sufficient. Sample

size is used to stabilize the inherent variability in a study . That is, inherent variability

has less of an impact on the biostatistical analyses of a clinical trial as the sample size

mcreases.



Because of the link between inherent variability - which is different from study to study

- and sample size needed for stabilization of the inherent variability, it is inappropriate to

identifY some arbitrary number of subjects as being necessary for a given study ',2

Rather, methods for either estimating the sample needed prior to conducting a study or

the appropriateness of the sample once a study is completed are welI established 4.5

Understanding and applying those sample size calculation methods is necessary to

address issues of sample size appropriateness in a clinical tral. However, it is vital to

understand that detennining if meaningful inferences can be derived from a study

depends on whether or not the results are significant and not the results of the sample size

calculation.

Sample size calculations are used to ensure that the likelihQod of detecting an effect is

appropriately high, but they are irrelevant if the actual results of the study are statistically

significant . Sample size calculations are a tool to help the researcher make an educated

guess about how many subjects are needed to achieve a statisticalIy significant finding

with a set probability (usually 80%) based on a minimally meaningful effect to be

detected' . This is only an estimate because the researcher cannot know the exact

inherent variability or the observed effect until the research results are obtained.

However, once a signficant finding is observed, the issue of statistical power and of

needed sample size is no longer relevant. If a significant finding is observed, then the

results confinn that an appropriate number of subjects was used in the study . To state

that a sample size is too low when a significant finding is achieved is a flawed claim



which runs counter to the entire foundation of statistical inference and sample size

calculation.

In sumary, detecting a meaningful effect in a cJinical tral in the context of inherent

varability of that effect is like trying to hear a radio signal in the context of noise. A

large effect can be discerned even when the inherent variability is high, while detecting a

small effect requires that the impact of the inherent variability be small. Sample size is

used to stabilize the inherent varability to improve the ' signal to noise ' ratio in a

statistical analysis. If a significant result is obtained, issues of sample size and statistical

power are no longer relevant. To make claims about the inadequacy of a sample size

without consideration of the factors that are used to calculate the estimated sample size

needed or when a significant finding is obtained is biostatistically inappropriate. Further

to arbitrarly project the number of subjects needed for a study to provide meaningful

inferences without any consideration of the observed effect to inherent variability is

likewise flawed.
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Curriculum Vitae
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Birh Place: Salt Lake City, UT

Citizenship: United States

II. EDUCATION
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2002 - Present

2002 - Present Director of Graduate Studies, University of Utah, Department of
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City, UT
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of Family and Preventive Medicine, Public Health Program, Salt Lake
City, UT

Co-director, University of Utah, Department of Internal Medicine
Master of Clinical Epidemiology Progrm, Salt Lake City, UT
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1998,.2001 Reseach Associate Instructor, University of Utah, Department of
Family and Preventive Medicine, Salt Lake City, UT

Research Analyst, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
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City, UT

1996 -1998

1995 -1996 Reseach Analyst, University of Utah, Department of Family and
Preventive Medicine, Health Research Center, Salt Lake City, UT

B. Part Time Positions

1993 -2001 Part-time Instructor, University of Utah, Department of Family and
Consumer Studies, Salt Lake City, UT

C. Editorial Experience

2003 -2005 Feature Editor: Research Tips for Perspective on Physician Assistant
Education
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Grants Surey of United States Medical School Departments of Preventive
Medicine 07/15/2005 - 01/31/2006. Assoc Teachers Preven Moo, Direct
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07/01/2006. Bennon Center, Direct Costs: $1 500. Total costs: $1 500.
Principal Investigator.
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Investigator.
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Principal Investigator.

Epidemiology of Aremisinin Resistance in Papua New Guinea.



07/15/2004 - 07/15/2005. Health Studies Progrm, Univ. of Utah, Direct

Costs: $3 972. Total costs: $3 972. Principal Investigator.
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01/06/2003 - 06/30/2003. Dept Of Health, Direct Costs: $15 000. Total
costs: $15 000. Principal Investigator.
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07/0112002 - 06/30/2003. Dept Of Health, Direct Costs: $10 600. Total
costs: $10 600. Principal Investigator.
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02/28/2005. Thrasher Research Fund, Direct Costs: $300 000. Total costs:
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FP MD 6975(6): Project Res-MSPH(6) ; 1 student(s)

FP MD 6985(5): Faculty Consultation(3); 1 student(s)

FP MD 6954(5): Independent Study(l) ; 1 student(s)

FP MD 6954: Independent Study(2) ; 1 student(s)

FP MD 6958: Special Topics in PH(2) ; 5 student(s)
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Environment and Behavior (FCS 3620), Family and Consumer
Studies, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah, Fall Semester
(52 students).

FP MD 6100: Intro Biostatistics(L50) ; 98 student(s)

FP MD 6975: Project Res-MSPH(4.30); 3 student(s)

FP MD 6977: Thesis Research-MSPH(5); 1 student(s)
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Medicine.

Name/Student Level: Clark, Jamie (MSPH, HSA). Paperffhesis Title:
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Bioterrorism Preparedness. CUITent Employment: Regional Epidemiologist
Utah Deparment of Health.

Name/Student Level: Gledhil, Nikk (MSPH, HSA). Paperffesis Title: 

Evaluation of the Effectiveness of a Bioterrorism Tabletop Exercise. CUITent
Employment: Radiology Technologist, Salt Lake Regional Medical Center.

Name/Student Level: Henderson, Carolyn (MSPH). Paperffhesis Title:
Effcacy of the Ketogenic diet as a treatment option 

for refractory epilepsy: A

meta-analysis. CUITent Employment: Project Coordinator, Department of
Pediatrics at the University of Utah School of Medicine.

Name/Student Level: Sebastian, Katherine (MSPH). Paperffesis Title: The
effect of printed material on patient knowledge and expectations concerning
antibiotics: lessons learned in a clinic based pilot study. CUITent
Employment: IMPART, University of Utah School of Medicine.

Name/Student Level: Chrstopherson, Susan (MSPH). Paperffhesis Title:
Family Religiosity, Personal Religiosity, and Ilicit Substance Use among
Youth.

Name/Student Level: Hunt, Scott (MSPH). Paperffhesis Title: An Evaluation
of the Effectiveness of Using Emergency Department Daily Patient Visits to
Identif Influenza Outbreaks in Utah. CUITent Employment: Clinical
Manager, Stansbury Health Center, University of Utah Hospitals and Clinics.

Name/Student Level: Tucker, Julie (MSPH). Paperffesis Title:
Cardiovascular Health Risks within the 18- year-old age group using
BRFSS Data 1996, 1998 & 2000. CUITent Employment: Laboratory



2002

Technician, ARUP.

Name/Student Level: Hohmann, Sheri (MSPH). Paperffesis Title: Pattern
of Influenza Onset in the State of Utah. CUITent Employment: Laboratory
Technician, ARUP.

C. Course and Curriculum Development
2005 - FPMD 7100: Biostatistics II (advanced biostatistics course)
Present

2004

2003

2003

2002

2002

2001

2001

Development of p\lblic health doctoral cUITiculum

Biostatistics (FPMD 6100). Adapted semester-length course from quarer-
length course for the Graduate Programs in Public Health, Family and
Preventive Medicine, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Fundamentals of Biostatistics (FPMD 6000). Developed for the Graduate
Programs in Public Health, Family and Preventive Medicine, University of
Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Evidence-Based Medicine (FPMD 6051 , 6052, 6053), Research Methods
Study Design, Biostatistics and Epidemiology section for newly approved
Master of Physician Assistant Studies Degree offered by the Physician
Assistant Program, Family and Preventive Medicine, University of Utah, Salt
Lake City, Utah.

Research Design (FPMD 6958), Graduate Programs in Public Health, Family
and Preventive Medicine, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Global Health (FPMD 6958), Graduate Programs in Public Health, Family
and Preventive Medicine, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Infectious Disease Epidemiology (FPMD 6340), Public Health Program
Family and Preventive Medicine, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.
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gland. 24th American Brachytherapy Society Meeting.
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Bateman K. Preliminary results of a rural community randomized trial of patient
education alone versus a combined patient and physician intervention to reduce
inappropriate prescribing of antimicrobials. 2003 Anual Conference on
Antibiotic Resistance, Bethesda, MD.

Alder SC, Chen C , Samore M. Antibiotics: Patient attitudes, knowledge, and
behaviors. Infectious Disease Society of America.

Alder SC , Haddadin B , Johnson L, Sebastian K. Sanderson M , Donnelly S
Hannah L, Sands A, Despain B , Samore MH. Attitudes and perceptions on
antibiotic usage and interventions. IDSA Conference, Chicago, IL.

Hil M, Johnson L, Alder S. Influenz surveilance using statistical process
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Alder SC. The experience of home: Gender differences in affect, control and
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2004
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2001
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Alder SC, Simonsen SE, DeWitt J, Shavers J, Johnson L, Kimball S , Rigdon M.
HIV & AIS in Utah: Attitudes Among Clergy. Public Health Conference, Park
City, Utah.

Simonsen SE, Alder SC , Varner M, Lyon J. The Effect of Grad Multiparty and
Maternal Age on Intraparm and Neonatal Complications. Public Health
Conference, Park City, Utah.

Alder SC. Developing Public Health in Mali: A Global Health Dual Success. Global
Health Forum, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Alder SC, Vellnga M. Preparing Physicians for Recognizing and Responding to
Bioterrorism: A Needs-based Approach. 2004 Utah BiotelTOrism Conference, Park
City, Utah.

Feldcamp M, Alder SC. 25th Anual David W. Smith Workshop on Malfonnations
and Morphogenesis. Snowbird, Utah.

Alder SC, Clark J. Community-based infectious diseases. Utah Society of
Radiologic Technologists. Park City, Utah.

Alder S & Johnson L. Medical offce-based parent-focused intervention to reduce
over-prescribing antibiotics to children. Utah Public Health Association Conference
Park City, Utah.

Hil M, Johnson L, Alder S. Influenza surveilance using statistical process control.
Uta Public Health Association Conference.

2005 Teaching Biostatistics in the Evidence-based Medicine Curculum for
Physician Assistants: SUN Stony Brook.

Research Methods for International Health for Columbia University s School
of Social Wode.

2004
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D. Research Awards
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Asistt Profesor of Family and Prventive Medicine, Universit
of Uta, Salt Lake City, UT

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine, University of
Uta, Salt Lake City, 

Adjunct Assistnt Professor ofHealtb Promotion and Eduction
Urnversity ofUta, Salt Lak City, UT

Director of Grauate Studies, University of Ut, Deparent of
Family and Preventive Medicine, Public Heath Progra. Salt
Lake City, UT

Associat Director of Administation, University of Uta,
Deparent of Famly and Preventive Medicine, Pulic Health
Program, Salt Lake City, UT

Co-director, University of Uta Dearent ofIntemal Medicine,
Maer of Clinical Epidemiology Prgr, Salt Lae City, UT
Reseach Associate Inuctor. Urnversity orUmh, Depaent of
Family and Prventive Medicine, Salt Lake Cit, UT
Reseach Analyst, The Church of Jesus Chrst of Later-day Saints
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Research Analyst, University of Uta, Deparment of Family and
Preventive Medicine, Health Reseah Cente, Salt Lake City, UT

Par-rime lntor, University ofUtab. Deparent of Family
and Consumer StUdies, Salt Lae City, UT

Feature Editor: ReseAch Tips for Perspective on Physician
Asist Education

Deparent Initiative Funing for Service Leaning.
07/0112005 - 07/0112006. Bennion Center, Direct Cost: $1 500. Total
costs: $1 500. Principa Invesigator.

Establishent of Interntional CUIiculum: International Public Health
Field Reseah. 07/0112005 - 07/01/2006. Intenational Center, Principal
Investgator.

ff/AIS and Religious Orgaizations. 0210112005 - 02101/2006. r-realth
Studies PrOgf, Univ. ofUtah. Direct Costs: $5,000. Total cost:
$5.000. Principal Investigator.

Epidemiology of Armisinu Resisce in Papua New Guinea.
07/1512004 - 07/15/2005. Health Studies Program liniv. of Uta Direct
Cost: $3 972. Total C09tS: $3 972. Priucipalluvestigarr.
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Physician Leaing Methods for BiotelTrism Prepadness and Respnse.
01/0612003 - 0613012003. Dept Of Health, Dir Costs: $15 000. Tota
cost: $15,000. Principal Investigatr.

Surveilance Methods for Monitoring of Infectious Diseae Epidemics.
0110112002 - 06130/2003. Dept Of Health. Direct Cost: $10 600. Total
costs: $10 600. Principal Investigator.

Impact of an Antimicrobia use Inteention on Caago of Resistant
Pbneumocci in Childre Living in Rural Communities.
03/0112002 - 0212812005. Thasher Reseah Fund. Direct Cost:
5300 000. Total cost: $321,000. Co-Prncipal Investigator.

Rea-time Diseas SureiUance to De Outbre of Public Health
Concern. including Bioterorist Events. 01/0112002 - 0313112002.
Thrher Research Fud, Dirt Costs: S35.000. Tota costs: $35 000.
Joint-Principal Investigator.

Applied Reseach on Antimicrobial Resistace. 09/30flOOl - 09/291200.
Centers for Disease Control, Direct Cost: $5 848 026. Tota cost:

608,931. Co-Principw Investigato

Emergency Depart Sydromic Sureillace. 06/0112001 - 08130/2003.
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Outsding Grauate Student, Department of Health Prmotion and Educaton, Universit of Utah.
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Ouding Instctor, A demic Outreach and Contiuing Education. University of Utah. Salt
Lake City, Uta- 1999
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Director of Gmuate Stuies, Public Heath Prgr Depaent of Family and
Preventive Medicine, University of Uta, Salt Lake City, Uta.
Asociate Director, Public Heath Prgrams, Depar t of Family and
Preentive Medicine, University of Ut. SaJt Lake City, Utah.
Co-directOr, Cliical Epidemilogy Education Progr Internal Medicine,
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Preventive Medicine tntemal Medicine, University ofOta, SaJ Lake City,
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2002

200 -2002
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Faculty, International Forum on Antibiotic Resisce, 2002 CoIloquium, San
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F. Interest Groupli
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Infecous Diseass Society of America
Soiety for Epidemiologic Reseh
Utah Public Health Association

XT. TFA.CIDNG -1l1r PONSm".ITS'ASSIGNMS

A. Cours Taught
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005

2005

2005

2005
2005
2005

2005
2005
2004

2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2003
2003

FP MD 6100(3): Biosttistics J; 59 student(s)
FP MD 6950(1-3): Redings Public Health; 2 stuent(s)
FP MO 1310(3); Advance Research Design; 14 student(s)

FP MD 6954(5): Independent Stuy(I); 1 stnt(s)
FP MD 6970(2): Statistical Investigam(6) ; 1 student(s)

FP MD 6975(6): Project Res-MSPH(3) ; 1 stdent(s)
FP MD 6985(6): Faculty Consqltation(3) ; 1 stdent(s)
FP MD 6340(1): ID Epidemiology(3); 15 stdent(s)
FP MD 6954(6): Independent Study(l) ; 1 stdent(s)
FP MD 6958(2): Special Topics in PH(3); 4 student(s)
FP MD 6910(2): Statistcal Investigatnl) ; I student(s)

FP MD 6915(6): Project Res-MSPH(6.50) ; 2 student(s)

FP MD 7100(1): Bio II(3) ; 14 student(s)
FP MD 6100(5): Intro Blostistics(O) ; 4 student(s)
FP MD 6910(2): Statiical Investigam(2) ; 2 student(s)

FP MD 6915(3): Project Res-MSPH(3) ; 2 student(s) .
FP MD 6975(6): Project Res-MSPH(5) ; 2 student(s)
FP MD 6311(1): Resh Design(2); 23 stdent(s)
FP MD 6950(4): Readings Public Heath(3) ; I stdent(s)
FP MD 6954(6): Independent Stody(3) ; 1 studcnt(s)

FP MD 695&(1): Special Topics in PH(2) ; 12 student(s)
FP MD 6975(6): Projec Res-MSPH(3.70) ; 4 stdent(s)
FP MD 6100(1): Inlro Biosttisics(3): 57 student(s)
FP MD 6100(2): Intra Biosttistics(O) ; II stdent(!:)

P. 07
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2001

2001

2001

2001

2001
2001

2001

2001

2001
2001

2000
2000
1999

FP MD 6100(3): Intra BiosttiicsO); 9 stdent(s)
FP MD 6100(4): Intr Biosttistics(O); 11 stdent(s)

FP MD 6100(5): Intr Biostatiscs(O); 7 stdC! (s)

pp MD 6100(6): -Intro Biosmtlstlcs(O); 12 stuent(s)

FP MD 61007): Intro BioSttistics(O) ; 7 Stdent(s)

FP MD 6950(3): Readings Public Healt(l) ; 3 stdent(s)

FP MD 6975(6): Project Res-MS H(5.40) ; 7 stnt(s)
FP MD 6975(6): Project Res-MSPH(3.60) ; 3 student(s)

FP MD 6954(6): Independent Study(3); 2 student(s)
FP MD 6958(1): Special Topics in PH(2) ; 72 dent(s)

FP MD 6958(2): Special Topics in PH(3) ; 1 stdent(s)
FP MD 6975(6): Projec Res-MSPH(5) ; 3 stent(s)
FP MD 6100(1): Intr Biostatistics(3) ; 34 student(s)

FP MD 6100(3): Intr Biosttistics(O); 11 stdet(s)
PP MD 6100(4): Intr Biostti ics(O) ; 4 stdent(s)
FP MD 6100(6): Intr Biostatistcs(O) ; 11 stent(s)
FP MD 6100(7): Intr Biostatistcs(O) ; 8 student(s)

FP MD 6975(6): Project Res-MSPH(6) ; 1 stdent(s)

FPMD 6985(5)= Faculty Consultation(3) ; 1 student(s)

pp MD 6954(5) Indendent Study(l) ; 1 student(s)

FP MO 6954: Independent Study(2) ; 1 stuent(s)
FP:M 6958: Special Topics in PH(2) ; 5 student(s)
FP MD 6975: Projec Res-MSPH(S.50) ; 2 student(s)

Environment and Behavior (FCS 3620), Family and Consumer Studies,
Universit of Uta. Salt La City, Utah, Fall Semestr (52 students).

FP MD 6100; Intro Biostatistics(1.50) ; 98 stdent(s)
FP MD 6975: Project Res-MSPH(4.30) ; 3 stdent(s)

FP MD 6977: Thesi$ Resech-MSPH(5) ; 1 stdent(s)

FP MD 6985: Faculty Consultation(3) ; 1 stdent(s)
MDIN 6100: Intro Biostistics(J.50); 20 student(s)
FP MD 6958: Special Topics in PH(2) ; 7 stdent(s)
FP MD 6975: Prject Res-MSPH(3) ; 1 student(s)

FP MD 6100; Intro Biosttistics(1.50) ; 34 stdent(s)

FP MD 6954: Independent Study(3); 1 student(s)
FP MD 6975: Project Res-MSPH(4.60) ; 3 student(s)

FP MD 6100: Intra Blostastics(l.O); 74 stuent(s)
FP MD 6975: Project Res-MSPH(4.50) ; 4 student(s)
FUndamentals of Biostastcs (FMD 6000), Graduate Programs in Public
Health. Family and Preventive Medicine, University of Uta. Salt Lak City.
Utah. Summer Semeser (15 students).

2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003

2003
2003
2003

2003
- 2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2001
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1998 -2001

1996

Statics (FCS 3210). Family and Conumer Studies, Universit of Uta Salt
Lake City, Uta, Sumer Semestr 2001. Spring Semesr 2001 , Fall
Semesr 2000, Summer Semest 200, Spring Semester 2000. Fan Semesr
199, Summer Semester 1999. Sprig Semest 1999, Fall Semeser 1998 (60
students seester - 540 stents total).
Intrduction to Statistcs (FCS 121). Family and Consumer Studies. Universit
of Uta Snit Lake City, Uta Summer Quaer 1998. Spri Quarer 1998. 50
stdents qua (100 stdents tota.
Reseah Methods II - Graduate Statics (FCS 612). Family and Conser
Studies, University or Utah. Salt Lake City, Uta Winte Quarer, (8 stdentS).
Research Methods (FCS 120), Family and Consumer Studies. Universit of
Uta 8alt Lak City, Uta, Spring Quarer (45 stuents).

1998

1997

B. Students Supervised

2005

2003

. Name/Student Level: Jones, Spencer S. (MStat). PaperlTesis Title: Model
Selection and Validafionjor Biomedical Researh Based Qn lrronnation Criteria
an Cumulaive Sums of Maringale ReimtoI.. Curent Employment: Stude -
Ph.D. progr, Medical Infonnatics, Unlversity of Uta.
Name/Student Level: Hobson Rohrer. Winifi (MSPH). Papffesis Title:
Caringfor the Underserved-Using Parem an Physician Focu Groups a.v a
Needs Assessment for Curriculum Devlopment. Currnt Empioyment Asis
Professor. Dearent ofPedilltrcs, University ofUtab School of Medicine.
Name/tudent Level: Cla Jamie (MSPH, HSA). PaperlTesis Title: Tabletop
Exercises with Local Utah Health Deparment to Assess Bioterrorism
Prparedness. Currnt Employment: Regiona Epidemiologist. Uta Deparent
of Health. .
NamC'Student Level: Gledil, Niki (MSPH. HSA). Paperffesis Title: 
Evaluaton of the EffectiYeness of a Bioterl'rism Tablerop Exerci:je. Current
Employment: Radiology Technologist Salt Lae Regional Medical Center.
Name/Student Level: Henderson, Calyn (MPH). Papertrhesis Title: Effcacy of
the Ketogenic diet Q! a treatmett option/or refracTory epilepsy: A meta-anlyis.
Current Employment: Project Coordinator, Department of Pediatrics at the
University of Uta School of Medicine.
NamcJSwdent Level: Sebastian, Kathrie (MSPH). Paperffesis Title: Th efct
oj primed material on patient knw/edge and expectatons concrning antihiotics:
lessons leared in a clinic based pilot 3tudy. Current Employment IMART,
University of Uta School of Medicine.
Name/Student Level: Christpherson, Susan (MSPH). Paperffesis Title: Family
Riligiosity. Peraonal Religiosity, an Dlicit Substane Use among Youth.
Name/Student Level: Hunt, Scott (MSPH). PaperfTesis Title: An Eva/uation of
the Effctveness ojU3ing Emergency Department Daily Patient Visils to Identif
Influenz Outbreaks in Utah. CUlTent Employment: Clinical Manager, St1sbury
Health Center. University or Utah Hospit and Clincs.
Name/StUdent Level: Tucker, Julie (M8PH). PaperfThesis Title: Cardio\-' asCltlar
Health Riks within the 18- year-old age grup ing BRFSS Dala 1996, 1998 &
2000 Curnt Employm t: Laratory Tcchnician. ARUP.

2004

2004

200

2004

2004

2003

2003

Pits'" 1 , AW=
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2002 Name/Stdent Level: Hohmann, Sheri (MPH). Paperrresis Tite: Patterm of

Injl nza Onsel in lhe State o/Uta. Curnt Employment: Laborary
Technician, ARUP.

c. Course and Corrieulum Development2004 Development of public health docora curriculum
Biosttistics (FPMn 6100). Adapted semester-lengt course from quartr-lengt
couse for the Gruate Prgras in Public Health Family and Preventive
Medicine, Un(versity ofUta Satt La City, Uta
Fundamentals of Biostatistics (FPMD 6000). Developed for the Graduate
Progrms in Public Health, Family and Preventive Medicjne Univerity of Uta
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Evidence-Based Medicine (FPMD 60S 1. 6052, 6053), Reseach Methods, Study
Design, Biosttistics and Epidemiology section for newly approved Masr of
Physician Assistat Stuies Degr offer by the Physician Asistat Progr
Family and Preventive Medicine, University of Uta. Salt Lake. City, Utah.
Reseach Design (FPMD 6958), Grauat Prgrs in Public Heath, FamUy and
Preventive Medicine; University ofUtab, Salt Lae Cit, Uta.
Global Heath (FPMD 6958), Grduate Progr in Public Healm. Family and
Preventive Medicine, University orUmb. Sah Lake City, Uta.
nfiotls Diseae Epidemiology (FMD 6340), Public Heath Prgr, Family

and Preventive Medicine, University of Uta Salt Lae City. Uta. 

2003

2003

2002

2002

2001

2001

D. Educatioual Leetur-

E. CME Courses Taught

Di"IiQeraphy

I. ORIGINAL PULICATIONS

l. Montgomery D, Plate C, Alder SC, Jones M. Jones J, Christense RD. (in press 2006. Testing for
Fetal Exposu to Illicit Drus Using Umbilca Cord Tissue vs. Meconium. Journal ofPerinatQ/ogy 

2. Ellis Simonsen SM. Lyon JL, Alder se. V er MW. (September 2005). Effect of Grnd Multparity
on Intrapar and Newborn Complications in Young Women. Obstetrcs Gynecology,
106(3), 454-60.

3. Alder SC. TrunneU EP, White Gt, Lyon JL. Reding W. Samore M. Mail MK. (May/June 2005).
Reducing Parental Demand for Antibiotics by Promoting Communication Skills. American
Joural of Health Education 36(3), 132-139.

4. Vellnga M. Alder se Bak L, Kim H. (Spring 2005). Breastfeeding and education level of the
mother. Utah' s Health: An Annual Review, 66-72.

S. Rubin MA Bateman 1( Alder S, Donnelly S, Stoddrd GJ, Samore MH (2005). A Multifaceted
Intervention to Improve Antimicroial Prescribing for Uppe Respirory Trat Infections in a Small
Rur Community. Clinical Infectious Diseases , 546-53.

Pae &
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6. Tuohig K. Stepbenson DJ, LUlqui D Bir J, Aler S, Babitz M (200S). Environmenta health and
servce learing. Academic Exhange Qurterly, , I.

7. SiUore MH, Lipsitch M. Alder se, Haddain B, Stoddd G, Wiliamson J, Sabasri K, Ergonul
0, Caneli Y, Sande MA, Carroll KC. (In press 2005). Oral Penicillns and CephaJosporins Promote

mln8tion of Resistat Orgasm In Hum Populations by Different Mechanism. American
Joural of Epidemiology

s. Murhy-Hoefer Alder se, Higbee C. (December 200). Perceptions about cigartte smoking and
risk among college stdents. Nicotine Tobacco Research Volume 6(Supplement 3),
S371-S374.

9. Disario JA, Freeman ML, Bjorkan DJ. Mamatuna p, Petesen aT, Jafe PE, Moraes TG , Hixsn
LJ. Sheran S. Lehman OA, lamal MM Al-Kawas FH, Khdelwal M, Moore JP, Derfus
GA, laridar PA, Rairez FC, Ryan ME, Woods KL, CaLocke DL, Alder SC. (2004). Endoscopic
balloon dilaion compaed wIth sphincterotomy for exction of bite duct stnes.
Gastroenterology, 127(5), 1291-9. 

10. Alder SC. Clak JD, WbUe GL Jr, Talboys S, Mottce S. (2004). Physician preparedess for
bioterrorism reogntion Md respons: a Uta-based need asessment. Disaster Manag
Respnse 2(3), 69 14.

II. Wendelbo AM Hegm KT, Gren LH, Alder se, White GL Jr. Lyon n.. (2004). Associatons
between body-mass index and suer for rotaor cufCtendinits. J Bone Joint Surg Am 86-A(4),
143-

12. Finch RG, Mety JP, Davey PO, Baker LJ, Alder se, Blondel-Hil E, Cok P, Goossens II Samore
, Schaa E, Tumdge J. (2004). Educational Interventions to improve antibiotic use in the

communty: report ftm the Interntional Forum on Antibiotic Resistace (!AR) colloquium. The
Lancet Infectious Diseases , 44-53.

13. Lyon JL. LiJquist DR, Alder se, Stephenson D, Bloswick DS. (2003). An anaysis ofVDT monitor
placment and daHy houf: of use for female bifocal users. Work, 20(1), 77-80.

14. Warer JE, Bernstein PS, Yeme1yanov A, Alder se, Farnwort ST, Digre KB. (2002). Vitain A in
the cerebrospinal fluid of patients witb and without idiopathic intranial hyprtnsion. Ann
Neual 52(5), 647-50.

15. DiSario JA, Pedersen PJ, Bichls-anoutas C, Alder se, Fang IC. (2002). Incision of recurrt distl
esophageal (Schatz) ring after dilaton. Gastrointest Endosc 56(2), 244

16. Nelson TD, Zabriskie NA, Brodstein DE, Baker MR Alder se, Richards BW. (2002). Signifcat
postoperative refrctive errrs in vivo witb the Mentr Meorylens intraocular lens. J Cataract
Refract Surg, 28(4), 656-1-

17. Ahed II Zariskie NA, Crandall AS, Bums T A, Alder SC, Patel BC. (2002). Topical versus
rebubar anesesia for combined phacotreculectomy: prospecve radomized sty. 

Cataract Refract Surg, 28(4), 631-

J 8. Marhall. BC, Henshaw C, Evans DA, Bleyl K, Alder S, Lion TO. (2002). Inuenza vation
coverage level at a cystic fibrosis center. Pediatrcs. 109(5), e80-

t 9. Samore MH, Magil MK Alder se, Severi E, Morrison-De Boer L, Lyon lL Call 1( Leary
Stone MB, Bradford D, Reaing J, Tomas A, Sande MA. (2001). Higb rates of multiple antibiotic

resisncc in Strptococcus pneuuloruae fiom healty childrn living in Isolated rural communites:
asociation with cephalospori use and intraflial transmission. Pediatrcs, 108(4), 856-65.

20. Doucett RC, Shar lI, Aler SC. (2001). Chalenging generay accepted CQntraindications to
vaginal hysterectomy. Am J Obstet Gynecol 184(7), 1386-9: discussion 1390-1. .

21. Mosmc:n K, Goupil M, Alder S, Wh' G. (2001). Mandibula Overdenrnes: Ar two implants
enough? - Par 2 - The Results. Imp/emt News Views 3, 5, 1 10.

AldCt
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22. Mortms LA Ch GM. Aler se, Mashll BC. (2000). Bone mieral staS in preubert
children with cystc fibrosis. J Ped/alr, 136(5), 648-52.

II. REVIW ARTICLES

I. Alder SC. (In Pres 200). Monitoring the health of populations: ststical principles & mebods for
public health surveillace. .Am J Epidemio/

2. Hobson WL, Avant-Mier R. Cochella S, Van Haa S, Staford J, Alder SC, Croskell SEt (2005).
CarIng for Ihe underserved: using patient and physicia focu groups to infonn currculum
development. Amblll Pediat. 5(2). 90.

m. BOOKS

IYOK CHAPTRS

1. Kumpfer K, Alder S. (2003). Dissemination of Rearh-baed Family Strepgthening Interventions
for the Prevention of Substce AbuS. In Handbook for Drug Abuse Prevention, Theory, Science
an Prace (Sloboda Z, Bukski W, Trottr R). New York, KluwerlPlenum.

2. Alder SC. (1996) The exrience of home: Gender diferences in afec control and attchment. 
Public and Prvate Pletes (Nasar JL, Brown 88). , EDRA, 27, 72-77.

V. CONlRENCE PROCEEDINGS

1. Hegmann KT, Garg A, Alder S, Thicse MS , Wendelboe A, Thompson C. (2004). Back, Neck and
. Shoulder Pain in Home Heath Care Worker. Proeedings of the XVth Triennial Congress of the
Intemaional Ergonomics Assiation nnd the 7th Joint Conference of Ergonomics societ of
Koreapan Ergonomics Society, 1-4.

2. Wood EM, Hegmann K, Gag A. Alder S, These MS, Thompson C. (2003). Back, neck, shoulder
pain in home health care worker. )st Annual Regional National Occupational Research Agenda
(NORA), 24.

3. Sholar CR DeRos50 FD. LiUquist DR. Alder se. (2003). Retention and recovery detonninations tor
the mycotoxin, ochrtoxi A. using varous filter media. 1st Annual Regional National Occupaional
Reseah Agenda (NORA) Confernce 21.

4. Alder SC, Samore M, Lyon IL, Manison LD Le J, Carroll K, Stone MB. Braford D, !rin
, Sane M Mal M. (1999). A communit-base study on the prevalence of an ris factors for

pediatric antibiotic reistt S. pneumoniae, Phas II. 127th American Public Health Association
Confernce Proceedings, 233.

5. Orme lI, Alder se, Lyon JL. (1999). Ealy-alert system for the identification of viral epidemics.
127th American Public Health Assiation Conference Proceedings, 166.

VI, ABSTCTS
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1. Vlac SA. Petajan J. Batbien .1 Alder SC. (2004). Diference in Pain Perception in Women Using
ConcentTic & MonopolarNeedlcs. Nerve Muscle: American Academy of Emergency
Medicine News Comment, 541.

2. Thiese MS, Hc:gm KT. Garg A. Kaelfus J, Alder SC , Wendelb AM (2003). A
Cross-sectional Analysis ofMusculoslrletal Disorde in Home Heathca Workers. Prenicd at the
36th Annual Meeti of the Society far Epidemiologic Resech, Atlanta. GA. Am J Epidemio/.
157(11), 290-S.

3. Wendelboe AM, HcgmQnn KT. Orn LH, Alder SC White QL, Lyon JL. (2003). Asciations
betwee Body Mas Indices and Surgeries for Rotator Cuff Tendiniti. Preseted at the 36th Annual
Meeting of the Society for Epidemiologic Reseach, Atlanta GA. Am J EpidemioJ, 157(11), 331-

4. Hegmann KT. Hegman KB, Wendelboe AM, AldcrSe. Lyon JL, Whte GL, Magil M. (2003).
Detecion of an Infuenz Epidemic Using an Elecic Medical Reord-bas Bioterrorim
Sureilance System during the 2002 Winter Olympics. Presented at the 36th Anual Meting of me
Societ for Epidemiology Reseach, Atlanta GA. Am J Epidemiol, 157(11), 199-

5. Haws A, Hegmann KT, Hegm KB, Alder se, Lyon JL. Wendelboe AM. (2003). Influenz
Surveilance using an Electronic Medical Reord and Variations in Symptoms over Thre Infuenz
Seans. Prente at the 36th Anual Meting of th Societ for Epidemiologica Resear Atlanta
GA. Am J Epidemiol 157(11), 186-

Teteja AK, Gelmn SS, Talley NI Alder se. Hae DC. (2003). Development of functional diarhea
conspation and irrtable bowel syndrome during an after ltveling outside the USA.
Gastroenterology, 124, Suppll(4), A391.

7. Alder S, Samorc M. Lyon J, Morron LD, Lear J, Caroll K, Stone MR, Bradford OJ Reading
J. Sande, M. Mail M. (I 999). A community basd study on the prevalence of and risk fators for
pediatric antibiotic-esistant Streptoccus pneuroniac. SER Abstct. Am J Epidemiol. 149(ll),
855.

vn POSTER PRRSENATIONS

). Stone MB, Lyon JL, Alder SC, White: GL Jr. (June 2005). Selecing Study Populations Using
Internet Databass as an Alternative to RBndom Digit Dialing.

vnl. OTHR (CommentarylLttenlEitnrial!l/Case Re.JortsIideolFlm)

Other:
1. Hegmann KT, Hegman KB, Wendleboe AM. Alder SC, Haws AR, White Gt.. (2004). Detion of

an Influenz epiderok usin an electrnic medical record-ed bioteri sureilance syemdug the 2002 winter Olympics. Utah' s Health.
2. Lilquist DR. Sholar CR, DeRosso FD, Alder SC. (2004). Side by side compan of two saple

meda for mycotoxins. America Journ of Occupationa and Environmental Heath.
3. Thompson CJ, Alder SC. (2003). Reearch: Why, Wht, and Wort. Perspective on physicianassist education.
4. Alder SC, Mottice S. (200 I). Influenza SureiUance: Linkg Public Health and Clincal Medicine.

Uta' s Health: Annual Reiew.

VI. ORAl, PRESENTATIONS

KeynoteJlenary Lectures

Page II . Alde
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National

2004 Alder SC. Keynte Address: Public: Health Training - The Frontier 
Interventions. Papua New Guinea Assoiation of Public Health 2004 Scientific
Meetig, Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea.

Meeting Presentations

National

2005

2003

Alder SC, Simonsn se, DeWm MI, Rigdon M. Shavers JR White GW.
mv/AIS attdes and beliefs among clergy serving Utah minority populaions

and their assessment oCthe role of their religious orgation in Hl/AIS
prevention effort." 133rd Annual Meeting ofthe HI/AIDS in New Orleans, LA.
Thompson C., Alder S.C., Brown I.. 1ohnson L. "Using and tehing Sta in 
semester-length intruction to biostatiStics course." 4th Nort America Stat
Users Group Meetg in Boston, MA..
Guest Lecture, "Te3Chlng Biosttistics to Grauate Pbysician Asistts" at Stoney
Brook University's Scl10l of Health Technology and Management.
Ho MJ, Joish VN, Stockdale W A, Oderda GM. Alder SC. White GL. Does ADA
Recommended Self-Monitoring Blood Glucose Impact Overall Realthcae
Resourc Cost? Preented at America Society of Health System Pharists
Midyear Clinica Meeting, Orlando, FL.

Guest Letue, Resarch Methods for International Heath for Columbia.
Universit' s School ofSocinl Work.
Wuthrich-Reggio A, Samore M, Ald r S, Haddadin B. Engelstd S , Sebaan K,
Ma.xweU Morales W, Depain B. Educting rural conuunties in Ubh and
Idaho: Relts of an antibiotic reistace campaign. The 132nd Annual Meeting of
APHA.
Garber K, Lee D, Elslap C, Lilquis D, White GL, Aler SC. On-site
Real-Time Air Sampling Method Validaon of a Long-Term Detector Tube For
Methylene Chloride Personal Exposures. 2nd Anual Regional Natonal
Ocupatonal Research Agend (NORA) Younglew Investigato Symposium.
Hayes JK, Haen RS, Stepenson RA O'Rea. JH. Myron GP, Aubin WI.
Leseberg GA. Prett MH, Alder SC. Jensen RS. Tecical and dosimetc
evaluaton ofCf-based tempora HDR interstitial brachytherapy of the prostte
gland. 24th American Prayteray Society Meeting.
Samore MH Alder SC, Steenson K, Donnelly S, Hanna L, Rubin M, Stults B.
Haddadin B, Sebastian K. Rose T. Gibson K, Barra J, Riher J, Johnon L,
Bateman K. Preliminar results of a rura community radomize tral of patent
education aJone versus a combined patient and physicia Intervention to reduce
inappropriate preibing of antimicrbials. 2003 Anual Confeence 
Antibiotic Resisce, Bethesd MD.

2005

2005

2004

2004

2004

2004

2003
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2002

2002

2001

2001

2001

2001

1999

1999

1996

Local

2005

2005

2005

2004

2004

2003
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Alder SC, Chen C, Samore M. Antibiotics: Patient atttude, knowledge, and
behaviors. -Infecious Diseas Society of America

Alder SC, Haddadin B , Johnson L, Sebaan Ie Sanderson M, Donnelly S,
Han L, Sands A. Despain B, Samore MH. AUitudc:s and peceptions on
antibiotic lIsage and interventions. IDSA Conference. Chicago, IL.
Hill M, Johnson L, Alder S. Influenza sureillace using statical process
contrl. America Public Health Assciation Confernce, Atlata GeorgIa.
Ergonul MO, Alder S. Turlak A, Caoll K, Johnson L, Momson-De Boe L,
Magil M, & Samore MH. Longitudinal study of pneumococca resistce in rural
populations: molecular epidemiologc and serologic analysis of trends. 41st
Intcience Conference on Antiicrobial Agents &. ChemotherpY, Chgo
Illnois.
Ergonul MO, Alder se. Turlak A, Carroll K, Johnson L, Morrisn-De Boer L.
Magill M. Samorc M. Longitudin stdy of pneumococcal resistnce in 
populations: Molecular epideiologic and serologic analysi of trds. 41st
Intericnce Confernce on Antiicrobial Agents & Chemotherapy.
Samore M. Alder S, Ergonut 0, Turlak A, Call K, Johnson L, Mail M. Sande
M. Oral Cophalospori use drive drives carriage of resistant pneumoci in
familes and individual childn. Infectious DiseAe Society of America.
Alder S. Samore M, Lyon J, Morrson L Le J, Caron 1( Stone M, 'Braford D.
Reaing J. Sande, M. Magil M. A community-based stldy on the prevalence of
and risk futors for pediatric antibiotic-resist Streptococus pneumoniac.
Societ for Epidemiologic R.esrch Conference, Baltimore, MD.
Alder SC, Samore M. Lyon JL, Monison LO, Lear J, Carol! K. Stone MB
Bradford D, Reding J, Sande M, Magil M. A commWlty-basd study on the
prevalence of and risk factors for pediatic antibiotic resiStt S. pneumoniae
phase ll. 27th American Public Health Conferece, Chicao , IJ...

Alder SC. The experience of home: Gender differences in affect, contrl and
attachment. EDRA 27/1996, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Alder SC, Simonsen SE. DeWitt J. Shavers J. Johnn L. Kiball S. Rigdon M. mv &
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DECLARATION OF ARNE VERNON ASTRUP, M. , Ph.

My name is Arne Vernon Astrup. I have personal knowledge of the matters I

discuss in this Declaration.

I graduated as a Doctor of Medicine (M. ) from the University of Copenhagen in

Copenhagen, Denmark (1981) and I subsequently earned a degree as a Doctor of Medical

Science (Dr. Med. Sci.Ph. ) awarded from the University of Copenhagen (1986).

I currently am the Director of and a professor at the Department of Human

Nutrition, Centre for Advanced Food Studies, at the Royal Veterinary & Agricultural University,

in Copenhagen, and have been since 1990.

President of the Danish State Nutrition Council 1998-2003

I am President-Elect of The International Association for the Study of Obesity

IASO"

I have served as: (a) a Member of the Danish National Council for Public Health

Ministry of Health (2001-2004), (b) a Member ofthe Food Politics Forum, The Ministry of

Food, Agrculture and Fishery (2001-2003), (c) Chair of the National Committee for Nutrition

Research under the Danish Royal Society of Science and Letters (1992- 1998), and (d) a Member

of the Scientific Committee on Nutrition, International Life Science Institute, Brussels, Belgium

( 1992-2002).

I currently serve as Editor-in-Chieffor Obesity Reviews of the IASO Blackwell

Scientific Publications, United Kingdom, and have held that position since 1999. I am a Member

of the Editorial Boards of The International Journal of Obesity, The Scandinavian Journal of

Nutrition and The Journal of the Danish Medical Association. I also have served as a Review

Editor of The European Journal of Clinical Nutrition (1996-2000), as well as a Reviewer for
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numerous scientific jourals, including the foIlowing: (a) Science (b) Journal of American

Medical Association (c) New England Journal of Medicine and (d) The Lancet. I have

authored , sometimes with others , over 460 published research studies; currently am working on

approximately 40 manuscripts; and have authored or co-authored over 430 popular articles in

various non-peer reviewed publications.

My qualifications as an expert in the area of nutrition, obesity, energy

metabolism, and clinical pharmacology are more particularly set forth in the Currculum Vitae

attached to this Declaration, as Exhibit 1 which I incorporate by this reference.

Having published hundreds of peer-reviewed papers and studies that have been

submitted to the United States Food and Drug Administration ("FDA"), I am aware that there is

no set protocol or specific requirements established by the NIH or the FDA with respect to any

specific methodology that must be used when conducting a weight loss study of a non-

prescription compound , or a study of a dietary supplement to be used for weight loss. Thus, for

example, neither the NIH nor the FDA mandate that weight loss studies, or all studies of dietary

supplements used for weight loss, be double blind , placebo controlled. Although double blind

placebo controlled studies certainly are preferred in many instances, ifthere is no ancillary

treatment given, such as diet and exercise, and only a few control visits, the results from such

trials would be indicative of efficacy without the use of a placebo group.

Similarly, if the substance being studied produces obvious side-effects such as gas

bloating, or loose stools, it can be appropriate not to double blind the study, or not to use a

placebo , because the obvious side-effects can negate the benefits of using a placebo or a double

blind protocol.
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10. Further, I am not aware of any scientific study that establishes the proposition that

there is a placebo effect in weight loss studies. While there certainly could be a placebo effect

that might contribute to a person feeling better or to feeling less pain, I am unaware of any

published scientific study that establishes that a placebo will cause a person to decrease caloric

intake or burn more calories. Weight gain or loss can be shown by an objective measurement.

Weight loss occurs when a person burns more calories than he or she consumes. Consequently

no scientificaIly demonstrated, clinically relevant placebo effect exists in connection with weight

loss. A placebo pill that contains purely inactive ingredients wil not cause a person to lose

weight without diet and exercise.

11. I am aware that, in various weight loss studies that have involved a placebo , one

or more persons in the placebo group apparently lost weight. However, those studies do not

demonstrate that a placebo effect, or that the placebo, caused any of the weight loss. Rather, the

reported weight loss for some persons in the placebo group may have been due to other factors

such as a loss of water, a voluntary change in the individual's eating or exercise practices , or

other causation completely unrelated to the placebo. I am unaware of even a single scientific

study that establishes that weight loss reported for persons in the placebo group was due to a

placebo effect. This is supported by a study published in the New England Journal of Medicine

by the Nordic Cochrane Center, a highly respected international center for systematic analysis.

They showed that for obesity trials there is no placebo effect on weight loss. N. Engl. J. Med.

2001; 344; 1594-602.

12. I am aware that there are a number of weight loss studies that do not involve diet

and exercise. There is nothing per se improper about not using diet and exercise in a weight

control study, and the lack of using diet and exercise in a study does not automatically invalidate
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the study. Indeed, there can be very valid reasons for not using diet and exercise in a study. For

example, it is perfectly acceptable for a study of a dietary supplement used for weight loss not to

involve diet and exercise, where the purpose of the study is to determine whether the substance

being tested causes weight loss without diet and exercise.

13. During my career I have conducted extensive research on ephedrine, and in

particular on ephedrine s ability to promote weight loss. As a result of my research, I have

become familiar with, and have made significant contributions to , the vast body of research

involving the use of ephedrine to promote weight loss. For example, I have written 17 peer-

reviewed, scientific publications in international journals on ephedrine, or ephedrine in

combination with caffeine. These studies are included on the list of publications attached to my

Curriculum Vitae.

For example, and by way of illustration, in a study including 180 obese patients it was

found that 20 mg or ephedrine and 200 mg of caffeine taken three times a day was superior to

placebo, caffeine, or ephedrine in producing a dietary induced weight loss for 24 weeks. After

24 weeks the placebo group had lost 13.2 kg (291bs), and patients who were given the

combination of ephedrine and caffeine improved the results by 3.4 kg (7.6 lbs) to a total weight

loss of 16.6 kg (36. 9 lbs). Notably, tachyphylaxis (e. desentization of receptors) developed to

the cardiovascular effects, but not to the weight-loss-producing effects of the compound. A

minor influence on blood pressure and heart rate could be detected when the compound was

introduced to the patients, and the effect on blood pressure were gone after 12 weeks, where the

reductions in blood pressures were similar to those of the placebo group. Only a minor effect on

heart rate persisted. (Astrup A, Breum L , Toubro S , Hein P , Quaade F. "The effect and safety of

an ephedrine/caffeine compound compared to ephedrine, caffeine and placebo in obese subjects
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on an energy restricted diet. A double blind trial." 
International Journal of Obesity 1992; 16:269-

277; and also see "Ephedrine and weight loss " Letter to the Editor Int. J Obesity 1992;16:715.

14. The body of published research on ephedrine clearly demonstrates that ephedrine

promotes weight loss in persons who are overweight, and that such weight loss occurs even in

the absence of diet and exercise. The body of research on ephedrine further demonstrates that

ephedrine s ability to promote weight loss is enhanced when ephedrine is taken in combination

with caffeine, and also when taken in combination with caffeine and aspirin.

15. I have reviewed the ingredients listed on the Leptoprin label, which indicates that

the product contained a combination of ephedra, caffeine, and aspirin. Daily use of Leptoprin, as

directed on the label , would have provided a ratio of 60 mg of ephedrine alkaloids, 600 mg of

caffeine, and 972 mg of aspirin.

16. Based on my familiarity with the body of scientific research on ephedrine

including research involving the combination of ephedrine and caffeine, and the combination of

ephedrine, caffeine and aspirin, and including my own extensive research in this area, it is my

expert opinion that Leptopin, when ingested by persons who are significantly overweight 
(i.

persons with a BMI of at least 27), wilI cause a mean weight loss of approximately 11- 13 pounds

over a six-month period. Leptoprin would cause this amount of weight loss without diet and

exercise. If the consumer were to add diet and exercise to their weight loss program (in addition

to ingesting Leptoprin), the weight loss should be considerably greater. Based upon my

familiarity with the scientific research on ephedrine, including my own research involving

ephedrine, it is my expert opinion that Leptoprin, when used in conjunction with a program of

diet and exercise, would cause a significantly overweight person to lose 20-30 Ibs of weight over

a six-month period.
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17. The body of scientific research involving the efficacy of ephedrine in causing

weight loss, including the scientific research involving the combinations of ephedrine and

caffeine, and ephedrine, caffeine and aspirin, supports the proposition, and establishes, that the

combination of ephedrine, caffeine and aspirin in Leptoprin would cause a significantly

overweight person to lose 5 to 6 kilos, which is equivalent to 11- 13 pounds over a six-month

period, without diet and exercise, and would contribute to considerably greater weight loss when

used in conjunction with diet and exercise.

18. I am familiar with the Rand meta-analysis of some of the scientific research

involving ephedrine (the "Rand Report"), and am aware of the conclusions of the Rand Report

concerning the efficacy of ephedrine in promoting weight loss. I believe that the Rand Report

underestimates the degree of weight loss produced by ephedrine and caffeine for the reasons set

forth in my review dated August 8 , 2002 , which is attached as Exhibit 2 to this Declaration.

19. The overall body of scientific research, including my own extensive research, on

the efficacy of ephedrine in causing weight loss demonstrates that ephedrine causes considerably

greater weight loss than the conclusion reached in the Rand Report.

20. As indicated in my attached Curculum Vitae, I have been the lead author or co-

author on more than 300 peer-reviewed, published studies, and more than 500 other publications

such as textbook chapters, scientific abstracts, reviews, and letters. As a co-author of a scientific

study, I would never allow my name to be put on a study unless I first read the entire study and

reviewed the underlying data to ensure that the study is accurate and the methodology is not

flawed. Thus, I would never engage in a practice known as "gift authorship," naming someone

who was not actually involved in a study as a co-author, for reasons such as bestow an honor on

that person, or to use that person s name to add credibility to the study. Further, as I co-author, I
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never simply would read only the section or sections of a paper tht were assigned to me

because I do not believe it is appropriate simply to rely on the trt and integrty of the other

scientists involved in a study. Rather, a co-author ultiately is responsible for the entie paper.

Therefore, it is critical that I read the entie paper and the unerlyig data before allowig my

name to be listed as a co-author. Ths behavior is requied to comply with the policy of all major

scientic jourals.

I declare under penalty of peIjury that, to the best of my inormation, knowledge and
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Curriculum Vitae Condensata

- " 

/ ernon Astrup
1st August 1955 , Frederiksberg, Denmark
Danish
Departent of Human Nutrtion, Centr for Advanced Food Studies (LMC), The
Royal Veterinary & Agricultural University (KVL), Rolighedsvej 30, DK- 1958
Frederiksberg C, Denmark. Telephone: +45 3528 2476 Fax: +45 3528 2483 e-mail:
ast kvl.dk
www,ihe.kvLdk (under AStafm)
Fabritius AIle 4, DK-2930 Klampenborg, Denmark. Telephone: +45 3964 0022
ww.are-v-astrup.

Name
Date & place of birt

Citizenship
Address, professional

Homepage
Address, private
Homepage

Education
University of Copenhagen, Denmark
University of Copenhagen, Denmark
University of Copenhagen, Denmark
University of California, San Fransisco. USA

1981
1983-
1986
1980

Graduate in Medicine (M.
Research Scholarhip

Doctor of Medical Science (Dr.Med.Sci./Ph.
Research Scholarship

Research and/or professional experience
Resident at departents of internal medicine (endocriology, cardiology) Glostrp Hospital
Resident at departents of internal medicine (endocrinology, cardiology) H vidovre Hospital
Senior Registrr, Department of Internal Medicine , Herlev Hospital & Gentofte Hospital
Associate Professor, Research Department of Human Nutrtion, KVL
Professor, Director, Deparment of Human Nutrition, LMC , KVL
Chairan, The Danish Nutrition Council (Independent - 1997, State 1997-
Professor of Nutrtion, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Copenhagen
Consultant on Nutrtion Information for The National Board of Health, Denmark
Consultant, Division of Clinical Nutrition, Hvidovre Hospital , University of Copenhagen

1982- 1983
1985- 1988
1988- 1989
1988-1990
1990-
1992-2003
1998-2003
2000-2004
2000-

Research activities: Major research areas are physiology and pathophysiology of energy and substrte metabolism with
special emphasis on the etiology and treatment of obesity.

Honorary appointments, national and international affilations: Member of The Danish National Council for Public
Health, Ministry of Health, 2001-4. Member ofthe Food Politics Forum, The Ministr of Food, Agrculture and Fishery,
2001-3. Chairan of the National Committee for Nutrition Research under The Danish Royal Society of Science and
Letters, 1992-98. Member ofthe Nordic Nutrition Forum (The Nordic Medical Advisory Group) and Council of the
WHO International Obesity Task Force. President-Elect of The International Association for the Study of Obesity
(IASO). Member of the Scientific Committee on Nutrition, International Life Science Institute, Bruxelles, 1998-2002.
Editor-in-Chief, Obesity Reviews, (IASO) Blackwell Scientific Publications, UK, 1999-. Review Editor ofThe European
Joural of Clinical Nutrition 1996-2000. Member of editorial board of The International Journal of Obesity, The
Scandinavian Journal of Nutrition, and The Journal ofthe Danish Medical Association. Reviewer in 2003-4 for Science
JAMA, N. Engl. J. Med. , The Lancet, BMJ , and J. Clin. Invest. Member of organising committees of both Danish
European and International scientific meetings and congresses. Chairan of the Scientific Committee of The 6th
European Congress on Obesity 1995 and member of the Scientific Committee of The 7th European Congress on Obesity
1996.

A wards: Servier s A ward for Outstanding Obesity Research, 1990. Danish Society for Internal Medicine Anual Award
2nd prize, 1991. Aarhus Oil Foundation Prie for Lipid research, 1994. The International Association for The Study of
Obesitys Andre Mayer Award , 1994. M61nlycke Quality of Life A ward, 1995. Knight ofthe Order of Dannebrog, 1999.
Danone Chair Award, Honorary Professor, Antwerp University, 2002.

Scientific publications: Over 300 original papers, and 500 other publications such as textbook chapters , scientific
abstracts, reviews and letters. Three recent international publications:
1) Sloth B, Krog-Mikkelsen I, Flint A , Tetens I, Bj6rck I, Vinoy S , Elmstahl H, Astrup A , Lang V , Raben A. No
difference in body weight decrease between a low-glycemic-index diet and a high-glycemic-index diet but reduced LDL-
cholesterol after 10 wk ad libitum intake low-glycemic-index diet Am J Clin Nutr 2004;80:337-
2) Harder H, Nielsen L, Thi DTT, Astrup A. The effect ofliraglutide, a long-acting Glucagon-like peptide I derivative
on glycemic control , body composition, and 24-h energy expenditure in patients with type 2 diabetes. Diabetes Care
2004;27: 1915-

3) Astrp A, Larsen TM, Harper A. Atkins and other low carbohydrate diets: hoax or an effective tool for weight loss.
The Lancet. 2004;364:897-
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Astrup A, BUlow J, Madsen J. Skin temperature and subcutaneous adipose blood flow in
man. Scand J Clin Lab Invest 1980;40:135- 138.

Astrup A , BUlow J, Chrstensen NJ, Madsen J. Ephedrine induced thennogenesis in man:
no role for interscapular brown adipose tissue. Clin Sci 1984;64: 179-186.

Astrup A, BUlow J, Madsen J. Interscapular brown adipose tissue blood flow in the rat.
Oetennination with B3-Xenon clearance compared to the microsphere method. Pfliigers
Arch 1984;401:414-17.

Astrup A, Andersen T. Tennogenese og adipositas: Patogenetiske og terapeutiske
overvejelser. (Review) Ugeskr. Lreger 1984;146:303-307.

Warberg J, Bie P, Astrup A, Secher NH, Jensen KS. Endocrine responses to
nonhypotensive gravitational stress: vasopressin and aldosteron. Life Sci Res Spase
1984;212: 191- 192.

Astrup A , BUlow J, Madsen J, Chrstensen NJ. Contrbution of brown adipose tissue and
skeletal muscle to thennogenesis induced by ephedrine in man. Am J. Physiol
1985;248:E507-515.

Astrup A, BUlow J, Chrstensen NJ. The effect of nonesterified long-chain fatty acids on
blood flow and thennogenesis in brown adipose tissue in the young dog. Acta Physiol
Scand 1985; 124:81-85.

Astrup A, Lundsgaard C, Madsen J, Chrstensen NJ. Enhanced thennogenic
responsiveness during chronic ephedrine treatment in man. Am J Clin Nutr 1985;42:83-94.

Jelnes R, Astrup A. Detennination ofthe tissue-to-blood partition coeffcient for Bl-iodo-
Intipyrn in human subcutaneous adipose tissue. Scand J Clin Lab Invest 1985;45:521-524.

10. Jelnes R, Astrup A, BUlow J. The double isotope technique for in vivo detennination of the
tissue-to-blood partition coefficient for Xenon in human subcutaneous adipose tissue - an
evaluation. Scand J Clin Lab Invest 1985;45:565-568.

11. BUlow J. Madsen J, Astrp A, Chrstensen NJ. Vasoconstrictor effect of high FFAIalbumin
ratios in adipose tissue in vivo. Acta Physiol Scand 1985;125:?62-667.

12. Astrup A, Bulow J, Chrstensen NJ Madsen J, Quaade F. Facultative thennogenesis
induced by carbohydrate: a skeletal muscle component mediated by epinephrne. Am 
PhysioI1986;250;E226-E229.

13. Astrup A, Madsen J, Holst JJ, Chrstensen NJ. The effect of chronic ephedrie treatment
on substrte utilization, sympathoadrenal activity and energy expenditure during glucose-
induced thennogenesis in man. Metabolism 1986;35:260-265.

14. Astrup A, Skafte-Holm P, Biilow J, Sillesen H, Quaade F. " Slankepillen" Minuscal
stimulerede ikke energiomsretningen. Ugeskr Lreger 1986; 148: 1139- 1141.

15. Astrp A, Chrstensen NJ, Bulow J, Quaade F. Facultative carbohydrate-induced
thennogenesis and its deficiency in human obesity. In: Adrenergic physiology and
pathophysiology. Eds. Chrstensen, N. , Henrsen, O. & Lassen, N.A. Munksgaard
Copenhagen pp. 326-339, 1986.
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16. Iversen BF, Astrup A. Fomget alkoholelimination ved kronisk alkoholisme. Ugeskr Lreger
1986; 148: 14122- 1413.

17. Astrp A. Thennogenesis in human brown adipose tissue and skeletal muscle induced by
sympathomimetic stimulation. Disputats. (Review) Acta Endocriol Scand
1986;112(suppI.278):1-32.

18. Andersen T, Backer OG, Astrp A, Quaade F. Gastroplasty preceded by very-low-calorie
diet. A preliminary report. Clin Nutr 1986;suppI.5:83-86.

19. Jensen KS , Secher NH, R0rsgaard S , Warberg J, Astrup A, Chrstensn NS, Giese J
Schwartz TW, Bie P. Kreds10bsregulation ved hypovolremisk chock. Ugeskr. Lrger

1986; 148:2383-2387.

20. Bie P, Secher NH, Astrup A, Warberg J. Cardiovascular and endocrie responses to head-
up tilt and vasopressin infusion in man. Am J PhysioI1986;251:R735-R741.

21. Astrp A. Nye indikationer for behandling af overvregt baseret pa dens topografi. Ugeskr
Lreger 1986; 148:2774-2775.

22. Jensen KS , Secher NH, Astrup A , Chrstensen NJ, Giese J, Schwartz TW, Warberg J, Bie
P. Hypotension induced by passive head-up tilt: endocrie and circulatory mechanisms.
Am J PhysioI1986;251:R742-R748.

23. Andersen T, Astrp A, Quaade F. Ekstreme lavkaloriedireter i behandling af adipositas.
Nordisk Med 2986;12:348-349.

24. Astrup A, Andersen T. Nedsat energiomsretning og fakultativ tennogenese patogenetisk
ved visse tyer adiposita. Nordisk Med 1986; 12:335-336.

25. Astrp A, Andersen T, Henrksen 0, Chrstensen NJ, Biilow J, Madsen J, Quaade F.
Impaired glucose-induced thennogenesis in skeletal muscle in obesity. The role of the
sympathoadrenal system. Int J Obesity 1987;11:51-66.

26. BUlow J, Jelnes R, Astrup A, Madsen J, Vi1man P. Tissuelblood partition coeffcients for
Xenon in various adipose tissue depots in man. Scand J Clin Lab Invest 1986;47:1-

27. Garby L, Astrup A. The relation between the respiratory qoutient and the energy
equivalent of oxygen durig simultaneous glucose and lipid oxydation and lipogenesis.
Acta Physiol Scand 1987;129:443-444.

28. Astrp A, Chrstiansen P, Andersen T, Chrstensen NJ, Quaade F. Hypothalamisk
adipositas efter cerebral hypoxi. U geskr Lreger 1987; 149: 1400- 140 1.

29. BUlow J, Astrp A , Chrstensen NJ, Kastrup J. Blood flow in skin, subcutaneous adipose
tissue and skeletal muscle in the foreann of nonnal man during an oral glucose load. Acta
Physiol Scand 1987;130:657-661.

30. Andersen T, Backer OG, Astrup A , Quaade F. Horizontal or vertical banded gastroplasty
after pretreatment with very-low-calorie fonnula diet. Int J Obesity 1987; 1:295-304.

31. Andersen T, Dejgaard A, Astrp A, Gluud C. Increased plasma fibronectin concentrations
in obesity: normaliztion durigweight loss. Acta med Scand 1987; 222:275-279.
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32. Astrp A. Reduced energy expenditure contrbutes to obesity in predisposed individuals.
Implication for treatment with thennogenic agents. J Obesity & Weight reg 1987;6:3-20.

33. Astrup A, Andersen T, Quaade F. Dexfenfurain. Et nyt anoreksikum. Ugeskr Lreger
1987; 149:2726-2727.

34. Sander-Jensen K, Secher NH, Astrp A, Chrstensen NJ, Damjrer-Nielsen M, Giese J
Warberg J, Bie P. Angiotensin II attenuates reflex decrease in heart rate and sympathetic
activity in man. Clin Physiol 1988;8:31-40.

35. Quaade F, Astrp A. Is a good quality of life compatible with a slimmg diet? What can
we do to make dieting easier for the obese? Medicogrphia 1988; 10:21-23.

36. Andersen T, McNair P, Hyldstrp L, Fogh-Andersen N, Nielsen IT , Astrup A, Transbel I.
Secondary hyperparathyroidisme of morbid obesity regresses during weight reduction.
Metabolism 1988;37:425-428 .

37. Astrp A. What is the thennogenic taget organ in adult man? In: Clinical Progress in
Nutrition Research. Eds. A. Siteges-Serra, A. , Sitges-Creus & S. , Schwart-Riera. Karger
Basel. pp. 244-254; 1988.

38. Astrp A, Quaade F. Emreringspredagogisk behandling af anoreksia nervosa. Nord
Psykiatr Tidsskr 1988;42:427-431.

39. Breum L, Astrup A. Detennination of 24-h energy expenditure by direct whole-body
calorietry man. Medicographia 1988; 10:45-46.

40. Astrp A, Simonsen L, Bulow J, Chrstensen NJ. Measurement of foreann oxygen
consumption. Role of heating the contralateral hand. Am J PhysioI1988;255:E572-E578.

41. Astrup A. Brown adipose tissue and non-shiverig thennogenesis. ISI Atlas of Science:
Animal and Plant Physiology 1988; 1 :236-240.

42. Astrp A. Human obesity and brown fat metabolism. In: Thennoregulation: Research and
Clinical Applications. Eds. P.Lomax & P. Schonbaum. Karger, BaseL pp. 26-30; 1989.

43. Astrup A, Simonsen L, Bulow J , Chrstensen NJ. The contribution of skeletal muscle to
carbohydrate-induced thennogenesis in man. The role of the sympathoadrenal system. In:
Honnones, Thennogenesis , and Obesity. Eds. H. Lardy & F. Stratman. Elsevier Science
Publ. , New York pp. 187- 196; 1989.

44. Andersen T, Pedersen BH, Dissing I , Astrup A, Henrksen JH. A randomized comparison
of horizontal and vertical banded gastroplasty: What detennines weight loss? Scand J
GastroenteroI1989;24: 186- 192.

45. Astrp A. treatment of obesity with thennogenic agents. Nutrition 1989;5:70.

46. Astrp A, Mcdonald IA. Phannacology of thennoregulation. Arctic Med Res 1989; 48:87-
88.

47. Victor OJ, Astrup A, Garby L, Heitmann BL. Bioimpedansanalyse til bestemmelse af
kropssammensretning. Afpmvnig af et nyt enkelt apparat. Ugeskr Lreger 1989; 151: 1937-
1939.
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48. Astrp A, Simonsen L, BUlow J, Madsen J, Chrstensen NJ. Epinephre mediates
facultative carbohydrte-induced thermogenesis in human skeletal muscle. Am J Physiol
1989;257:E340-E345.

49. Astrup A , Quaade F. VLCD Compliance and lean body mass. Int J Obesity 1989;13
(supp1.2):27-31.

50. Quaade F, Astrp A. Intial very low calorie diet (VLCD ) improves ultimate weight loss.
Int J Obesity 1989; 13(suppL2): 107- 111.

51. Thomsen C, Jensen KE, Astrup A, BUlow J, Henrksen O. Changes of high-energy
phosphorous compounds in skeletal muscle durig glucose-induced thermogenesis in man.
A 31P MR spectroscopy study. Acta Physiol Scand 1989; 137: 335-339.

52. Guy-Grad B, Apfelbaum M, Crepaldi G, Gries A, Lefevre P, Turner P, (paricipating

investigators, Denmark: Quaade F, Andersen T, Astrp A) Dexfenfluramine international
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Conuents re. Evidence reporttechnologY assessment of 7/9/2002, Ephedra:effcacy and side-effects
Cliical

General conclusion
The report draws conclusons about effcacy and safety that are not suffciently supported by
the data. AF I have pointed out below the effcacy of ephedre/cafeine is underestiated dueto the incorrect method of analysis. In addition, in my view a number of shortco-ags in the
safety assessment tend to exaggerate the adverse events.

Overall evaluation

My overall conclusIon is that in several asects the report needs some jmportant revision. The
numbering of th references is very different in the text and in the reference list. Ths is veryconfing for the reader and has made the evaluation and review of the report very diffcult. 
also mean that some errors and shortcomigs may have been overlooked. Ths includes the
identification of studies, selection of studies for effcacy and safety. The data handlg is alsoiuadequate in some asects. Consequently the report' s overall conclusions are not supported
in the curent version and I believe that the revision suggested below will produce asubstantially chaged conclusion.

Study identification
The literatue search seems to be appropriate, with the relevant publications being identified.
The stdy selection for effcacy analysis seezs justied. whereas the selection of studies for
safety is not appropriate. Ths reviewer fids it justified including only the controlled trals
with a placebo ar for effcacy analysis. But for safety evaluation it is obvious that all trals
should be included. The safety inormation collected durg a clirrcal tral has much bettervalue and validity than the cases received though the FDA I suggest therefore that the
analysis of safety in tens of adverse effect dropouts and side effects should be re-examedwith inclusion of all the avaiable trals.

Data synthesis
The analysis of the weight loss achieved by ephedrie versus placebo, and ephedre pluscafeine versus placebo etc., is very problematic because one has assumed that the weight loss
cure is liear. This is ceraiy not the case for trals of 8 weeks to 6 months. The weight loss
rate is high iDtialy and susequently lowers, so that the weight loss from months 3 to 6 is
tyically very smal. It is therefore invald to simply calculate the mea rate of weight loss as
POUD9.S weight loss per month when trals of very different duration are included. Those who
are familiar with placebo controlled weight loss and weight maintenance 

trals know that mostof the dierence between the active and the placebo ar is acbieved durg the fist 3 to 4months, and that the dierence is subsequently maitained even up to 2 years. The way the
data are handled in this report has therefore produced projections that severely 

underestiatethe real effcacy of ephedre and ephedrie plus caffeine. Ths has been caned over into the
conclusions, where it is stated that ephedre/caffeine is not as effective as other anti-obesity
medications curently On the market. This mus refer. to Orlistat (the pancreatic lipase inbitorfrom Roche) and Sibutraxe (the centraly actig compound from Abbott). If One looks at
the long-term of Orlistt Ones sees that the mean weight loss Qifference between 

Orlistt andplacebo after 6 month to 2 year are of the order of between 2 - 5 kg in all the large trals.Ephedre plus caffeine produces at least an equivalent effect For example: If the weight lo
On an active compound afer 3 month is 10 pounds more th on placebo, and ths result ismaintained also afer 6.months, it is clear that rate of weight loss would be calculated as 10

14 002/006
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pounds divided by 3 (= 3.33) if the tral is stopped at 3 mouth. Whereas the result from a 6
month tral would give 10 pounds divided by 6 month (= 1.67), which is exactly hal of the
weight loss. This issue shonld be addressed and lhe effcacy section should be revised
accordigly. The way the panel J1 calculated the weight loss rate actually assumes that the
weight loss rate is linear and that it contiues at the same rate with prolonged use. Obvionsly,
ths is not the case.

I note that Astrp et al. International Joural of Obesity 1992;16:269-77, listed in the
bibliography (accepted arcles) as number 1 , is n.ot included in the analysis! The Dansh
double publication of tbis is the Quae et al. , listed as number 48 in the same bibliography. It
is hard to see why the panel quotes the Quade et al. publication in Dansh, which is a
condensed version of the Asttp et al. paper, which I assume nlUst be the paper the panel had
taken the study inormation frOIn in Englsh.

The panel has used pOUT.ds in the analysis of weight loss, but it would be mOre appropriate to
use weight loss in percent of intial body weight, because the weight loss in pounds is not
independent of intial body weight. Th may introduce a bias if the initial body weight and
body mass index in the 2 ans were not comparable.

Safety assessment
As mentioned above, the panel should also inclu.de the non-placebo controlled and non-
randomied trals in the safety assessment. The inormation obtaied from such trals is
superor to that from case report.

Page 58, 4th section: Here it is stated that patients takg phanaceuticals outside of clical
trals may have a greater risk of certai adverse events than patients selected to parcipate in
clical trals. I strongly disagree. In all the clical trals we have cQnducted, which have been
conducted in Denmark, it is quite norml that the pa.tients are refered by general practitioners
or hospital deparents because they have a high degree of overeight (are tyicay obese
with a body mass index of 29.40) and sufer from complications to the obese state. Ths m.ay
not necessarily be ischemc hear disease, hear faiure or tye 2 diabetes, because these
subjects wil tyically be excluded, but patients with pre-diabetes, dysnoea, osteoarbrosis in
knee or hip, etc. In addition one of the large tra.ls was conducted on hyperensive obese
patients (fgerslev et al.). In contrast, individua in the c01Iunty talcig preparations
contaUng ephedre will tyicaly be less overweight and be generally healther. They win
be less liely to experence serious adverse events than subjects in clhrica1 trials. I th the
conclusion reached by the panel should therefore be reversed.

.. 

The Danish Experience
It is quite natural that the panel has received the List of case repo'rs from FDA' s office of
nutrtional products, labelling aDd dietar s'Upplem.eDts. However , why did the panel not ask
the Dansh FDA for their full report of collected adverse events durg the 12 years from 1990
to 2002 where an ephedrie/caffeine prescription compound has been On the market in
Denmark? This is a substatial body of experience that could give more valid conclusions
than those received the American FDA alone.
Durg the last 8 years, the defued day doses have raged between 3.6 and 4.6 per 1,000
inabitant/day in Denmark. It aJso mean that the Dansh Drng Admstration has, in itssurveilance program obtained anecdotal data regard.iDg reported side effects from General
Practitioners and other Doctors in Denmark. The P()st market sueilance program is very
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effective in Denmark and there are 134 reports of side effects but they are all very mild side
effects and all the we1Hmown side effects we know from the pharacological action of
ephedre/caffeine. They include tremor, insomna, palpitations; side effects we actualy know
are tranient from the clical trals. There have been no serous adverse effects :tam the use
of ephedre/cafeine even though Demnark has had a substantial amount of sales and 1en
years expeuence.

Specifc cases

Page 60, Deaths, Probably Causal: A 21 year old male collapsed.. : This patient had been
takiug hydroxycut, which I assume is hydroxy citra.te. Hydroxy citrate is probably quite toxic
though it has not been systematically assessed in clical trals. Biochemicaly it may be
assumed to have a substatial liver toxic effect. I th it is therefore very diffcult to attbute
the case to ephedre. 
Page 62: I thin that there are too many examples of patients with many other risk factors
such as those included under the "probably cansal" myocardial inarctions, e.g. a 54 year old
male, who has smoked for 30 years and been an alcoholic. Another example is the 'OStroke.
Probably Causal"

: "

She was a long-tie intravenous drg abuser and alcohol abuser. She also
smoked ciga:ettes for 10 years. She tested positive for benzodiazapines and
phenylpropanolame, whereas there was no positive test for ephedre. I strongly disagree
with the conclusion that ths case can be classified as probably causal with respect to ephedra
use. It is mOre likely, with the given history and the positive test of the patient, that the stroke
was caused by other vasa-active drgs taen by the patient

These weakesses apply to several of the other stroke cases, and I tl ths is parcularly
interesting in light of the meta-analysis of adverse events reported from control trals (Table

, page 80) where it is found that there is no statisticaly signcant increased risk of
hyperension. This also quite clear from the control study by Ingerslev et al. on hypertensive
patients treated with ephedre/cafeine. One should therefore be cautious about drwing
conclusions on the causality with respect to stoke.

Conclusions. Chapter 5, page 111

Weight loss
In the fist bullet it is stated that compounds produce weight loss over relatively short periods
of tie (no more than a few months). Ths is misleading as there are trals fOT a durtion of 6
month. The same applies for the 3rd bullet where the expression "short-term weight loss" is
used. Bul1et 6 is outrageous. Here it is concluded that ephedre and ephedrne plus caffeine
produce a weight loss somewhat less than the effect reported for FDA approved
pharaceuticals for weight loss. The panel have used phentemre as an example and state
that the effect is "reported at about 20 pounds of weight loss at 6 months . Ths is certaily
not the weight loss produced by phentenne above placebo, but the weight loss produced by
phenterre from baselie includig a diet. For comparson One can take the Astrp et al
study froro 1992 where the weight loss in the ephedre plus cafeine ar was about 16 kg.
But of course, the weight loss in the placebo an must be subtracted, givig an additional
wei t loss produced by the compoUId of 3.6 kg.

Adverse consequences
Agai, ths revie er suggests that the open trals should also be included. In the fist bullet it
is stated that it is not possible to separate out how caffeie contrbutes to the side-effects. This
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is actualy possible. In the Astrp et at in Interational Joural of Obesity in 1992 there was a.separate caffeine ar in the 6 months tral. Side-effects are shown in one of the tables in thspaper, and here it is clear which side-effects can be afubuted to eafeine.
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